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ABSTRACT 

Existing frameworks for identity management do not adequately address important requirements 

imposed by European data protection legislation, as well as those for integrating privacy protection 

frameworks into enterprise data architectures. They also fail to provide consistent user-interfaces. 

This report shows how a new model of identity, along with the Worldwide Web Consortium‟s 

semantic web standards can be used to satisfy these requirements. 

The report begins by defining a set of scenarios which outline the problem area and provide a basis 

for deriving a set of requirements. Existing standards and initiatives in this area are examined and 

the report looks at where they fall short in satisfying the derived requirements. It sets out a formal 

model of identity in the context of electronic databases and data processing, covering privacy and 

linkability properties and the concept of anonymity. Using this model, and the scenarios, a set of 

requirements is derived for a privacy enhancing identity management framework. 

The SWIM (Semantic Web Identity Management) framework is then introduced, consisting of a 

model, syntax, semantics and protocols for the request and disclosure of identity data. SWIM, a 

framework implemented using the suite of W3C standards known collectively as semantic web 

technologies, may be used to fulfil all the requirements more effectively than existing solutions. 

The abstract and concrete syntax used by the SWIM framework to satisfy the requirements are 

examined in detail. The architecture and components of a prototype implementation are presented 

and the integration of these components into an overall enterprise system architecture is discussed, 

including provision for audit mechanisms. 

Finally, the SWIM framework is evaluated against the stated requirements. This includes the results 

of a set of validation experiments using examples of policies and rules which test critical cases. It 

also includes presentation of the results of benchmarking a prototype implementation against an 

automated test suite, including performance testing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Efficient, legally compliant and user-friendly management of identities has emerged as one of the 

key problems to be solved in current IT infrastructure. Industry and ecommerce require high 

volume, well-authenticated and accurate personal data, with efficient protocols and architectures 

for collecting, updating and querying such data. 

End users struggling with password-fatigue require solutions to automate the provision of 

authorization credentials. Apart from the fact that human rights principles [1] impose duties on 

identity management services to protect user privacy, surveys also show that, given the choice, 

significant numbers of end-users prefer to minimise the amount of identifiable information 

disclosed in electronic transactions [2][3][4]. It has been shown, however that users are willing to 

invest very little time and effort in understanding identity management systems and in dealing with 

mechanisms for increasing their privacy [5][6]. 

Government legislation imposes stringent requirements for privacy of personal information, but 

under certain conditions, has strong requirements for the disclosure of personally identifying 

information, and hence the revocability of this privacy. A key requirement coming from legislation 

is created by the principle of minimisation of data collection, whereby data collected by services 

should be minimal for the purpose required [3.2][7]. This is an important requirement for the 

design of identity management solutions. Nevertheless, existing solutions almost always request 

more data than is required. For example, strictly speaking, for the purpose of renting out a car, a 

rental agency needs to know that a person is the holder of a valid driver's licence and that they have 

paid for the service. Any further information is required only under certain conditions, such as the 

occurrence of an accident. However, existing data structures are set up in such a way that the only 

way to prove that one is the holder of a valid driver's licence is to certify all the information held in 

a driver's licence. They do not allow data subjects to prove, for example, ONLY that they hold a 

credential of a certain type (e.g. a drivers' licence), without disclosing all the data in the credential. 

This is, in part because additional data often cannot be captured later and it is difficult to determine 

the minimum information required for a given purpose. Furthermore, even when the data request 

corresponding to minimum disclosure can be clearly determined, traditional data structures and 

even certificates often do not provide the appropriate semantics for selecting and transmitting such 

data. 

Traditional PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) certificates do not support selective disclosure of 

attributes. That is, they either show all the attributes contained in the certificate or none at all. It is 

not possible to tailor disclosure to the application context. Federated identity solutions using SAML 

(Security Assertions Markup Language) [1.3.3, SAML] allow for selection of single attributes. But 

as will be shown later, the extensibility available within the flat attribute/value data structures 

provided does not allow for true minimisation. Furthermore, they disclose unnecessary information 

by repeatedly using the same unique values (e.g. the public key) in different transactions. 

A further problem, which remains unsolved in current privacy policy frameworks, is that of 

transferability of privacy preferences between enterprises. Many privacy enhancing technologies 

such as P3P (Platform for Privacy Preferences) [1.3.1][8] and EPAL (Enterprise Privacy 

Authorisation Language) [9] allow enterprises to make customisable agreements with end-users as 

to the data-handling practices applied to their data. However, existing frameworks do not provide 

for the subsequent transfer of those data, along with the agreements made, to third party services in 

a B2B scenario. With the advent of widespread web-services architectures, allowing automated 

transfer of personal data between many different enterprises in a supply chain, this requirement is 

ever-more important. 
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So far, the requirements discussed have been mainly on the service side. However, problems also 

exist on the client side. Identity management is a 2-way process between users and services. While 

users need to identify themselves to services, they also need to be sure of the identity and trust 

properties of services. A very important problem is the expression and evaluation of evidence 

offered in support of assertions about the data handling practices of services.  

A common manifestation of this problem is the difficulty of users in evaluating the trustworthiness 

of services identified by SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) – also known as TLS (Transport Layer 

Security) - certificates. The only meta-data offered to users about certificates is currently a list of 

trusted certificates. However users often do not know whether to trust individually named 

organizations, which are described by cryptographic certificates. Membership of such trusted lists 

is often dictated by arbitrary criteria such as whether they have been selected by the browser 

vendor. Such decisions are also very time-consuming and users often make poor decisions as a 

result [10]. What is needed is a semantics describing trust-relevant properties of certificates, 

allowing users to make better trust decisions about providers and allowing them to set rules for 

automatic evaluation of such certificates based on delegation to preferences expressed in machine-

readable rules. 

This thesis proposes SWIM, (Semantic Web Identity Framework), a framework capable of fulfilling 

the above requirements. In brief, the most important components of SWIM are: 

 A semantics for describing personal data and evidence for that data. 

 A model for defining how personal data and evidence may be queried.  

 A model and syntax defining policies describing the handling of personal data once 

disclosed. 

 A model and syntax for defining how rules governing the acceptance of data handling 

policies may be defined in such a way as to fit into the SWIM framework. 

 A set of ontologies for generic personal data types, and evidence exchanged, modelling 

trust-relevant properties of that evidence. The ontologies are designed for use by default 

within the SWIM framework, but provide extensibility points to deal with extra 

requirements. 

 A definition of the protocol steps involved in implementing the framework, including cases 

in which  private credentials are used as evidence. 

 

 

FIGURE 1: OVERVIEW OF SWIM FRAMEWORK 

 

Personal Data Evidence

Query and exchange protocols and syntax

Disclosure Policies

Data Handling Policies
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THESIS PROPOSITION 

The proposed SWIM framework satisfies important requirements which have not been addressed by 

previous identity management and privacy policy frameworks, and can be implemented using the 

W3C's semantic web group of technologies. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This report demonstrates the validity of the thesis proposition through the following steps: 

 The definition of a set of scenarios as a basis for deriving requirements for privacy and 

identity management frameworks. 

 A review of existing technologies and frameworks related to the proposition. There is a 

particular focus on W3C‟s P3P 1.0 and P3P 1.1 specifications since these are the most 

important existing standards in the problem space. 

 A review of the legal and regulatory environment in which these scenarios take place. This 

is an important source of requirements for the framework. 

 A formal model of important concepts used in identity management and their relationships. 

 On the basis of the above scenarios, the derivation of a set of legal and technical 

requirements for a privacy and identity management framework. 

 A gap analysis with existing available technologies applicable to the scenarios. 

 A proposal for semantics, syntax, architecture and technologies for prototype 

implementation, which satisfy the requirements, that is, the SWIM framework. 

 An experimental validation of the SWIM framework via a prototype implementation and a 

set of key test cases focusing on the satisfaction of the requirements.  

 A review and benchmarking of the SWIM framework against the requirements. 

THESIS STRUCTURE 

The thesis is structured as follows: 

CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

Gives an overview of existing standards and work, which will be used or referenced later in the 

report. Describes the problem-space using detailed scenarios, which will be used throughout as a 

reference for requirements, examples and validation. 

Describes the general context for the research and motivation behind the thesis including the social 

and regulatory reasons for undertaking the research, as well as the background in terms of existing 

research. This section also describes the technical context in which the work is placed, as well as 

the relevant legislative documents which are referenced in the report and used as a basis for 

ontologies in the framework. 

CHAPTER 2. FORMAL MODEL OF ELECTRONIC IDENTITY 

The modelling of identity and personally identifying data is an important element of the SWIM 

framework,and in particular, the proposed ontologies. This section is dedicated to a formal model 

of identity, which is used as a basis for its incorporation into the SWIM framework. In this chapter, 

other identity-related terminology is also defined. 
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CHAPTER 3. REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIVACY AND IDENTITY MANAGEMENT  

Describes in detail the technical requirements, which the SWIM framework addresses. These 

requirements are derived from the use cases and research context. They also add regulatory 

requirements as derived from an analysis of the European Data Protection Directives. From these 

we derive a series of related benchmarks which can be derived from the overall set of legal and 

technical requirements. These benchmarks will be used in the evaluation section. The chapter ends 

with a summary of which requirements are already satisfied by which existing frameworks. 

Chapter 4.  THE SWIM FRAMEWORK 

This chapter describes how the semantic web can be used to describe a general model for privacy 

enhancing identity management which addresses problems arising from the use cases and 

requirements which are not addressed by other frameworks and technologies. This covers the 

technical details of protocols used and gives examples of how they work in practice. 

CHAPTER 5. VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS 

Validates the framework, in particular, the syntax and semantics presented in Chapter 4, against 

key test cases. These test cases prove that it is able to satisfy requirements for expressivity deriving 

from the requirements in Chapter 3. This was an important milestone before going on to test the 

framework in a concrete component architecture and class structure in the prototype 

implementation. 

CHAPTER 6. IMPLEMENTATION 

Describes details of how these protocols were implemented and tested within a prototype API. 

Details are given of how the components interacting with ontologies interact with other prototype 

components, including user interface components. 

CHAPTER 7. EVALUATION 

Evaluates the theory and implementation against requirements and benchmarks. Gives suggestions 

for improvements further work and final conclusions. 

CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS 

Concludes on the results of this research and gives suggestions for further work. 
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NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 

The following notational conventions apply throughout the document. 

 References use LNCS style. Internal chapter references (cross-references) refer to the 

section or chapter number in square brackets (e.g. [1.2.3]) and if necessary the subheading 

(e.g. [1.2.3, Sub-Heading]. These are linked in the electronic version. References to figures 

use the notation Figure No (e.g. Figure 1, with no brackets). 

 The first time a new term is introduced, it is written in italics. 

 Where a reference to a heading is a “live link” in the electronic version, it is in [square 

brackets]. This does not include references to figures. 

 When a term used in ordinary language is used with formal significance, italics are used to 

distinguish it from the common-language usage (e.g. the identical relation). 

 Tuples (ordered sets of n items) are represented as <a,b, … n> where a is the first item in 

the tuple and n is the last. 

 Definitions and axioms are labelled as such and numbered e.g. Definition 1, Axiom 1 

 Symbols denoting sets use UPPER CASE LETTERS. 

 Symbols denoting instances use lower case letters. 

 Set theoretic expressions use standard symbols for example: 

o |S| denotes the cardinality of the set S. 

o ai Є S denotes that ai is an element of the set S 

o S1  S2 means that S1 is a proper subset of S2 

o S1  S2 denotes the union of sets S1 and S2 

o S1  S2 denotes the intersection of sets S1 and S2 

o S1\{S2} is the complement of S2 relative to S1 (all elements in S1, but not in S2). 

o  denotes the empty set 

o {T1,T2} represents an unordered set with elements T1 and T2 

 Predicates are represented in abstract syntax as predicate 

name(argument1,argument2,argument3…) – and in concrete syntax using RDF RDF/XML 

[11] syntax or RDF/N3 syntax[12] or depending on the implementation context. 

 Logical expressions use standard logic symbols for example: 

o  denotes AND, as in P(a) AND P(b). 

o  denotes OR, as in P(a) OR P(b). 

o a Є S:P(a) means that for all members of S, the predicate P(a) is true. 

o  Є S:P(a),Q(b) means that for all members of S, a and b, the predicate P(a) is 

true and the predicate Q(b) is true. 

o P(a)Q(a) means P(a) is equivalent to Q(a). 

o P(a) Q(a) means P(a) implies Q(a). 

o Iff means if and only if. 

 Predicates described in isolation are written _ predicate _ where underscores represent 

arguments. 
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Chapter 1. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
This chapter introduces a generic architecture for identity management together with a set of 

scenarios related to identity and privacy in data processing. It also describes the relevant standards 

and legislative documents which are referenced in the report and used as a basis for the SWIM 

framework.  

1.1 GENERIC ARCHITECTURE OF IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 

It is useful at this point to outline a generic architecture and protocol sequence for Identity 

Management application. This also serves to introduce some important terms which will be used 

later on. Most of the scenarios described in [1.2] fit into the generic patterns represented by Figure 

2 below. In this figure, arrows represent the flow of messages (shown in more detail in Figure 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2: GENERIC IDENTITY MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE 
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The related generic protocol sequence of an identity management application is represented by 

Figure 3 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3: GENERIC IDENTITY MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE: SEQUENCE 

DIAGRAM 

Step  Title  Description  

1  DS requests access to 

relying party1 (RP1)  

The data subject (DS) possibly represented by an agent, also sometimes 

known as asserting party or principal, requests a resource or service 

from RP1. 

2  RP1 requests to 

identify relevant 

identity provider 

(IdP)  

RP1 sends a request to the discovery service for the provision of an IdP 

for the DS. RP1 may need to provide an assertion request in order for 

the discovery service to identify the correct IdP. 

Discovery 

Service 

Data Subject 

(DS) 

Relying 

Party 1 

(RP1) 

Relying 

Party 2 

(RP2) 

 

Identity 

Provider 

(IdP) 

2. RP1 requests to identify 

relevant IdP 

3. Discovery service provides 

IdP 

4. RP1 requests assertions and evidence 

for those assertions from IdP (including 

assertions about e.g. public keys, 

response to challenge, name, date of 

birth, etc...)  , provides data handling 

policy. 

7. IdP prompts DS for assertions 

(optional) 

8. DS sends assertions to IdP (optional) 

9. Assertions and evidence to 

RP1 

10. DS accesses service 

provided by RP1  

11. Request access to RP2 

12. RP2 requests assertions 

from IdP 

13. Assertions 

14. DS accesses service 

provided by RP2 

1. Request access to RP1 

5. Negotiation of data handling 

policy 

6. Negotiation of data handling 

policy 
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3  Discovery service 

provides an IdP  

DS responds by sending relevant IdP according to the assertion request. 

4  RP1 requests 

assertions and 

evidence for those 

assertions. 

  

RP1 sends an assertion and evidence request to the selected IdP. RP1 

needs to authenticate the DS (and may need other personal data) before 

giving them the resource or service requested. This means RP1 needs 

assertions about DS and evidence for those assertions.  

5 Negotiation of data 

handling policy 

This step and the next step may take place either between the IdP and 

the RP or between the DS and the RP. The DS or IdP needs to be 

assured that if assertions are transferred to the RP, they will be treated 

according to the DS's preferences (e.g. for retention, recipients, 

purposes etc...). Therefore the data handling policy is negotiated before 

going any further. 

6 Negotiation of data 

handling policy 

As step 5, but RP1 may send modifications to the IdP in case the IdP 

does not accept the data handling policy on behalf of DS. 

7  IdP prompts DS for 

authentication  

The IdP asks the DS to authenticate himself to the IdP, or provide other 

assertions which are not known already to the IdP. This step is not 

necessary if the IdP already has all the assertions available (e.g. if there 

is an active session in a web single-sign-on context). 

8 DS authenticates to 

IdP  

This and the preceding step may be omitted if the DS has already been 

authenticated and a session is still active. It is a key feature of single 

sign on that this step is optional. 

9  IdP sends identity 

assertion to RP1 

The IdP confirms the DS‟s identity by sending assertions and evidence 

for those assertions, satisfying RP1‟s request (step 4) . 

10  User authorised to 

access  

RP 1, after receiving confirmation of DS‟s identity assertion from the 

IdP(s), provides the requested resource or service to the DS.  

11 Request access to 

RP2  

The DS requests a resource or service from a second relying party, RP2. 

12  Relying party 2 (RP2) 

requests assertions 

from IdP 

RP2 sends request for assertions and evidence (e.g. authenticating the 

DS) to IdP (again requesting discovery service for the provision of an 

IdP for the DS – this step is omitted for brevity) 

13  IdP sends identity 

assertion to RP2 

The IdP confirms the DS‟s identity by sending assertions and evidence 

for those assertions, satisfying RP2‟s request (step 12), after 

determining that the DS authentication is still valid and single sign-on is 

applicable. 

14 DS authorised to 

access Application 2 

RP2, after receiving confirmation of DS‟s identity from the IdP(s), 

provides the requested resource or service to DS.  
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1.2 SCENARIOS 

The following scenarios will be used as a basis for deriving requirements and their analysis. They 

also provide a useful introduction to the problem area this report seeks to address. Note that the 

scenarios are not intended to demonstrate the use of privacy enhancing technologies (PET) per se, 

but rather to illustrate a case where they would improve the privacy-protection of the relevant 

actors. The key points to note are: 

 The amount of data disclosed compared to the amount of data required to fulfil the service 

or deliver the resource. 

 The decision making processes applied to evidence offered. 

 Privacy policies used in business-to-business transactions (transformation between 

different enterprise data models). 

 The enforcement of data handling promises made. 

 Accountability and revocability requirements. 

1.2.1 SCENARIO: CAR RENTAL 

John Primeur wants to rent a car in the UK. 

DESCRIPTION 

 John is concerned to maintain his anonymity and therefore wants to reveal the minimum 

necessary information. The car rental takes place in the European Union and the 

transaction is therefore subject to EU data protection legislation, specifically the 

requirement for minimisation of the amount of data collected for the stated purpose 

[3.2][7]. 

 In order to rent the car, the rental company needs to know that John is in possession of a 

valid driver‟s licence for the vehicle class he wants to rent and that he is over 17 (for 

insurance purposes). They also need to know that he has not had his driver‟s licence 

revoked for any offences and that he is a national of a European member state. They do not 

need to know anything beyond this, including his name, his date of birth and any penalty 

points he may have incurred. 

 John Primeur wants to be assured that the company has relevant certifications relating to 

the safety of their vehicles and financial practices. He also wants to be sure that any data he 

submits will not be used for profiling purposes. 

 If (and only if) John Primeur has an accident and refuses to pay for the damage to the car, 

the company needs to be able to find out John‟s credit card details in order to charge him. 

In order to protect John, this information should only be available if the company can show 

a certificate from the police verifying that the accident took place.  

ACTORS 

 John Primeur  

 Car rental company  

 Third party company 

 Law enforcement 

DATA FLOW 

1. The car rental company requests John‟s personal data. (At a minimum, the company needs an 

assertion of his ability to drive, that his age over the legal limit for driving in the UK and contact 

details for john accessible at least in the event of an accident). The car rental company also requests 
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evidence that this personal data is correct in the form of certificates from the UK driver licensing 

authority (DVLA - e.g. a driving licence). At the same time, the car rental company itself provides 

certificates as evidence of its data handling practices and internal security procedures. 

2. If John or his user-agent is satisfied with the evidence provided, John provides evidence that he 

is old enough to drive (over 17 in the UK) and/or in possession of a valid driver‟s licence (which 

automatically proves he is over 17). He agrees to the data handling policy allowing the 

transmission of minimal data to a third party company. He also provides a token which allows 

access to further data including his full name and address, attested by the UK DVLA upon 

production of evidence of entitlement to that data (e.g. evidence that an accident has taken place 

and that the accessing entity is a bona-fide law-enforcement agency). 

3. The car rental company transmits John‟s data (albeit minimal) to a 3
rd

 party company along with 

his data handling policies.  

4. If John has an accident, law enforcement may access his contact details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4: CAR RENTAL SCENARIO: SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 

POLICIES 

 The car rental company: John‟s name and credit card details will only be revealed to a third 

party if he has an accident. None of his data will be given to a third party initially. 

 John will only submit his data if the company can prove they have safe practice 

certifications and that data (even pseudonymised) will not be used for profiling of any kind. 

1.2.2 SCENARIO: JOAN PRIMEUR‟S BLOOD TEST 

Joan Primeur goes to the doctor for a blood test. 

DESCRIPTION 

 In order to collect payment, Joan‟s doctor collects insurance information, which is handled 

according to rules set by insurance and law. 

 The doctor presents an agreement form to Joan via an electronic interface to inform her 

about the data processing required to perform the test, which she consents to by clicking a 

4. If John has an accident, contact data may be 

accessed by law enforcement  

Law enforcement John   Third party 
Car rental 

company 

1. Request data, provide 

data handling policies 

2. Prove over 17, 

valid driver‟s licence 

+ conditionally credit 

card details, contact 

data 

3. Data to 3rd party 

company (subject to 

John‟s policy) 
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button. The form may also ask her to provide elements of personal data required for the 

transaction. 

 In consenting to the agreement, Joan is given the option to pass the results and her contact 

information on to a blood donor database. The blood donor service may use them to 

contact her with a request for blood, according to information about her blood group and 

given she satisfies requirements regarding certain diseases. Joan is told that the blood 

donor database will not forward her information to 3
rd

 parties and that they will delete her 

information if she is not contacted within 5 years and whenever she explicitly asks for them 

to do this. 

 Blood testing and some data processing are delegated to 3rd parties. These 3rd parties need 

to enforce the agreement negotiated between the doctor and Joan. 

 The results of the test are passed back to the doctor and to Joan. In order to access the 

results and to know that they are Joan‟s, the requester must prove that he is either Joan or  

Joan‟s doctor.  

 If Joan does not have any dangerous diseases, the results of the test are passed on to a 

blood donors‟ database. This is accessible to other parties according to the agreement 

between the doctor and Joan. The party organizing blood donations may contact Joan 

directly in order to ask her to give blood, if they wish.  

 Joan gets married and so needs to change her name in all databases. 

ACTORS 

 Patient (Data Subject) 

 Doctor 

 Lab (no prior agreement – independent 

 Blood transfusion service (3rd party with NO prior agreement) 

DATA FLOW 

1. The doctor collects a blood sample and attaches a pseudonym to it to allow the results to be 

subsequently returned to him and Joan. 

2. The doctor gives the blood sample and the label specifying her pseudonym to the lab. 

3. The lab passes the results back to the doctor under the same pseudonym. 

4. The doctor communicates the results to Joan. 

5. Joan reviews the data handling practices of the blood donor database. 

6. Joan gives consent for the doctor to release her data.  

7. The doctor checks that Joan does not have any diseases prohibited for blood donors, before 

passing her details on to the blood donor database. 
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POLICIES 

 Joan consents to pass the results of her blood test on to the blood donor database and any 

third parties involved in the testing, including information about diseases she might have. 

However, she requests that it should be pseudonymised if possible. 

 Only Joan‟s doctor or Joan may access the full, unpseudonymised results of Joan‟s blood 

test. 

 The blood donation organization may contact Joan directly for the purpose of soliciting a 

blood donation. They only need to know her contact details and that she does not have any 

prohibited diseases, not the full results of her blood test. They are not to be informed if 

anyone has failed to fulfil this criterion. They will not pass her information on to 3rd 

parties and they will delete it upon request or if they have no contact with her for 5 years. 

1.2.3 SCENARIO: AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE  

The vision of Ambient Intelligence (AMI) is that the computer as we know it has "disappeared" 

and has been integrated into the environment of the user. Instead of data being input via a keyboard 

or mouse, it enters the system via sensors in the user's environment. These sensors can often collect 

information through channels the user is not aware of, for example via passive RFID tags (which 

return unique numbers when interrogated by a reader), pressure sensors, gesture recognition in 

clothes, etc. Even devices which react to changes in brain waves are already in the market [13]. The 

services are then delivered by interfaces which are also integrated into the environment. These 

might include interfaces such as: 

 Visual Display Units (VDU), e.g. a computer screen. 

 Intelligent controls on everyday appliances such as lights, heating, locks, etc. 

 Supply chain devices such as robots, manufacturing machines, etc. 

 Smart user interfaces such as speech synthesis, robot gestures, etc. 

All sensors and actuators are integrated seamlessly into a system which may span a user's home, 

work and public spaces as well commercial spaces such as supply chains. 

 

FIGURE 5: BLOOD TEST SCENARIO: SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
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Five key characteristics can be derived for AMI which constitute great challenges for IdM systems 

in AMI environments. The characteristics are as follows: 

1. Much more data is collected without the subject's knowledge compared to information and 

communication technologies of today; 

2. The increase in the ability to profile and track individuals based on highly incidental information. 

3. Boundaries of control become blurred and it becomes very difficult to define who is responsible 

for a given data processing act; 

4. Users no longer have true freedom of choice because they are forced to participate in Ambient 

Services in order to carry out their every-day activities; 

5. The users‟ spatial privacy (see [14], [Glossary and abbreviations]) is much more under threat. 

DESCRIPTION 

In this scenario, a special type of pressure sensor has become an industry standard and is 

ubiquitously deployed in flooring systems used in business, domestic and commercial context. This 

kind of pressure sensors might be used, for example, to adjust music in a discotheque based on the 

level of activity, or within homes to detect where to send entertainment streams. 

 Pressure sensors have been deployed in a certain supermarket chain. At regular time 

intervals, or when significant changes of values occur, these pressure sensors return the 

following data: 

o An unstructured pseudonym which is unique to each sensor (for example 

B1HA006); 

o The pressure currently registered. 

o A timestamp. 

o For example, a sensor might return <B1F78A, 10000 N/m2, 1999-12-31 23:59:59> 

when someone weighing 100kg stands on it.  

 The pseudonyms in the data sets act as keys in a database which link to the location of the 

sensor. 

 The pressure sensors are used by the supermarket to detect when a person is standing in 

front of a certain product. The pressure sensors make it easier to approach customers who 

have questions about certain products, as well as providing directed commercial 

information to customers standing in front of them.  

 The same supermarket chain also tags their products with RFID tags.  

 John buys a pair of shoes with an RFID tag embedded in each shoe. These RFID tags allow 

the supermarket to take payment from John for his shopping without the need for checkout 

staff. 

 John pushes his shopping cart past an RFID reader and swipes a credit card through a 

reader.  

 Depending on the ubiquity of the sensors and the ability of single entities to cross-reference 

databases, a sensor vendor may be able to track the movements of individual customers 

between their homes, offices and shopping locations by correlating: 

o The locations and readings of RFID readers.  

o The values returned by pressure sensors (one can assume that weights of customers 

buying shoes within a certain batch will be unique). 

o Locations linked to weight sensors. 

 An application could deduce the address of supermarket customers buying various products 
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by correlating the (probably) unique combinations of batch RFIDs and pressure data. If 

more sensors were added to the picture, the ability to find uniquely identifying 

combinations of attributes would be much greater. In fact, the ability to classify individuals 

rises exponentially with the number of different variables available because each new 

variable reduces the possible candidates for a given profile by a given fraction. 

ACTORS 

 John 

 Supermarket 

 Sensor vendor 

 Government law-enforcement agencies. 

DATA FLOW 

1. Supermarket collects data about weight of person in a specific location and wearing shoes from a 

specific batch 

2. Supermarket collects data about purchases and payment details linked to purchases and wearer of 

shoes from a specific batch 

3. Sensor vendor or law-enforcement collect data about weight and shoe batch of person in 2
nd

 

location. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POLICIES 

None. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6: AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE SCENARIO: SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
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1.3 OVERVIEW OF RELATED WORK AND STANDARDS 

1.3.1 THE P3P 1.0 AND 1.1 SPECIFICATIONS 

P3P is one of the few widely used specifications which seek to address at least a subset of the 

requirements of the privacy enhancing identity management framework. We therefore describe it in 

detail below, as well as examining the requirements which it does not address. 

 

P3P 1.0 

The W3C (Worldwide Web Consortium) [15] specification document gives the following 

description of P3P [8]: 

"The Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P) enables Web sites to express their privacy 

practices in a standard format that can be retrieved automatically and interpreted easily by user 

agents. P3P user agents will allow users to be informed of site practices (in both machine- and 

human-readable formats) and to automate decision-making based on these practices when 

appropriate. Thus users need not read the privacy policies at every site they visit." 

The aims of P3P can be summarised as follows:  

 Transparency: To increase trust in data transactions on the Internet by providing 

statements of Data Protection policies.  

 Automation: To facilitate data flow by making privacy statements machine readable. Very 

few people read human-readable privacy statements, making them little more than a legal 

formality. 

 User empowerment: Increasing the business-case for privacy-friendliness. Automated 

processing gives users the opportunity to be more discerning about web-site privacy 

practices, thus increasing the pressure on business to protect users‟ privacy. 

 Dispute resolution: To facilitate this by providing unambiguous statements. 

 

A schematic overview of P3P is given in Figure 7 (adapted from the author‟s paper [16]) 

 

FIGURE 7: P3P OVERVIEW 
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In words (numbering in curly brackets refers to diagram): 

 A web service/site {1.} (e.g. e-commerce shop) defines privacy policies which are then 

translated into a P3P XML version often using an off-the-shelf tool. The privacy policies 

specify a web site‟s data processing practices of the personal data of its customers 

(multiple policies may be defined for different types of content). Typical issues specified 

are length of data retention, disclosure to unrelated third parties and users‟ access to their 

personal data. 

 The policies are made publicly available via a web server (which is not necessarily on the 

same domain as the web content). 

 A policy reference file is retrieved from the web server, according to a well-defined 

procedure e.g. it may be located in the predefined “well-known” location, 

“http://www.exampledomain.com/w3c/p3p.xml”. The policy reference file is required to be 

retrieved from the same domain as the web content. This file specifies, using XML syntax 

defined in the P3P specification, which policies apply to which resources on the same 

domain. Browsers use policy references to locate the privacy policy that applies to a web 

resource. 

 Users define their privacy user preferences {4.} which are translated into a P3P XML 

version possibly using a graphical tool such as the JRC ruleset editor [17]. This typically 

specifies a set of data processing characteristics to look for in P3P policies and behaviours 

to execute if they are matched. The characteristics that the rules look for can be any of 

those possible within P3P e.g. user access rights, data retention, etc. 

 For any http request by the user, before data is transmitted, the agent fetches the relevant 

P3P policy {3.} using the policy reference file and evaluates it against the user's preference 

set. 

 Depending on the evaluation result, data (such as http header info or demographic data) 

{6.} may be released to the web site‟s data store and/or the client may be given information 

on evaluation results. 

N.B. current options in P3P only specify that requests should be blocked, executed or limited. 

There is no interaction with a user data store or granular information filtering.  

APPEL 

APPEL (A Privacy Preference Exchange Language) provides a system for encoding user 

preferences in ECA rules [1.3.9, Event condition action rules (ECA)] which match aspects of P3P 

policies and perform one of 3 actions based on what is matched. According to the APPEL [18] 

specification and the behaviour of current implementations, the P3P user agent is similar in 

functionality to a traditional access control system. On the basis of the user‟s rules, the agent can 

choose one of 3 behaviours: 

 Request: allows the request (essentially a YES access control decision) 

 Block: blocks the request. This has been interpreted in a weaker sense by many user agent 

implementations due to the unacceptable interruption of the user-experience which results 

from a strict implementation of the APPEL specification. For instance, Privacy Bird [19] 

displays different coloured icons depending on whether the decision is a request or a block. 

 Limited: The third option is to limit the information transmitted in HTTP headers to a 

minimum required to perform the request (according to safe-zone requirements [20]. For 

example no POST data is transmitted and the http referrer header is not included. 
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The following should be noted with reference to the P3P specification: 

 APPEL has only W3C working group note status. It has not reached Recommendation 

status (which represents greater consensus and maturity). This is due to problems with 

adoption. Firstly, it has been noted that APPEL has important ambiguities. That is, two 

different syntactic variants of the same rule semantics lead to opposite decisions (see[21], 

chapter 2.4). 

 Secondly APPEL uses a very non-standard syntax for matching policy fragments. This 

impeded adoption due to the high investment needed in learning the policy matching 

syntax. An alternative rule syntax has been proposed by [22], using W3C‟s XPATH [23] 

standard to match policy fragments. 

 P3P does not interact with the user‟s data store or manage selection of identity information 

for transmission. It cannot therefore be considered a full-blown identity management. The 

evaluation and description of data handling practices is however an important component 

in identity management system. 

P3P 1.1 

The P3P 1.1 specification represents an update to P3P1.0 by a set of task forces designated to work 

on requirements gathered by the working group at the Future of P3P workshop [24]. Apart from 

improved definitions of key terms such as identifiability, the main enhancements provided are as 

follows: 

Interoperable XML Schema data model  

P3P 1.0 uses a non-standard syntax to describe data types to which data handling statements and 

rules are attached. This produced problems for implementers since it was very complex and 

difficult to extend. In fact only very few implementers took the opportunity to extend the data 

schema due to its complexity and poorly-defined semantics.  

P3P 1.1 policy authors wishing to define new data types may do so using a standard XML schema. 

XML schemas used must conform to a set of rules specific to P3P1.1 which allows a consistent 

interpretation of the semantics. The specification provides a default schema which may be extended 

to describe data types not included. This modification to the standard allows it to be more easily 

extended. It also allows for off-the-shelf validation tools to be used within P3P user agents. 

Jurisdiction specification to comply with EU directive 

EU directives specify that notice should be given to users when data will be processed outside of 

the EU. It was therefore proposed [21] to add semantics to the language to allow policy-authors to 

describe such events. The jurisdiction extension element allows user agents to make judgments 

about the trustworthiness of a data recipient based on the regulatory environment they are placed 

in. Jurisdictions of recipients can be rendered machine readable by inserting a known URI into the 

service field (e.g. the URI of a body of legislation which applies). For example organizations 

within the European Union can be assumed to comply with European data protection law and could 

therefore insert the URI of the 95/46 directive [7] as in the example above. Some jurisdictions 

prohibit transfer of data to certain other jurisdictions without the explicit consent of the data 

subject. It should be noted therefore declaring the data transfer activity of a recipient using the P3P 

jurisdiction extension is not sufficient to guarantee its legality. 

Mechanisms for attaching P3P policies to resources outside of http  

P3P 1.0 cannot be used in situations where an http request is not directed to a URI, for example, in 

some applications of web services and SOAP. In addition, P3P 1.0 cannot be used in situations 

where policies apply to only a subset of the content associated with a given URI. For example, 
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while P3P 1.0 can be used to apply a P3P policy to an entire form specified by XForms [25], it 

cannot be used to apply the policy to only a single form field. This is an important scenario since 

different data-handling practices are often applied to different types of information within a form. It 

is also important in identity management scenarios to understand at the level of single form fields,. 

what practices will be applied. Despite the fact that the specification does not allow this, much of 

the research work on P3P centred around scenarios where P3P policies were attached to resources 

which were not obtained via http – e.g. [9][26][25] and for which a more flexible binding 

mechanism was required. The P3P 1.1 Specification provides a new binding mechanism to allow 

for increased granularity beyond the URI level and to allow policies to apply to content not 

associated with a URI. The new mechanism takes the form of a generic XML attribute (similar to 

xml:lang) that binds a P3P policy to an XML element. 

Mechanisms for describing 3
rd

 party responsibility for data collection 

Problems emerged in P3P 1.0 related to the description of embedded content such as advertising 

banners. P3P 1.0 does not allow policy-authors to declare and attach policies directly to embedded 

content from a domain outside that of the page in which content is embedded. This means that web 

sites cannot declare policies for most advertising banners embedded in pages they host, even if they 

actually control the data collection carried out by the advertising banner. The new P3P 1.1 OUR-

HOST element allows sites to declare policies for hosts that are owned by the entity in the associated 

policy or which are acting as agents of that entity. User agents may use this extension to distinguish 

between such a host and actual third-party hosts, thereby allowing them to declare and take 

responsibility for the data collection which takes place outside the primary domain of the HTML 

page being accessed. 

Statement grouping 

Statement grouping is a device introduced into P3P 1.1 in order to reduce repetition and allow 

statements to be structured into logical groups. The STATEMENT-GROUP-DEF element is used to 

define an identifier and optionally properties that can be applied to a group of STATEMENT elements 

using the STATEMENT-GROUP extension. P3P user agents that understand these elements can take 

this information into account when displaying P3P policy information for users. For example, all 

statements concerning the ecommerce pages in a web site might be displayed together under a 

single heading according to the group metadata provided. This is also useful for policy editors e.g. 

[27] wishing to provide metadata for grouping statements under relevant headings. It can also be 

useful as an optimization in decision making, allowing user-agents to make decisions based on 

group metadata rather than examining the detail of statements. 

Primary purposes 

While P3P 1.0 allows entities to describe secondary purposes of data collection (i.e. the maximal 

possible usage of the data), EU legislation also requires that the user be informed of the primary 

purpose of the data collection (i.e. the immediate application for which it will be used). For 

example, data collected for the primary purpose of ecommerce may later be used for the secondary 

purpose of marketing. The P3P 1.1 primary purpose extension element allows user agents to 

determine the primary reason why the data recipient is collecting data. 

RELEVANT RESEARCH WORK ON P3P 

P3P has formed the basis for a number of research initiatives including in the following areas: 

 Enterprise privacy policy languages [9] 

 Web services privacy policies see e.g. [28] 

 Data handling policies for database access control 

file:///C:\C:\Documents%20and%20Settings\Giles%20Hogben\My%20Documents\phd\documents\The%20Platform%20for%20Privacy%20Preferences%201.1%20(P3P1.1)%20Specification.htm%23statement_group
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 Privacy rules languages (APPEL e.g. [18]) 

 Modelling legislation using P3P – see [29] 

 Generalised web policy languages [30] 

 Privacy policy frameworks for ubiquitous computing. [26] 

 P3P in access-control languages e.g. [31] 

REQUIREMENTS NOT ADDRESSED BY P3P 

This thesis proposes a new identity management framework addressing requirements not covered 

by existing solutions. It is therefore important to note the following shortcomings of P3P in the 

above scenarios. (Shortcomings of other frameworks are presented in the Requirements Summary 

[3.13]). 

1. P3P and APPEL provide only a language for describing data handling policies, not for data 

requests, disclosure rules, rules over evidence or any of the other policy languages required for a 

complete coverage of the above. 

2. As a language for describing data handling policies, they: 

 Do not allow for any kind of inference over policies. For example, they would not be able 

to deal with the inferences made over the data collected in the AMI scenario.  

 Have no provision for the description of how evidence for data is used – e.g. whether 

private credentials are used as evidence, or whether signatures are stored. This means that 

for example in the car-rental scenario, it would not be possible to describe the processing 

of a private credential. 

 Provide no obvious means of integrating data schemas used with enterprise data schemas. 

For example in the blood-test scenario, there is no way to link P3P policies to the systems 

used by the donor database, unless this provides an http interface. 

 Provide no means for extending the policy framework to an audit scenario to improve 

enforceability. This applies to all the scenarios where a data handling policy is agreed to 

and where it would therefore be desirable to have an efficient way of matching data 

processing events to the semantics of that policy. 

 Provide no abstraction of policy or rule semantics for useable editing by human 

administrators. This considerably reduces the usability of P3P as a framework, and also has 

an effect on the consistency with which it is applied since it is harder to standardise user 

interfaces as a result. 

1.3.2 SHORT NOTICES 

Short notices is a US based initiative developed by the Centre for Information Policy Leadership 

[32]. Like P3P, it aims to resolve the conflict between the need for legally compliant privacy 

notices (policies) and user-friendly human-readable policies. The former usually require complex 

and lengthy legalistic descriptions of data protection practices, which are almost never read by end-

users due to being too long and legalistic. 

Unlike P3P, the approach is purely free-text based and does not provide machine-readable 

translations of policies. Instead, the aim is to solve this problem by providing standardised, layered 

templates for human readable privacy notices. The notices are organised in 2 layers. The first is a 

“privacy notice highlights”, which is template-based and easy to follow. It is a standardised, yet 

user-friendly description of key concepts such as “data” and “policy”. The template format 

facilitates comparison between different organisations‟ policies. 
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The second layer is a “complete privacy statement” which is linked to the highlights notice and 

includes sufficient detail to reflect the diversity of corporate processes and to protect companies 

against liabilities created by failing to provide sufficient detail. 

As mentioned, short notices are not designed for machine-readability. They do go some way 

towards providing a formal ontology since the two layers describe concepts, which could be input 

to a formal ontology. This includes low-level concepts and a user-friendly abstraction layer [3.5]. 

Short notices provide a language only for describing data handling policies, not for data requests, 

disclosure rules, rules over evidence or any of the other policy languages required for a complete 

coverage of the above. 

Apart from this restriction, the main drawback of short notices as a component in a privacy 

enhancing identity management framework is that they provide no means for automated evaluation 

(thereby failing to fulfil many of the requirements for an identity management framework). 

1.3.3 OTHER RELEVANT FRAMEWORKS 

The following are existing frameworks operating in the same solution-space. It is out of the scope 

of this report to describe them in full, however a brief description is given of each one and a 

summary of their satisfaction of the requirements derived later in the report is given in [3.13]. Note 

that all information on these frameworks is based on an assessment of the frameworks at the time 

of the research, ending in 2007, and does not take into account any improvements since then 

(which may have taken into account the published results of this research). 

LIBERTY ALLIANCE 

Liberty Alliance is a suite of specifications aimed at providing interoperable online single sign on 

(SSO) and single logout, through a federated identity architecture. The specifications are 

interoperable with all standard web browsers.[33] 

WS-FEDERATION 

WS-Federation is another Identity Federation specification, developed by BEA Systems, BMC 

Software, CA, Inc., IBM, Layer 7 Technologies, Microsoft, Novell, and VeriSign. Both WS-

federation and liberty do not address many of the requirements as described in the previous section. 

[34] 

WINDOWS CARDSPACE 

Cardspace is described as an “identity meta-system”, created by Microsoft. It provides a novel user 

abstraction of assertion sets and assertion requests in the form of “information cards” and integrates 

this user interface with other existing identity management frameworks and components, such as 

WS-Federation, Liberty alliance and OpenID. [35] 

HIGGINS 

Higgins is an open source identity management framework co-ordinated by the Eclipse foundation. 

Higgins is organized into three main areas:  

 Higgins Selector, which focuses on a user‟s management of multiple digital identities. 

 Identity Services, providing tools, syntax and protocols for RP‟s and IdPs.  

 Higgins Identity Data Service which provides for interoperability and accessibility between 

different types of identity data.[36] 
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OPENID 

OpenID is primarily a single sign-on system for web site logins, providing only limited possibilities 

for the management of identity data. The key differentiating feature of OpenID is that a federated 

identity is represented by a URL which is published either by the user themselves or by an identity 

provider.[37] 

SAML 

SAML (security assertions markup language) is not a complete identity management framework, 

but rather a component which aims to provide a format for the request and exchange of identity 

assertions. It is in fact used as a component in several of the above specifications. This refers to 

assertions about authorization to access resources, as well as attributes of an entity required for 

identity management decisions such as public-key certificates and authorization tickets. SAML 

does not allow the use of private credentials or arbitrary predicates (minimised assertions). [38] 

1.3.4 RDF AND THE SEMANTIC WEB 

THE SEMANTIC WEB 

The original design of the web aimed only at standardised exchange of human-readable content 

over heterogeneous networks. Machine-readability of data transmitted over the web was designed 

only in order to tell machines how to format content for end-users to understand. There was no 

attempt to create machine-readable semantics of any kind and therefore no ability to deal with 

applications relying on machine-analysis of transmitted data. That is, the meaning of web content 

displayed to end-users was opaque to machines.  

However, as is well-known, the web came to be used for more than simply presenting static content 

to users. From the late 1990‟s onwards, it was used to create complex, data-hungry applications 

composing dynamic content from multiple heterogeneous data sources. The “semantic web” 

describes a group of specifications developed by W3C, designed to standardise not the way data 

contained in web resources is presented to end-users, but the way it is presented to machines. 

RDF 

RDF (Resource Description Framework) [39] is a language used for expressing machine-readable 

data in an interoperable way. RDF is used as the basis for OWL (Web Ontology Language) [1.3.7], 

the ontology language used in the SWIM framework. It is the basis of the semantic web because it 

is the syntax for describing how resources relate to each other. RDF can express arbitrary assertions 

coming from arbitrary data structures in a standardised way. It is based on an extremely simple 

directed-graph model which is restricted to binary predicates expressed in the form of <subject, 

predicate, object> triples (e.g. x subClassOf y  which can be combined using “blank nodes” (see 

next section)) to express more complex predicates. RDF is expressly designed to describe 

semantics flexibly and thereby to facilitate the exchange of data between heterogeneous data 

sources. It can also be used to describe information contained within resources which are primarily 

human-readable. Unlike XML, RDF has an explicit semantic model theory, making it easier to be 

precise about the meaning of data expressed using RDF syntax. Technologies such as RSS (Really 

Simple Syndication)[40] are based on RDF and provide machine-readable meta-data on the 

semantics of human-readable pages. 

RDF specifies an abstract graph syntax which describes triples (subject, predicate, object) in terms 

of <node, arc, node> triples of a directed graph. Each node is represented by a URI.  

RDF also specifies several concrete syntaxes, the most notable of which are RDF/N3 and 

RDF/XML. While RDF/XML may be parsed by XML enabled applications, it is relatively verbose. 
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The following is an example of RDF/XML syntax. 

    <rdf:Description rdf:about=" http://giles.hogben.eu/id "> 

        <ex:email>giles@hogben.eu</ex:email> 

        <ex:name>Giles Hogben</ex:name> 

    </rdf:Description> 

 

(NB ex: is an example namespace – namespace declarations have been omitted for brevity) This 

expresses the semantic that Giles Hogben has email giles@hogben.eu and name “Giles Hogben”. 

RDF/N3 [12] is not an XML dialect, but is much more concise. An example of the simpler 

RDF/N3 syntax is: 

<http://giles.hogben.eu/id> ex:email "giles@hogben.eu";  

ex:name “Giles Hogben” . 

 

The first line is a triple (in words, giles.hogben.eu/id has the email address giles@hogben.eu. The 

second line omits the subject of the triple, meaning that it is the same as the subject of the previous 

triple. It can be clearly seen that this syntax is more succinct and readable than RDF/XML syntax. 

In RDF/N3 syntax, a semicolon ";" introduces another property of the same subject, and a comma 

introduces another object with the same predicate and subject.  

BLANK NODES 

A noteworthy feature of RDF graphs is the use of blank nodes. They are used analogously to 

variables in programming languages. Blank nodes are anonymous nodes which do not have a URI 

and are used to denote the semantic “some unnamed x”, in order to be able to express statements 

such as “there is an [unnamed] object with property y”. For example, in RDF/N3, blank nodes are 

represented by a reserved namespace prefix, _: . The following RDF/N3 graph expresses – there is 

a user whose name is Bob 

_:bnode ex:name "Bob" . 

 

Blank nodes are typically used to express more complex data structures where a predicate 

expresses nested properties – e.g. Bob knows someone who is from Washington DC. It will be seen 

that this kind of structure is important in minimising information transferred about data subjects. 

Importantly for this report, blank nodes can be used in RDF to express predicates of arbitrary arity 

e.g. in abbreviated syntax,  

po age _:bnode; 

 greaterThan 20;  

 lessThan 80; 

uses a blank node which functions as a variable to express the ternary predicate used to assert that 

po is aged between 20 and 80. 

REIFICATION AND NAMED GRAPHS 

The creation of meta-data about evidence as presented in this report, requires RDF to make 

assertions about other assertions. This requires a meta-semantics for RDF whereby parts of the 

graph itself can be named and referenced by other parts of the graph. The first attempt to do this 

was within the original RDF specification [41]. Each term of a triple is labelled using a separate 

triple which designates that it is either the subject, the object, or the predicate of a triple with a 

given name. This had various problems: 

mailto:giles@hogben.eu
mailto:giles@hogben.eu
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 It is extremely verbose and therefore unwieldy, particularly for RDF/XML syntax because 

naming just one triple creates 3 more triples within each graph. 

 The semantics of naming literals as nodes within triples failed to specify clearly whether it 

is the reference of the literal, or the string as a representation of the literal which is referred 

to. This causes serious problems in the semantics of representing data. This is clearly 

described in [42]. 

Because of the above problems, it was decided to use an alternative proposal for RDF meta-

semantics within the SWIM framework. Named graphs [43] is a proposal which resolves the above 

problems using an extremely simple syntax and clearly defined semantics for literals. The 

following is an example of how RDF/N3 syntax produces a named graph. 

:G1 { ex:user1 ex:name "Bob" . 

ex:user1 ex:email <mailto:bob@foo.org> . 

} 

PRIVACY CONSIDERATIONS OF METADATA BINDINGS 

It is very important to note that both reification and named graphs possess an important property 

with respect to the privacy properties of metadata bindings. In applying policies to data, the way in 

which the policy specifies which data it applies to often gives away information about the data 

itself. For example, a binding which specifies that “the results of Bob‟s AIDS test result should be 

deleted after 5 days” tells the holder of this policy that Bob has had an AIDS test.  

In other words in order to preserve privacy, bindings between policy and data should not use data 

types as a reference. Both reification and named graphs use an entirely anonymous binding 

between data (RDF) and its metadata (policies in this case). Reification uses random identifiers 

applied to statements and named graphs also use anonymous identifiers in all implementations. 

1.3.5 ONTOLOGIES 

An ontology, as the term is used in this report, is a formal, machine-readable specification of terms 

and their relationships in a specific domain. Terms and their relationships are defined in terms of 

Concepts - classes and subClasses E.g. “Data”, “health data”, “data controller”, “email address” 

Properties - describe features and attributes E.g. “is collected by” 

Restrictions on properties and concepts e.g. “personal” is only applied to Living Persons, or 

“health Data” is a subclass of “Data” 

Formal XML syntax is used to describe the terms, their relationships and to specify human-

readable, language-tagged (e.g. English, Italian, Polish, etc…) descriptions of the concepts. It is 

important to note that a concept described by an ontology is formally separated from its human 

readable description. Thus a concept may be given a number as a unique identifier, while it is 

described in human readable terms in a number of languages and even in different registers of the 

same language (e.g. legalistic, end-user-centric). For example, the property named “XXX1” in an 

OWL ontology may be expressed as “spam sensitive data” or “contact data” in human-readable 

translations, depending on the context. 

Methodologies such as [44] exist for capturing, validating and encoding domain concepts and 

human readable strings in multiple languages. The results may even include specification of how 

concepts may be represented visually. 
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1.3.6 RDFS (RDF SCHEMA) 

RDFS [45] is a W3C specification of a very simple description-logic vocabulary based on RDF. It 

defines classes and properties (e.g. rdfs:class, rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:property, 

rdfs:subPropertyOf) for simple ontological models. It is best described as a lightweight ontology 

language. Using RDFS instead of OWL has advantages for performance since RDFS parsers and 

reasoning engines are generally much faster than OWL engines due to the smaller number of rules 

which have to be processed. 

1.3.7 OWL (WEB ONTOLOGY LANGUAGE) 

OWL [46] is a formal ontology language with more expressive power than RDFS. It contains a 

much larger range of ontological concepts for describing relationships between classes and 

properties. For example it is able to describe disjointness, cardinality, union and complementarity. 

In the SWIM framework, it is used to describe the semantics of certificates and assertions and to 

allow for reasoning in query matches.  

Using ontologies expressed in OWL to match inferences as well as the available assertions or 

evidence, it is possible to match over an expanded space of assertions and evidence. Inferences are 

first derived from the dataset using a set of OWL rules in the OWL interpreter and added to the 

dataset before matching against the policy rules. This allows matching systems to go beyond 

simple string-matching and match on the semantic level. 

Because inferences can change the behaviour of an access control system, it is important to 

understand the security implications of the use of ontologies in this situation. 

1.3.8 JENA SEMANTIC WEB JAVA API 

Jena is a Java API framework for building semantic web applications. It provides a set of classes 

for handling common operations on RDF, RDFS, OWL and SPARQL [1.3.10]. In the JENA API, 

all interpretation of ontologies and inferencing based on them is handled using a rule-syntax [1.3.9] 

and inference engine. 

1.3.9 RULE LANGUAGES 

Although there are several initiatives working on standardised rule languages [47][48][49], at the 

time of writing, there is no global standard mature enough for describing the rules used in the 

SWIM framework. It was therefore decided to use the rule language specified within the JENA API 

[1.3.8] which is based on PROLOG [50]. Each rule consists of a head, which specifies the 

conditions (triples matched within the existing body) on satisfaction of which the body statements 

are inferred. The language contains special functions for matching groups of statements within an 

RDF model. 

An informal description of the simplified text rule syntax used in this report follows: in general, 

rules are expressed in the Jena syntax as: 

condition, ... condition -> conclusion, ... conclusion  

 

This means that if all the conditions are satisfied, the conclusion is derived by the rule engine. 

Terms (conditions or conclusions) are either triple patterns (subject, predicate, object), directly 

mappable to RDF, or of the form (node, node, functor), where the functor evaluates a procedural 

primitive over a given search-node (e.g. max(?P,1)). A functor is used to create or access structured 

literal values. The functor name can be any simple identifier and is not related to the execution of 
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built in procedural primitives. It is useful when a single semantic structure is defined across 

multiple triples and allows a rule to collect those triples together in one place. Rules may be nested. 

A complete description of the rule syntax used can be found in [51]. 

BACKWARD CHAINING RULES 

Backward chaining rules insert the condition into the data if it is a valid premise for a conclusion 

contained within the data. They are written as follows. 

conclusion, ... conclusion <- condition, ... condition 

For example: 

Rule 1  

    car is not serviced  battery is flat  

 ->  starter motor does not run.  

Rule 2  

     starter motor does not run  

 -> car will not start.  

   

Given goal (conclusion):  

car will not start 

The system answers the question of which conditions result in the car failing to star – i.e.  

1. The car is not serviced. 

2. The battery is flat. 

EVENT CONDITION ACTION RULES (ECA) 

ECA rules are used for processing events in systems such as access control engines. They are also 

used in the implementation of P3P/APPEL [1.3.1]. ECA rules consist of three parts: 

1. A triggering event, upon which the rule is activated 

2. A logical condition (as in inference rules above) 

3. An action which is to be executed if the condition is satisfied. 

Any ECA system must specify a decidable prioritisation of rules – that is, which order rules should 

be executed in and what happens if there is a conflict between the actions (e.g. request and block). 

It should also specify what happens if no rule fires so that there is always a well-defined outcome. 

1.3.10 SPARQL RDF QUERY LANGUAGE 

SPARQL [52] is a SQL-like query language specifically designed for querying over RDF triples in 

an assertion store. It is a W3C recommendation for describing RDF graph patterns. The simplest 

graph pattern is the triple pattern, which is like an RDF triple, but with the possibility of variables 

which can be referred to in following triples instead of an RDF term in the subject, predicate or 

object positions. Combining triple patterns gives a basic graph pattern, where an exact match to a 

graph is needed to fulfil a pattern. 

It is possible to further restrict the matching space by constraining the RDF terms that can be bound 

to variables. The language also allows application-specific constraints on the values in a match. 
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A simple example of a SPARQL query helps to illustrate: 

SELECT ?x 

WHERE { 

   ?x PII:User.age ?age. 

   FILTER(?age > 18) 

} 

 

This selects all ?x where ?x have age greater than 18. SPARQL is also able to refer to named 

graphs [1.3.4, Reification and named graphs]. For example, the following query looks for anything 

which provides evidence for the assertion that a user‟s age is greater than 18 

 

SELECT ?cert 

WHERE 

{ 

 ?cert Cert:evidence  ?graph. 

    GRAPH ?graph { 

     ?x 

      PII:User.age ?age. 

      FILTER(?age > 18) 

    } 

     

} 

1.3.11 IDEMIX AND PRIVATE CREDENTIALS 

Private credential schemes such as Idemix [53] (and uProve [54]): 

1. Prevent linkability [2.2.4, Linkability] between identifiers presented to different services, even if 

those service-providers and the credential issuer later share data or otherwise collude. Using such 

technologies, the user can be known to each service provider under a different pseudonym. This 

allows them to make an assured assertion about themselves without revealing any unnecessary 

information (through linkage to other transactions). In particular, the verifier cannot discover the 

pseudonym by which the user is known to the credential issuer. 

2. Provide more extensive selective disclosure functionality. 

3. Enforce limited show protocols (e.g. for e-cash) whereby the user may prove an assertion only a 

limited number of times. 

4. Provide global revocation of a number of certificates held by a user while maintaining their 

unlinkability by the issuer and verifiers. Note that this makes the reasonable assumption that neither 

the issuer nor the verifier can add arbitrary entries to the certificate revocation list. If they could, 

this would allow them to apply brute-force attacks by temporarily revoking combinations of 

certificates and then trying to verify others. This is a reasonable assumption however, since most 

CRLs are controlled by strict procedures which would make this attack impossible. 

Evidence from private credentials is based on the cryptographic technique of zero-knowledge 

proofs, that is, proofs that do not reveal any further information than the validity of the assertion. 

Zero-knowledge proofs (see [55]) can be compressed into one message or be interactive, each 

having different advantages. Of course, with a set of private credentials, evidence for assertions can 

only be created if the assertion is consistent with the attribute information of the private credentials. 

That is, certificates are able to prove subsets of the information held in their base assertions (see 

[4.2.3] - usually attribute information such as date of birth etc…) . For example, given a certificate 
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attribute of an exact date of birth, they can prove that the user‟s age falls within a certain range – 

e.g. 18-65. 

The private credential systems used in prototyping the framework proposed in this report are based 

on the signature schemes and protocols of Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [56][57]. Private credential 

systems based on one of these signature schemes are known as Idemix systems. Camenisch et 

al.[58] present the abstract syntax and semantics for a general private credential system based on 

the cryptographic mechanisms of Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [56][57][59].  

The Idemix system supports multi-show unlinkability (point 1. above), that is, multiple transactions 

with the same private credential are unlinkable unless the attribute information allows for 

linkability between transactions. A particularly interesting feature of private credential systems is 

that attribute information from private credentials can be provided in encrypted form together with 

a proof that the cipher-texts will decrypt to the attribute information as stated. This allows for 

realizing anonymous yet accountable transactions when a third party is involved for decrypting 

data, (in case a well-defined decryption condition is fulfilled). This is a key feature as unconditional 

anonymity is not acceptable for many classes of applications. 

1.4 OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT LEGISLATION IN THE 

EUROPEAN UNION 

There following are the most important legislative texts which place requirements on technologies 

handling the transfer of personal data within the European Union.  

 Convention 108 of the Council of Europe. (1981) [60] 

 The 1980 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

guidelines.[61] 

 The European directive 95/46 on data protection. [7] 

 European Union directive 97/66/EC concerning the processing of data and the protection of 

privacy in the telecommunications sector.[62] 

 European Union directive 2002/58 on privacy in electronic communications. [63] 

 European Union directive 1999/93 on digital signatures. [64] 

 European Union directive 2006/24 on data retention. [65] 

 

An explanation of the most important points of the European directives follows: 

1.4.1 DIRECTIVE 95/46/EC 

The directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal 

data and on the free movement of such data is the first and most important data protection directive. 

It was the first legal document produced by the European Union in relation to the protection of 

personal data. The key requirements imposed on Data Controllers by the directive for this report 

are as follows: 

NOTIFICATION 

Clear notice must be given to the data subject before any data is collected. This has proved difficult 

to interpret in relation to http transactions since data on IP addresses is collected so frequently that 

it is not practicable to inform users each time it occurs. 

A data controller must be specified for each data collection act. This person (a legal or natural 
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person) is defined to be legally responsible for the data collection act and thereby has several 

obligations and responsibilities defined. The notice given to the data subject must specify a contact 

address for the data controller which must be used in case of dispute. 

THE MINIMISATION PRINCIPLE 

Only data required for the stated purpose should be collected. This is key to the conclusions of this 

report. As will be shown, true minimality of data collection is difficult to define and is very far 

from current practices. 

MINIMAL RETENTION PERIOD 

The data controller should retain information only as long as it is needed for the stated purpose. 

THE CONSENT PRINCIPLE 

With certain stated exceptions, personal information may not be collected without the explicit 

informed consent of the individual (opt-in). 

SECURITY MEASURES 

Data controllers must apply appropriate security measures in the transmission and storage of data. 

THE ACCESS PRINCIPLE 

The data subject must be able to access his data after the transaction and has the right to alter it or 

request its deletion. This requirement has proved problematic for service providers since it can be 

very costly and complex to provide individual, secure access to data stores for each data subject. Its 

implementation becomes even more problematic when the data is only indirectly attributable to 

individuals, but is still classed as personal data (e.g. in the case of IP address data). 

1.4.2 EU DIRECTIVE 97/66/EC 

EU directive 97/66/EC describes the application of 95/46 directive to the telecoms sector. The key 

points are: 

 A specific prohibition of listening and wire-tapping (except in the interests of national 

security) – that is, requirements on the confidentiality of communications.  

 Traffic data must be erased or made anonymous following a call except billing data up 

until the time when the bill may still be challenged. (in line with the retention requirements 

of the 95/46 directive) 

 Telephone directories - should be limited to what is necessary to identify a particular 

subscriber, and companies should offer free of charge removal of personal data.  

 Unsolicited calls for direct marketing are not allowed (in line with the minimisation 

requirement of the 95/46 directive). 

1.4.3 2002/58 DIRECTIVE ON PRIVACY AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS 

Directive 2002/58/EC [63] builds on the Directive 95/46/EC [7] with specific provisions for the 

electronic communications sector. Of specific relevance to this report are the following additional 

principles: 

PROCESSING OF TRAFFIC DATA 

The term “traffic data” refers to any data processed for the purpose of the conveyance of a 

communication on an electronic communications network or for billing. Traffic data may only be 

processed to the extent needed for the purpose of the transmission of a communication. When no 

longer needed for that purpose, the data must be erased or made anonymous (article 6). In any case, 
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the subjects to whom the traffic data relate must be informed about the types of data that are 

processed and of the duration of the processing. 

PROCESSING OF LOCATION DATA 

2002/58/EC states that location data may only be processed when they are made anonymous, or 

with the consent of the users or subscribers, to the extent and for the duration necessary for the 

provision of a value added service. The service provider must inform the users or subscribers, prior 

to obtaining their consent, about the type of data to be processed, the purposes and duration of the 

processing and whether the data will be transmitted to a third party. The users/subscribers must also 

be given the possibility to withdraw their consent for the processing of location data at any time. In 

addition, every user or subscriber must also have the possibility, using a simple means and free of 

charge, of temporarily refusing the processing of such data for each connection to the network or 

for each transmission of a communication. 

UNSOLICITED COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS (SPAM) 

2002/58/EC is also an important step forward in the protection of the users of electronic 

communications against unsolicited messages. As an exception to this general rule, it remains 

possible for businesses to send email to their own customers for the purpose of direct marketing of 

similar products or services, provided that customers are given the opportunity to opt out. Other 

types of unsolicited communications for purposes of direct marketing are not allowed either 

without the explicit consent of the subscribers‟ concerned (opt-in), or in respect of the subscribers 

who do not wish to receive these communications (opt-out). 

OTHER RELEVANT PROVISIONS 

Recital 30 reiterates that data collected by electronic communications networks and services should 

be designed to limit the amount of personal data necessary to a strict minimum. 

1.4.4 ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE DIRECTIVE 1999/93/EC 

The electronic signature directive 1999/93/EC [64] requires that digital signatures should be given 

equal legal status to traditional written signatures. This is designed to increase their usage as 

authentication mechanisms. It specifies certain requirements to be satisfied by signature methods 

used in order to qualify for validity. A signature satisfying these requirements is known as a 

qualified signature. 

1.4.5 DATA RETENTION DIRECTIVE 2006/24/EC 

This directive requires member states to ensure that communications providers must retain, for a 

period of between 6 months and 2 years, any data required for the following: 

 to trace and identify the source of a communication; 

 to trace and identify the destination of a communication; 

 to identify the date, time and duration of a communication; 

 to identify the type of communication; 

 to identify the communication device; 

 to identify the location of mobile communication equipment. 

This has important implications for the privacy of data since there are legal requirements to store 

certain data for a given period. It should be noted however that only metadata about messages or 

phone calls are required to be stored and not the actual message content. 
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1.4.6 THE OPINION 04/2007 OF THE ARTICLE 29 WORKING PARTY ON DATA 

PROTECTION ON THE CONCEPT OF PERSONAL DATA 

This was a very important development in the clarification of the concept of personal data. The 

opinion summarises the "common understanding of the concept of personal data" in EU member 

states and the circumstances, and the way in which, national data protection laws should be applied. 

The opinion looks at the main elements of the way personal data is defined in the original 

1995/46/EC directive and attempts to clarify their interpretation via examples and analysis. The 

following elements of the concept of 'personal data' are covered: 

 "Any information": the opinion invites a broad interpretation of the term 'information' (no 

matter, for example, what its technical format (i.e. numerical or photographic), its content 

or its nature is; 

 "Relating to": the opinion establishes that data 'relates' to an individual if one of three of 

the following elements is present: 

 Content (the information is given about a particular person); 

 Purpose (the data is used, or is likely to be used, to evaluate or influence the status or 

behaviour of an individual);  

 Result (the use of data is likely to have an impact on a certain person's rights and interests); 

 "Identified or identifiable": a number of factors need to be taken into account when 

establishing whether it is likely that a natural person can be identified from information 

held by a data controller. For example, the cost of carrying out the identification, the 

intended purpose of processing and the interests of the data subject. It is worth noting that 

if a data controller keeps hold of data for a substantial period of time the data may become 

'personal data' in the future even if it is impossible to identify any individual from it at 

present; 

 "Natural person": the opinion clarifies that the directive only protects natural persons. It 

does not apply to dead individuals and legal persons (but may apply to unborn children 

depending on national laws). 

CHAPTER 1: SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO REPORT 

This chapter presents the scope and motivation of the work in terms of the problem scenarios it 

aims to address and gives background on standards and legislation required for understanding the 

rest of the report. 
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Chapter 2. FORMAL MODEL OF ELECTRONIC 

IDENTITY 

2.1 MOTIVATION FOR INCLUSION OF A FORMAL MODEL OF 

IDENTITY 

A discussion of terminology related to identity is particularly important to this report because 

following chapters will develop formal ontologies of identity-related concepts. Since an ontology is 

a formal specification of concepts and their relationships, it is therefore especially important to 

describe the justification behind key modelling decisions for terms used. Current literature, as will 

be shown, does not provide a consistent model of identity concepts. 

A survey of regulatory descriptions of identity reveals a lot of confusion. The US patriot act, 2001 

[66], for example, mentions the words „identity‟ and „identification‟ 72 times, without once 

attempting to define them. The EU data protection directive 95/46/EC [7] refers to identity as 

follows:  

1. "an identifiable person is one who can be identified directly or indirectly by reference to an 

identification number or to one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, 

economic, cultural or social identity." 

2. “to determine whether a person is identifiable, account should be taken of all the means likely 

reasonably to be used ... to identify the said person”. 

Technically, both definitions are circular as they use the words "identified" and "identity" to define 

identifiable. Also they do not define e.g. a "social" or "physiological” identity. Furthermore, while 

the directive in principle applies to the processing of personal data and extensively uses the concept 

of personal identification in defining crucial legislative criteria, it does not explain the key 

mechanisms of personal identification. This should not be seen as a failing because the directive 

aims to give a generic framework while leaving detailed implementation issues to context specific 

interpretations. For example in [67], the Article 29 data protection working party considers IP 

addresses as personal data in most end-user Internet surfing contexts because ISPs can identify 

Internet users to whom they have attributed IP addresses by analysing logs. On the other hand, a 

third party could discover the dynamic IP address of a user but not be able to link it to personal 

data. As stated in [68], however, the possibility exists of linking the user‟s IP address to personal 

data, by invisible processing means such as cookies. 

The W3C standard, P3P [1.3.1] also shows considerable inconsistency in its expression of identity 

issues. Consider the following phrase used in the specification [8]:  

“In order to consider the data anonymised, there must be no reasonable way for the entity or a 

third party to attach the collected data to the identity of a natural person".  

It is not clear what is meant by "attach". Secondly, it is not clear what exactly is meant by a 

“natural person” within electronic contexts where the boundaries between persons, personae, 

avatars and other electronic forms of identity are blurred. 

This confusion becomes especially important in emerging pervasive computing scenarios such as 

[1.2.3] where data are collected in an ambient context. In such scenarios, it may often be difficult to 
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define who data (e.g. sensor data) are identified with but they may nonetheless enable personal 

identification. Furthermore, because concepts of personal data and identification are subject to 

different interpretations by involved stakeholders (e.g. ISPs, data subjects, standards bodies) there 

is a need for formalised description frameworks, which may be useful both in legal frameworks and 

in implementing technical architectures with formal machine readable ontologies based on this 

foundation. 

Some work has been done informally on defining identification, for example in [69][70] and [71]. 

According to [71], there are two conflicting issues: offering people anonymity with multiple 

pseudonymous identities, and on the other hand protecting business interests and ensuring 

reliability and accountability. [72] also describes the protection of privacy in transactions in terms 

of a choice between identification of clients on one side and protection of anonymity on the other. 

[71] gives the following definition: 

“human identification is the association of data with a particular human being” 

As will be shown, however, personally identifiable data may not be directly related to the data 

subject, but only indirectly through the context of a particular database model (e.g. motorbike 

colour becomes personal data if it is known who is the owner of a motorbike). Furthermore, in an 

electronic context, identities used by human beings are often far more abstract than the physical 

characteristics of their bodies – they may for example include data about devices being carried by a 

person. Although the idea of identifying somebody with a physical presence is appealing, it will be 

shown that the concept of identification is far broader and more complex. 

[69] examines digital pseudonyms and credentials and the concepts of identity management are 

described in the context of multilateral security. The proposed identity management scheme derives 

from the concept of the partial and full identities of a user. [70], (which was reviewed by, and 

incorporates, comments from the author) represents a considerable effort to define rigorously terms 

like anonymity, pseudonymity, unlinkability and unobservability, which are fundamental to the 

modelling of data protection transactions and scenarios. The terminology is based on a framework 

of a sender sending messages to recipients in a network environment. [70] defines anonymity as:  

“The state of being not identifiable within a set of subjects, the anonymity set.” 

Anonymity is therefore defined only with respect to a set of possible candidates for identity. The 

notion of relative anonymity is a valid one, but the nature of the "subjects" referred to is not clear. 

The data subject is defined as "somebody who may take action”. Including the concept of action in 

anonymity seems an unnecessary step. Furthermore, the concept of a full identity has little meaning 

given the context-dependence of identity in the scenarios under consideration. 

In order for ontologies and syntax used to describe and manage identity to be coherent, a clear 

model of identity is needed. The model should be consistent with its usage in legal contexts, but 

also logically rigorous (i.e. not circular or inconsistent) and capable of describing and clarifying the 

scenarios which are inconsistent and circular in other models. Formal ontology syntax, such as 

RDFS and OWL, can express clarified conceptual models with a well-defined relationship to legal 

and end-user conceptual models, and a syntax  readable by software applications. 

It will be seen that the following model also has important implications for privacy enhancing 

technologies. Whilst it is the general thrust of research to try to protect privacy by regulating the 

collection of certain well-defined data types, privacy sensitivity is not a property intrinsic to data. 

Instead it is derived in relation to a specific context. Privacy sensitivity takes into account other 

data subjects under consideration and existing data known about the data subject in question. 
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2.2 MODEL AND DEFINITIONS FOR ELECTRONIC IDENTITY 

2.2.1 SEMANTIC MODEL THEORY 

In common with the formal ontology community and in particular, the RDF model theory [73] 

adopted by the W3C, a 3-layered semantics is assumed. This semantics has a many-to-many 

relationship between layers, as defined by “reference”. The layers are: 

 Identifiers: Identifiers are used to refer to concepts. In RDF semantics, they are called 

URIrefs and Literals. E.g. "mum" and "mom" are identifiers referring to the concept 

MOTHER.  

 Concepts: Concepts are mental constructs which stand independently of the identifiers 

which refer to them. For example the Italian word "cibo" and the English word "food" both 

refer for the same concept. It is crucial to this model that two identifiers may refer to the 

same concept (the establishment of this fact is the process of identification). When 

referring to the concept behind an identifier specifically, we use capital letters. 

 World: Direct sensory experience. Two concepts are identical if they refer to the same 

real-world set of experiences. For example BARACK OBAMA and PRESIDENT are not 

identical because PRESIDENT also includes experiences of BILL CLINTON. However, 

"George Bush Junior", "Dubbaya" and his social security number are all identifiers 

standing for the concept of GEORGE W. BUSH. Layer 3, the world layer, is a set of 

experiences (referred to by the concept layer) which can only be indicated demonstratively 

e.g. "is that GEORGE W. BUSH?" - "Yes I think it is". 

As further support for this semantic model theory, the reader is referred to cognitive science models 

[74], the philosophical work of Fodor [75][76] on the language of thought hypothesis and the work 

of Chomsky [77]. 

MODEL SEMANTICS AND THE IDENTICAL RELATION. 

The identical relation holds between two identifiers when they refer to the same concept. This 

identical relation forms the core of the model of identity used in this report. Of secondary 

importance (because this kind of identification is rare in digital environments) is the ability to 

determine that two concepts refer to the same real world entity. These two types of “identical” are 

distinguished as - conceptually identical and demonstratively identical. They correspond to the two 

examples already cited above: 

1. Conceptually identical: "Is George Bush identical to Dubbaya?" (Names refer to the same 

concept.) 

2. Demonstratively identical: "Is that GEORGE BUSH (concept1), THE EX U.S. PRESIDENT 

(concept2)?". (The concepts refer to the same real world experience via a demonstrative pronoun.) 

2.2.2 KEY TERMS USED IN THIS MODEL 

PSEUDONYM 

The specific term pseudonym will be used for elements of the subset of identifiers used in identity 

management contexts. This term has been chosen among various words used for the elements at the 

identifier level of the semantic model [2.2.1]. For example RDF model theory uses "literal" and 

"URIref". In this report, pseudonyms are defined as the elements of a subclass of identifiers 

(names) whose members have the following specific properties. 
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 Pseudonyms are identifiers used in a context of determining if those identifiers are identical 

(see [2.2.3]). 

 A pseudonym only refers to a human being, an online "persona" or an autonomous 

software agent. 

Note that, in common with [70], this term is not used to describe identifiers which are necessarily 

intended to deceive in some way (as the etymology of the word,  deriving from the Greek word, 

ψευδος-false, suggests). 

ASSERTION  

An assertion is a well-formed statement, claimed to be true for a given context [78]. It is used in the 

same sense as the logical term “proposition” except that it is claimed to be true. 

An atomic Subject-Predicate-Object statement as used in RDF [1.3.4] is an example of an assertion 

(if claimed to be true). E.g. the assertion “John Smith has email address john.smith@smith.tv” is 

composed of: 

Subject:  John Smith  

Predicate:  _ has email address _  

Object:  john.smith@smith.tv 

In this report, assertions are also expressed in template form, i.e. taking arguments in the same way 

as a predicate, but nevertheless claimed to be true when arguments are provided. For example 

“John Smith has email address john.smith@smith.tv” may be expressed as a(John 

Smith,john.smith@smith.tv)where a(arg1,arg2) is equivalent to the template statement 

(predicate) _has email address_. Using the same notational convention, a(pseudonym) is used 

to denote a template assertion with a certain pseudonym as an argument.  

Assertions (which are claimed to be true) may nevertheless be established to be false. Thus, 

assertions expressed as templates are taken to have a well-defined truth-value for each pseudonym 

or set of pseudonyms provided as arguments. For example a(pseudonym1) may have a different 

truth value from a(pseudonym2). “Bob is a man” might be true but “Alice is a man” might not be 

true (where a is the predicate, _ is a man). Note that the truth value also depends on the 

interpretation of the pseudonyms, where the interpretation is the meaning or reference of the 

pseudonyms. Clearly a predicate may have a different truth value for each interpretation of the 

pseudonym, “Bob”. 

Assertions may also be composed using predicate logic (e.g. boolean operators) to form more 

complex semantics. 

KNOWLEDGE BASE 

A knowledge base (henceforth KB) is a set of assertions (a body of knowledge) and its logical 

closure. As mentioned, logical closure is assumed for the sets of assertions in a KB: i.e. that all 

possible inferences from a given set of assertions are also part of the KB. For example, if the KB 

includes “all passengers on plane x have influenza” and “John Smith is on plane x”, then the KB 

also includes the assertion “John Smith has influenza” 

The prior knowledge base (prior KB) is a background KB, against which new assertions identify a 

mailto:john.smith@smith.tv
mailto:john.smith@smith.tv
mailto:john.smith@smith.tv
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pseudonym (see [2.2.4]). For instance, a fingerprint file can identify a person uniquely only given a 

prior KB including the assertion that finger print files are unique to persons. 

2.2.3 IDENTICAL RELATION OF TWO PSEUDONYMS.  

A central axiom in this model of identity is Leibniz‟ principle of the identity of indiscernibles [79], 

which defines the relation identical (denoted == and ≠= for its inverse) for two identifiers 

(pseudonyms in this model) as follows.  

Let A be a set of assertions and p1 and p2 are pseudonyms. Then, p1 is identical to p2 (relative to the 

set A) iff for every assertion, a in A which is true of p1 is also true of p2 and every a in A which is 

false for p1 is also false for p2. That is: 

p1 ==A p2 iff ( a)(a(p1)  a(p2)) Definition 1 

 

In words - if and only if every property attributed to two pseudonyms is the same (including spatial 

co-ordinates at a given time etc…), then they refer to the same concept. In the following, if the 

assertion set, A results from the context, it will be omitted , i.e. we will write == instead of ==A.  

In practice, it is usually impossible to determine all possible assertions about two pseudonyms, but 

the more predicates are true of both, the greater the certainty that p1 and p2 are identical. Because it 

is impossible to determine a truth value for all possible predicates, so instead the method of 

identification by elimination based on the inverse of definition 1: 

p1 ≠= p2 iff a: (a(p1) a(p2)) Definition 2 

 

is often used. In words, if an assertion is true of one pseudonym but not another, then they are NOT 

identical. For example, it might be known with a high degree of certainty that a particular person 

was a male human being. Suppose it is also known that people who buy Viagra are usually over 50. 

If the target is a mailing list of people, anyone under the age of 50 could already be eliminated from 

the mail-shot, thereby identifying those remaining in the list to a greater degree than before this 

process was carried out. 

Another important approach to establishing identity of pseudonyms is the method which may be 

called the method of functional properties. This is the use of properties which have a unique value 

for each distinct concept (on the concept level, rather than at the level of identifiers – see [2.2.1]). 

This relies on the following axiom, where aP,V is an assertion of a specific value, V for a functional 

property, FP: 

aFP,V(p1) ∧ aFP,V(p2)  p1==p2 Axiom 1 

That is, if aFP,V is true for both p1 and p2 , then p1 is identical to p2. Biometrics, such as fingerprints, 

are a good example of this. For example, the concept of every person (e.g. the concept of ALICE) 

has a unique value of the fingerprint property (e.g. a unique value of the binary encoding of their 

fingerprint image). Therefore, for a given pair of different pseudonyms, if we prove an assertion 

that the fingerprint property has the same value, V for both, this implies that the pseudonyms are 

identical. This method is very important in defining identity and identification. 

SCENARIO: MISTAKEN IDENTITY 

The following simple scenario demonstrates how this model relates to the typical identification 

scenario of resolving mistaken identity (this is analogous to resolving a case of identity theft).  
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Description: A murderer in Naples, Italy, was identified using a DNA identification process, 

which was traced through Interpol to a barman (Peter Neil Hamkin) in Liverpool, UK. The barman 

however claimed he had never been to Naples and it was then discovered that there was an error in 

the police DNA archives ([80] is an example press report of this story). 

Pseudonyms: Murderer, Barman 

The following assertions apparently uniquely identify barman as the murderer 

(Murderer==Barman) according to the method of functional properties [2.2.3]: 

 a1(Murderer):  Murderer has a DNA print in file form as a hexadecimal string 

DNAMurderer=”578AF3…”. 

 a1(Barman):Barman has a DNA print in file form as a hexadecimal string: ”578AF3…..”. 

 a2: DNA prints are unique to living persons. 

 a3(Barman): Barman is a living person. 

 a3(Murderer): Murderer is a living person. 

But the following assertions suggest Murderer≠=Barman, according to definition 2, because 

a4(Murderer) is true but a4(Barman) is not true: 

 a4(Murderer): Murderer was in Naples on the 5th of August 1994 

 a4(Barman): Barman was in Naples on 5th of August 1994 [Not true] 

Therefore it was proven that Murderer≠=Barman when a1(Barman) was shown to be untrue. 

2.2.4 IDENTIFICATION, LINKABILITY AND ANONYMITY WITH RESPECT TO AN 

ANONYMITY SET 

ANONYMITY SET 

The term anonymity set is taken from the work of [70]. In the context determining how much a 

given set of assertions identifies a pseudonym, p0 (see [2.2.4, Identification]), an anonymity set is 

the set of pseudonyms to which p0 is identical for a given prior KB (i.e. before any extra knowledge 

is added). Note that: 

1. The prior KB may also contain assertions defining membership of the anonymity set. Such 

assertions explicitly define the context of identification by delimiting the group of pseudonyms 

which p0 is being identified relative to. 

2. The pseudonym p0, with respect to which there is an attempt to establish an identical relation, is 

NOT included in the anonymity set. 

For example, if the prior KB, in the context of determining how much a given set of assertions 

identifies p0, consists of: 

 p0 is a UK national. 

 All members of the anonymity set are UK National Insurance numbers (i.e. identification is 

with respect to UK National Insurance numbers only.) 

 then the anonymity set has a size of approximately 61000000 (UK population, 2007). 

3. Key assertions used in identification may also involve secondary pseudonyms, which should not 

be confused with the pseudonyms forming part of the anonymity set. For example, consider the 
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case where p0 is an IP address. In this case, a typical prior KB might be: 

 111.222.111.222 is associated with user, Giles Hogben. 

 All members of the anonymity set are IP addresses logged by ISPNet on 27 July 2007. 

These assertions might be used in a prior KB used in forensic investigations where the attempt is to 

find out whether Giles Hogben committed a certain action online on 27 July 2007 (only with a 

realistic IP address) . In this case, the anonymity set does not contain “Giles Hogben”, but only IP 

addresses. “Giles Hogben” is a pseudonym but only appears as part of an assertion about one of the 

members of the anonymity set. 

As will be seen, the cardinality of the anonymity set is one factor determining the anonymity of a 

DS in any identification event. 

CANDIDATE SET 

The candidate set is the set of pseudonyms in an anonymity set which are identical to a given 

pseudonym for a known set of assertions (KB). If CSP is a candidate set for pseudonym p in an 

anonymity set Ap and KB is the known set of assertions, then for each pseudonym p’ in the 

anonymity set Ap, iff p’  CSP then p ==KB p’. In other words, for all p’, p is identical to p’ relative 

to KB (note that this can change if we add new assertions to KB). 

  

p1 

p2 

p3 

p4 

p5 

p6 

p0 

Candidate Set CSP 

Anonymity Set AP0 

Set of pseudonyms known to 

be not identical to p0 

Identical to p0 given KB 

FIGURE 8: DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 

CONCEPTS 
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IDENTIFICATION 

Identification for a given pseudonym, occurs when, based on a new set of assertions (i.e. assertions 

not in any prior KB (see [2.2.2, Knowledge base]), the number of pseudonyms in the candidate set 

decreases.  

The process of identification is a narrowing of the set of candidates for identity. Informally it is the 

use of a set of assertions to define a group of individuals. For any given anonymity set, KB and 

prior KB, the candidate set already has a well-defined size (which may be zero or equal to that of 

the anonymity set).  

Identification may be defined as follows: 

Identification takes place when the addition or acquisition of any new assertion or set of assertions 

reduces the size of the candidate set  Definition 3 

In the case of unique identification – e.g. using the method of functional properties, the candidate 

set is reduced to 1 member. 

It is important to note the context dependence of identification upon: 

1. The prior KB and 

2. The anonymity set. 

The role of the prior KB may be illustrated as follows. Consider a prior KB which is the single 

assertion: “email addresses are unique to each member of the anonymity set”. The knowledge that a 

pseudonym being identified and one of the anonymity set have the same email address is then 

uniquely identifying. But without this prior KB, it is not identifying. If both the email address and 

the uniqueness condition are already known, no other assertion can identify the pseudonym further. 

LINKABILITY 

Linkability is a measure, for a pseudonym and a set of assertions, of the size of the candidate set of 

pseudonyms relative to the size of the anonymity set (See [2.2.4, Anonymity set]). The larger the 

candidate set, the less the linkability. Maximum anonymity (unobservability) occurs when, based 

on the given knowledge, the pseudonym being identified could be identical to any pseudonym in 

the anonymity set. Its opposite, unique identification, occurs when the pseudonym could only be 

identical to one pseudonym in the anonymity set (note that the anonymity set does not include the 

pseudonym for which there is an attempt to establish the identical relation). 

2.2.5 MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF LINKABILITY AND ANONYMITY.  

From this, we can derive a mathematical definition of linkability and its opposite, anonymity. First 

assume a function ranging from 0 (complete anonymity, no linkability) to 1 (complete linkability, 

no anonymity). Suppose a pseudonym, p0 is linkable to degree L, with respect to an anonymity set, 

AS (not including p0), KB is the knowledge base of additional knowledge and KBP the prior 

knowledge base. Suppose further that CS(p0,AS,K KBP) (cardinality denoted by 

|CS(p0,AS,K KBP)|) is the candidate set of pseudonyms which are identical to p0 in a given 

anonymity set AS, given KB and KBP. Then three requirements serve to define the behaviour of the 

linkability function: 
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1. As    tends to 0, L should tend to 1. That is, for any non-zero number of 

individuals in CS(p0,AS,K KBP), the less individuals are identical to p0 based on the known 

assertions, compared to the size of the anonymity set, the more linkable those individuals are. 

2. As    tends to 1, L should tend to 0 since there is nothing to distinguish any 

pseudonym in AS from any other WRT p0. The case where  =  = 1, which 

gives a linkability of 0, is somewhat counter-intuitive. However this may be considered a 

degenerate case since in an anonymity set of 1, linkability has little meaning. 

3. If |CS(p0,AS,KB BP)| = 0 then L is undefined . 

This suggests the following partial function to model linkability, L:  

L= 1 –  Definition 4 

 

where AS is assumed nonempty and L is undefined for: |CS(p0,AS,K KBP)| = 0. 

ANONYMITY 

Anonymity is the opposite of linkability. In mathematical terms anonymity, A, can be modelled as: 

A=  Definition 5 

 

I.e. the less a pseudonym can be identified in a set of pseudonyms, the more anonymous it is. 

Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between linkability and anonymity graphically. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.6 SCENARIO: MEDICAL RECORDS 

The following simple example illustrates how of the concepts of identification, linkability and 

anonymity correspond to practical identification scenarios.  

Suppose there is a set of pseudonyms, which correspond to the subjects of a particular set of health 

records. These pseudonyms form an anonymity set of health record numbers (pseudonyms) about 

which sets of associated assertions such as blood groups and disease test results are known. Now 

suppose we want to know which of these pseudonyms might be identical to the pseudonym John 

Smith. According to the definition of identification given above, in order to uniquely identify John 

Smith with one of the pseudonyms from the anonymity set of health record numbers, it is sufficient 

to find assertions which are known to be true of only one individual. Consider the following set of 

assertions (HRN1, HRN2 etc… are pseudonyms from the set of health record numbers): 

 

FIGURE 9: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LINKABILITY AND ANONYMITY 
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 a1(John Smith): John Smith has mobile phone number +391234567 

 a1(HRN1): HRN1 has mobile phone number +391234567 

 a2(HRN2): HRN2 has mobile phone number +393413363 

 a2(HRN3): HRN3 has mobile phone number +393413363 

 a3(HRN1): HRN1 has had AIDS 

 a3(HRN2): HRN2 has not had AIDS 

 a4: Mobile phone numbers are not shared among persons. 

The above assertions identify “John Smith” uniquely as HRN1 in the health records‟ anonymity set 

(the keys used for the health records are the pseudonyms), because they differentiate the 

pseudonym "John Smith" from all other pseudonyms in the set. Consequently, these assertions, for 

this set of pseudonyms, do not preserve anonymity. They reduce the cardinality of the candidate set 

to 1. On the other hand, consider: 

 a1: John Smith lives in Italy 

 a1(HRN1): HRN1 lives in Italy 

 a1(HRN2): HRN2 lives in Italy 

 a1(HRN3): HRN3 lives in Italy  

 a2(HRN4): HRN4 lives in Spain 

 a1(HRN5): HRN5 lives in Italy 

 a3(HRN1): HRN1 has had AIDS 

 a3(HRN2): HRN2 has not had AIDS 

These assertions identify John Smith only weakly in the anonymity set of the pseudonyms used in 

these health records because they differentiate the pseudonym "John Smith" only from HRN4 and 

reduce the candidate set only by 1/5. The degree of linkability depends on the size of the anonymity 

set and the assertions known. 

2.2.7 IDENTITIES OF A PSEUDONYM 

A logical conclusion of the above is that an identity, being something which identifies a 

pseudonym, is any set of assertions which increases its linkability WRT a prior KB and anonymity 

set. In other words, if a set of assertions differentiates a pseudonym from other pseudonyms in its 

anonymity set, then it represents an identity of that pseudonym, in the context of a prior KB and 

anonymity set. 

Formally then, an identity of a pseudonym p0 relative to an anonymity set AS and prior knowledge 

base, KBp is any set of assertions, I, defined as follows: 

I  ∧   (L(p0,AS,I  KBp) > L(p0,AS,I’  KBp))) Definition 6 

 

In words, I is any non-empty set of assertions for which the linkability of p0 in the context of KBp 

and AS is greater than it is for any proper subset of I. That is, there is no smaller set of assertions 

which has the same or greater effect on the linkability in the given context. This final condition is 

important because otherwise any irrelevant assertion would also be part of an identity – it ensures 

that all the assertions in the identity contribute to the process of identification. 

Note that this implies  

L(p0,AS,I  KBp)> L(p0,AS,KBp) 
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Some interesting consequences of adopting this definition are: 

1. For a given AS and KBp, any non-tautologous assertion may be part of a pseudonym's identity. 

The following example shows how assertions which have no apparent connection with the data 

subject may identify them, depending on the context. If we assume the following prior KB: 

 a1:Mickey Mouse uses Prozac.  

Then the assertions (together) 

 a2: John Smith doesn‟t use anti-depressants 

 a3: Prozac is an anti-depressant. 

constitute an identity of Mickey Mouse within all anonymity sets of persons including John 

Smith, even though neither assertion directly concerns Mickey Mouse. Note that they are part 

of Mickey Mouse's identity if and only if a1 is in the prior KB. This shows the context 

dependence of identification WRT the prior KB 

2. Assertions in the prior KB are not part of an identity. 

3. With respect to a prior KB which already uniquely identifies a pseudonym, no assertion is part 

of that pseudonym‟s identity (because the linkability cannot be further increased). 

4. All other factors being constant, the larger the anonymity set, the more linkable a pseudonym is. 

If however, the candidate set increases proportionally to the anonymity set, then the linkability 

remains constant. 

5. The sets of assertions which constitute an identity depend on the anonymity set and the prior KB 

in the given context. I.e. it is not possible to define a fixed identity for all contexts. This implication 

of the model is particularly important because many commonly held notions of identity suggest that 

there is a fixed set of assertions which constitute a personal identity. In fact, as has been shown, 

identification and identities are dependent on the context in which identification takes place. For 

example, in the ambient intelligence scenario [1.2.3], the value returned by a pressure-sensor 

embedded in a flooring-tile may become an important assertion in someone‟s identity. The value 

becomes significant in a context where there is also a reading from an RFID reader about the batch 

number of the shoes they are wearing when they step on the tile, and the purchase details of those 

shoes are available. 

At this point, it is relevant to discuss the work of Kohntop [81], which distinguishes between the 

full and partial identities of a pseudonym WRT an anonymity set. Traditionally, an identity is 

thought of as a fixed set of assertions, which can be said to identify a pseudonym. However, as can 

be seen from definition 6 above, identification is so much dependent on the identification context, 

that actually any (non-tautologous) assertion may in some context be part of a given pseudonym‟s 

identity, given some prior KB. In the light of this, it is very difficult to provide a useful definition 

of a full identity. Perhaps then, the term full identity is only useful as a kind of abstract container 

for the set of partial identities, rather as the term infinity is used in the context of sets of numbers.  

Furthermore it should be noted that the notion of an identity as a fixed set of assertions is only 

useful in contexts where both the anonymity set and the assumed prior KB are also fixed and 

stable. A good example of this is the anonymity set of all people and the prior KB that fingerprints 

are uniquely identifying. In this case it is reasonable to say that linking fingerprint data to a given 

person always constitutes a unique partial identity. 
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2.2.8 RELATIONSHIP TO DATA PROTECTION CONCEPTS 

Data protection legislation contains two related terms which are specific to this domain, but may be 

understood more clearly in terms of the above model and definitions. 

PERSONAL DATA 

The term person is a distinguished concept with an agreed range of reference. That reference 

includes objects with characteristics, such as thoughts, bodies, addresses, etc. (this concept is of 

course the subject of a philosophical debate which we will not enter into in this report). Personal 

data is the class of assertions whose subject is any pseudonym referring to an object being a 

person. For instance, in a chat room, if "Bugs Bunny" is taken to refer to a “real person”, then 

"Bugs Bunny has pneumonia" is personal data. If Bugs Bunny refers to a cartoon character, then 

"Bugs Bunny has pneumonia" is not personal data. 

PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION 

Personally identifiable information (PII) is a term commonly used in the context of data protection 

(e.g. in [82] to refer to “information which can be used to distinguish or trace an individual's 

identity”, see also [83]). In terms of the above definitions, this simply refers to data which is used 

to identify a person. The previous definition of identification [2.2.4] and identity, suggests a 

definition of personally identifiable data as any set of assertions, PII, where, for a pseudonym 

referring to a person, ps0 within the anonymity set of persons AS and prior knowledge base, KBp: 

PII  ∧   (L(p0,AS,PII  KBp) > L(p0,AS,I’  KBp))) Definition 7 

 

Note that this is simply definition 6 with p0 specialised to pseudonyms referring to persons. The 

term, personally identifiable information is sometimes used interchangeably with the term, 

personal data. 

EXAMPLES 

1. "X is a person" is not PII because it does not increase the linkability of X within the set of 

persons. 

2. a1: "Prozac is an anti-depressant" is not PII for the same reason. 

3. But within the set of assertions: 

 a1: Prozac is an anti-depressant 

 a2(Steve): Steve uses Prozac 

 a3(Robin Smith): Robin Smith uses anti-depressants 

 a3(Cary Wilson): Cary Wilson doesn‟t use anti-depressants 

a2 alone and a1 given the Prior KB (a3(Robin Smith), a3(Cary Wilson) constitute PII WRT 

Steve, but a1 and a3(Robin Smith), a3(Cary Wilson) alone do not. As with non-personal 

identification, note that a1 is only part of Steve's identity with the subsequent assertions in the 

existing KB. 

2.2.9 ANONYMISATION 

Anonymisation (sometimes also called pseudonymisation [70]) describes a technique by which a 

pseudonym used within identity assertions is substituted with one or multiple other pseudonyms in 

order to prevent linking of those assertions with other assertions known about the original 

pseudonym. For example in the car rental scenario, assertions about driving offences associated 
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with John‟s name, may be associated instead with a random identifier, whose identity to the 

person‟s name is only known to law-enforcement authorities. 

2.2.10 AUTHENTICATION AND EVIDENCE 

A typical definition of authentication is: 

“Authentication ensures that the individual is who he or she claims to be, but says nothing about 

the access rights of the individual.”[84]. 

However, such a definition does not clarify what is meant by “who he or she claims to be”. Closer 

examination of authentication events reveals that “who he/she claims to be” is nothing other than a 

set of assertions about a pseudonym. In scenarios involving strong authentication methods, such 

assertions are usually of the form “public key x belongs to pseudonym y” and the evidence is 

provided through a protocol which proves possession of the private key (e.g. challenge-response, 

RSA, digital signature etc...). However, authentication may also be performed based on attributes 

associated to a pseudonym – for example “Bob has green hair, 11 fingers and 12 toes, 

here is his passport and here is Bob in person”. Thus authentication is more accurately 

defined as: 

Authentication is the provision and verification of evidence for assertions used to identify an 

individual. Definition 8 

where evidence is defined as: 

Anything which increases the belief that assertions belonging to a given set are true.  

Definition 9 

Note that evidence may be another set of assertions or it may even be an action. Challenge-

response protocols and certain kinds of zero-knowledge proofs, for example, sometimes return a 

simple value which proves possession of a secret. However, objects or physical actions may also be 

used to prove assertions (e.g. proving the assertion that you can walk, by doing so), although such 

evidence is not likely to be used in an electronic context. 

All authentication processes are based on an assertion of identity (i.e. that 2 pseudonyms are 

identical) which one party wishes another to believe. In order to do so, evidence is provided. For 

example in order to prove that an individual presented in a man trap (airport security scanning 

device) is really John Smith, fingerprints are produced which were registered in the presence of a 

trusted party who affirmed that these fingerprints belong to an individual named John Smith. 

Authentication evidence is not however confined to well-known areas such as Biometrics and PKI 

certificates. 

This definition also implies that assertions such as electronic reputation assertions can be 

considered as authentication assertions. In fact, reputation is increasingly used as evidence that a 

pseudonym applies to an individual belonging to a group with specific trust properties. For 

example, an Ebay reputation is actually a form of authentication because it is evidence that a user is 

a member of a group of users having a certain level of trust from other users. Conversely 

community-based spam-filtering is now also seen as a form of reputation-based-authentication 

since it uses assertions from a pool of users to prove that a given sender is a member of a group of 

senders believed to be NOT trustworthy.  

Reputation is also subject to the same spoofing attacks which beset other forms of authentication. 
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Denial-of-reputation is an emerging pattern whereby a malicious party subverts reputation-based 

authentication systems to deny authorization to the victim. Reputation may be combined with other 

forms of authentication as in web-of-trust architectures like PGP [85]. 

2.2.11 SCENARIO: IDENTITY THEFT 

The person referred to by a pseudonym p1 can steal the identity of a person referred to by 

pseudonym p2 by falsifying assertions (using misleading evidence) such that given the assertion set 

available about p1 and p2, they are deduced to be identical. To detect identity theft, one needs two 

knowledge bases - one in which the false identity is sustained, and the other in which it is not – 

consider for example: 

Knowledge base 1 (KB1) 

 a1(p1): p1 lives at via Lungo Lago 5 

 a2(p1): p1 has Italian passport number 123456789 

 a3(p1): p1 has SSN 012387 

 a1(p2): p2 lives at via Lungo Lago 5 

 a2(p2): p2 has Italian passport number 123456789 

 a3(p2): p2 has SSN 012387 

In this case, a false passport and a fake telephone bill in p1‟s name from Lungo Lago 5 were given 

by p1 as evidence for a1(p1) and a2(p1). 

With this set of assertions, we can sustain that p1==p2 because 

a:(a(p1)a(p2)) is true. Whereas for 

Knowledge base 2 (KB2) 

 a4(p1): p1 lives at 1 Foo Street 

 a2(p1): p1 has Italian passport number 123456789 

 a3(p1): p1 has SSN 012387 

 a2(p2): p2 has Italian passport number 123456789 

 a3(p2): p2 has SSN 012387 

 a5(p2): p2 lives in Via Enrico Fermi 1 

In this case, a repeated observation of p1 emerging from the given address every morning, 

corroborated by a police officer, was given as evidence for a1(p1). The same fake passport was 

given as evidence for a2(p1). 

In KB2, we cannot claim p1==p2 because: 

a5(p1)  a4(p2) because a person has only one address (part of the prior KB), therefore: 

(a4(p1)a4(p2))  (p1≠=p2) (as per definition 2 - the assertions which have a different truth 

value for p1 and p2 are a4(p1) and a4(p2)). 

This situation is known as identity theft, because in KB1, p1 has fraudulently established that he/she 

is identical to p2 using false assertions and fraudulent evidence to support those assertions. I.e. in 

the context where KB1 is believed to be true based on the fraudulent evidence, p1 is believed to be 

identical to p2. 
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From this example, it can be seen that the following is needed to detect identity theft of an 

individual with one pseudonym, p2 by an individual with another pseudonym, p1: 

 A second knowledge base, (in the example, KB2) where the identity of p1 and p2 cannot be 

sustained.  

 Evidence for the assertions which establish this non-identity of p1 and p2 in KB2, which is 

stronger than any evidence to the contrary in KB1. 

CHAPTER 2: SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO REPORT 

This chapter provides a formal model and definitions of concepts such as identity, anonymity and 

linkability used later in the report. Together with the background legislation, this is also an 

important basis for determining requirements for a privacy enhancing identity management 

framework (since it has to model generic identity management and privacy constraints). 
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Chapter 3.  REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIVACY AND 

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 
The scenarios [1.2], definitions of identity-management concepts [Chapter 2] and analysis of EU 

legislation [1.4], lead to a set of requirements for the SWIM framework. These requirements are 

presented in the subsequent sections of this chapter together with their rationale. 

An analysis of the available literature sources shows that most of these requirements are not 

addressed by currently available identity management technologies and frameworks (see [3.13]). 

3.1 ASSERTION AND EVIDENCE MODEL 

At a minimum, any system dealing in an automated way with the scenarios detailed in [1.2] must 

provide: 

3.1.1 AN ASSERTION LANGUAGE 

Since identity consists of a set of assertions which serve to identify an individual [2.2.7], any 

identity management framework must provide a mechanism for communicating assertions about 

data subjects (either by the owner or from an identity provider). For example, the system must be 

able to communicate an assertion that “Bob's email address is bob@foo.com”. Such assertions 

may also be communicated by the identity provider. This seems to be a very simple requirement, 

but in order to design an interoperable architecture, the syntax and semantics must be carefully 

considered (e.g. for dealing with scenarios such as [1.2.3]). 

REQUIREMENT 1. 

A means of communicating arbitrary assertions about an identity subject. 

3.1.2 ASSERTION REQUEST LANGUAGE  

Since the framework should provide a fully automated protocol, this also requires a mechanism for 

requesting assertions about subjects (either from the owner or an identity provider). Identity 

management always implies a relying party – that is the party which wants to consume the identity 

information. This party must have a means for requesting assertions. This mechanism should be 

able to describe a set of assertions which a desired response must be a member of. In other words, 

the relying party must be able to communicate to the data subject which assertions it needs to be 

assured of before allowing access to a service or resource. This request can also be passed on to the 

identity provider as a request for security tokens. 

REQUIREMENT 2.  

A means of making an automated request for assertions about an identity subject. 

3.1.3 ABILITY TO EXPRESS EVIDENCE FOR ASSERTIONS 

The above scenarios require evidence for identity assertions (see related text on authentication 

[2.2.10]). Consumers of assertions need to be able to decide whether or not to trust the assertions 

made about the data subject by the identity provider. In scenario [1.2.1] (car rental) for example, 

this is required to provide assurance for the assertion that John is allowed to drive, as well as to 

assure assertions made to John about the security practices of the car hire company for data 

collected. Based on the need to describe evidence for the validity of assertions about John and other 

actors in the scenarios, in a user friendly way, capable of automation, we can therefore add the 
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following requirements. 

REQUIREMENT 3.  

Meta-data must be provided which allows the request and evaluation of evidence for the validity of 

assertions (in order to make trust/risk evaluations). 

For example, the assertion greaterThan(User, age, 12) can be simply declared to be true. In 

this case, no evidence is offered other than the statement that it is being asserted by a party whose 

identity is known with a certain degree of trust. At the other extreme, it can be signed by a 

vouching party whose identity is assured by cryptographic means and who is trusted by the relying 

party. In between these two extremes, evidence may also be presented which is not cryptographic, 

but still increases the trust of the relying party to a certain degree. For example the URL of a web 

page which appears to have been created by the data subject more than 12 years ago might be 

presented as evidence that he/she is more than 12 years old. 

Obviously not all evidence carries equal weight when evaluating the trustworthiness of an 

assertion. Meta-data structures must be provided which allow different grades of evidence to be 

expressed and evaluated unambiguously and efficiently.  

Generally, mechanisms for making trust decisions are based on access control policies which 

express conditions over assertions and the evidence offered to support them (currently usually 

none, or cryptographic certificates). Such policies are usually evaluated automatically by the 

relying party's system. For example, if a set of URLs is offered as evidence, then the characteristics 

of these URLs which support the assertions should be described by the metadata in such a way as 

to allow an automated trust decision on their basis. If evidence is provided in the form of a 

testimonial from a vouching party (e.g. a public key certificate), then the meta-data must provide: 

1. A means to verify the identity of the vouching party (in most cases this means that the name, 

verification method and means to access the public key of the verifier should be accessible);  

2. All properties of the vouching party relevant to a trust decision on this evidence: in other words, 

the meta-data should allow a means to verify the identity of vouching parties. It should also, given 

successful authentication, provide information to decide the weight to be given to the vouching 

party's testimonial. 

The above considerations lead to the following requirement: 

REQUIREMENT 4.  

Evidence meta-data should describe properties which allow for the efficient evaluation of the 

trustworthiness of assertions. 

3.1.4 EFFICIENT DECISION MECHANISM AND DECIDABLE RULES 

Even if an assertion is true, and trustworthy, it may not satisfy the requirements of an access control 

policy. For example, in the car rental scenario [1.2.1], John may provide a trusted assertion that he 

has a diving license (rather than a driving license) but this is clearly not enough to let him rent a 

car. This means that the syntax and semantics provided for expressing assertions (or data handling 

practices) and the evidence for their trustworthiness should allow the creation of efficiently 

decidable access control rules. These rules should allow RPs to make decisions, based on identity 

data, on whether to allow access to resources. Note that this does not mean that access control 

languages will be discussed here, only that assertion, assertion request and assertion evidence 

languages should fulfil the requirements placed on them by access-control languages. An example 
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of a semantics which would violate this requirement is one with a very large, or poorly defined 

space of data types - for example with a discrete model of numeric values - which would make the 

evaluation of access control rules very heavy computationally. 

REQUIREMENT 5.  

The assertion, assertion request and assertion evidence languages should allow for efficiently 

decidable access control policies for the service or resource. 

3.2 DATA MINIMISATION 

Currently, the norm is to collect as much data as possible from the DS. This makes sense for 

service providers because.  

 Personal data can be used for marketing purposes.  

 Personal data can be used to personalise services and provide added value.  

 Personal data has financial value; when aggregated, it can be sold to third parties for 

statistical or marketing purposes. 

As described in [1.4], however, European legislation requires that services may collect only the 

strict minimum of data required to fulfil the service being offered. This has important implications 

for services collecting personal data. Because of the need for compliance to this legal requirement, 

the added value of maximising data collected should therefore no longer be a consideration. 

Instead, service providers need to consider a number of important issues related to minimiseability 

of data collected. 

The ability to minimise data requested depends strongly on the “granularity” of the syntax and 

semantics available for requesting and receiving data – i.e. the ability of the syntax and semantics 

to express specific minimally informative assertions. For example, if a service requires a user to 

prove that he/she is over 18, but only has the technical means to request the user‟s precise age, then 

the service is unable to fulfil this requirement. This requirement is therefore a very important driver 

behind the provision of more granular and flexible semantics for assertion request and provision in 

identity management systems. 

Current identity management frameworks allow only the assertion of binary predicates with the 

user's pseudonym as the first argument (in other words <pseudonym, property, object> - e.g. Bob 

email foo@foo.com). This makes it very difficult to satisfy the minimiseability requirement of 

privacy protection legislation (and best practice), given that the minimal-disclosure assertion for a 

given access control decision may be most easily expressed using: 

 Predicates with variables as arguments: for example, the minimal-disclosure assertion may 

express that p0‟s age is greater than 18, which is most naturally expressed using a variable, 

as in: p0 age ?x, ?x > 18 (rather than an assertion of an exact age, as in p0 age 18). 

 N-ary predicates, where n>2. For example, when expressing location, instead of giving 

latitude and longitude, it is often desirable to express a window of locations (particularly 

when minimising information disclosed is a concern) . Consider a location window which 

has latitude between 35°15'40.00"N and 35°15'50.00"N and longitude between 25° 

3'20.00"E and 25° 3'30.00"E. In order to express this with only binary predicates (without 

the possibility of using variables), it would be necessary to create special predicates such as 

LongitudeUpperLimit, LongitudeLowerLimit, LatitudeUpperLimit and 

LatitudeLowerLimit (to express e.g. LongitudeUpperLimit(?user,25° 3'30.00") ). 

Such an approach is clearly impractical for a language with even a moderate number of 
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predicates. Instead, it is much more efficient to use higher arity predicates. In the above 

example this would be: LatitudeWindow(?user, 25° 3'20.00"E, 25° 3'30.00"), or 

even (using a second-order construction) Window(Latitude, ?User, , 25° 3'20.00"E, 

25° 3'30.00"). This allows for a much more efficient syntax which is much more 

useable and flexible, since it does not require the creation of special predicates to express 

constructions most naturally expressed using higher arity predicates (such as value 

windows). 

 Boolean formulae: For example, it is often the case that proving that a user holds one of 

two credentials (but not proving which one he/she has), is sufficient to gain access to a 

system. Suppose I prove that I hold either a British passport or a Greek passport. This 

conveys less information than if I prove that I hold a British passport or prove that I hold a 

Greek passport. This has significant implications for the anonymity of end-users. For 

example if users can prove that they have a passport from any EU country (but not which 

one), then they do not need to reveal their nationality by proving such an assertion. 

At this point, it is worth noting that state of the art identity management frameworks allow only the 

assertions in the form of binary predicates with the user's pseudonym as the first argument (in other 

words pseudonym-property-object) and without the use of variables. It is worth noting, therefore, 

that restriction to simple binary predicates is a severe limitation on the power of such systems to 

handle arbitrary personal information, especially within enterprise processes. Referring for example 

to the ambient intelligence scenario [1.2.3], the request for data identifying the individual is in this 

case very complex and is not possible in terms of a simple binary predicate expressing a direct 

property of the individual. It requires a request for a property of the clothing of the individual as 

well as his weight. As identity becomes more linked to the objects we carry with us such as mobile 

phones and RFID tags, this level of indirection will become a much more common requirement.  

The following points are also important as regards data minimisation. 

 The minimal quantity of data for a given service or resource request, when interpreted 

strictly, may be dynamic, that is, not simply a function of the specific service or resource 

being requested. For example, as seen in the above model of identity [Chapter 2], the 

amount of data disclosed is also dependent on the data already held about the user. In 

particular it is dependent on the linkability of pseudonyms within the RP knowledge base. 

If a medical database holds address data for pseudonym x, then disclosure of the assertion 

"x has a positive AIDS test result" reveals a lot, whereas if this information is not 

held, it reveals virtually nothing. Also, the minimal amount of data required depends on the 

diagnostic routine being followed. If a patient wants a diagnosis based on a negative test 

result, different information might be required than for a positive test result.  

 Given the complexity of evaluating the minimality of a request, it is clear that it may be 

computationally challenging to satisfy the requirement for data minimisation. 

 Generally speaking IdM systems are based on a single pseudonym for each natural person. 

This does not maximise anonymity because the pseudonym can be linked across different 

authorisations. The ideal is that one natural person can have many different, unlinkable 

partial identities which authorise him/her in different contexts (this can be achieved by 

linking privacy metadata to cryptographic credential systems like Idemix [1.3.11]).  
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The above considerations lead to the following requirements for the SWIM framework: 

REQUIREMENT 6.  

The assertion language should be able to express assertions which minimise the increase in the 

relying party's knowledge about the data subject for a given interaction.  

For example, instead of providing an exact birth date in order to buy a 12 rated movie, i.e. 

equals(valueOf (User, Age), 12), it should be possible to prove the exact minimal assertion 

required, i.e. greaterThan(valueOf(User, age), 12) . When interpreted strictly, this 

requirement also gives rise to the following requirements: 

REQUIREMENT 7.  

The assertion request and return language must allow for arbitrary predicates rather than 

restricting assertions to atomic name-property-value (binary) predicates as in current identity 

management systems. In particular, it should cover predicates of arbitrary arity, boolean formulae 

and the use of variables in predicates. 

REQUIREMENT 8.  

Assertion requests should, according to the knowledge available to the relying party, include in the 

set of assertions requested, the assertion which minimises the knowledge transferred about the data 

subject, while still satisfying the access control request. 

Henceforth, this assertion (the assertion which minimises the knowledge transferred about the data 

subject) will be referred to as the minimal-disclosure assertion. Consider, for example, a cinema 

ticket web-store, which needs to know that the person being issued the ticket is over the age of 12. 

Suppose the server requests equals(valueOf (User, Age),?value) i.e. only the exact birth date 

of the user satisfies the query (fulfils the conditions specified in the query). Then the minimal 

disclosure assertion, greaterThan(valueOf(User, age), 12) is not included in the requested set, 

therefore this requirement is not met.  

Note that there may be a conflict between policy filtering (sanitization) and data minimisation. The 

relying party may have important reasons for deliberately choosing not to specify the full set of 

assertions which would satisfy the request. From the point of view of the relying party's policy 

secrecy, the assertion set should be as big as possible (to release as little information on the policy 

as possible). The larger the set of possible assertions in the relying party's request, the less 

information is revealed about the relying party's policy. This maximisation of the assertion request 

set is known as policy sanitization. For example a recruitment company might ask for assertions 

about the user's height instead of the minimal set of assertions it actually requires which is that 

he/she must be over 160 cm tall. Bonatti and Samarati introduce the idea of sanitizing a request 

before sending it to the user, referring to this as policy filtering [86]. 

Although such constraints on data requests are worthy of consideration, it was decided not to 

include the minimisation of enterprise data revealed through policy data as a requirement since: 

 Unless the constraint is required for fulfilling the purpose of the data processing (in which 

case the request may in any case be considered minimal), legally the minimisation of the 

DS‟s data should take precedence over the minimisation of the RP‟s data. In cases of 

conflict, it is logically impossible to minimise both the user request and the data revealed 

by the policy. Therefore the only new issue as far as this report is concerned would be to 

find a decidable policy framework for determining automatically whether to do one or the 

other. 
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 There already exists a body of research on the issue of policy sanitisation per se (without 

considering how to resolve the conflict with data minimisation) e.g. [86]. 

 Due to the sensitivity of the information involved, it is very difficult to obtain valid data on 

how commonly this type of constraint occurs and what policy approaches would be 

suitable to resolve the conflict. 

3.3 ABILITY TO REQUEST AND RETURN PRIVATE 

CREDENTIALS 

The ability to handle private credentials is critical to satisfying requirements 6,7 and 8.This is 

because private credentials [1.3.11] are currently the only technology available to provide both 

high-assurance and provably unlinkable evidence along with selective disclosure of attributes.  

REQUIREMENT 9.  

The ability to handle the request and return of private credentials. 

3.4 INFERENCE MANAGEMENT AND SEMANTIC MATCHING 

As implied in [2.2.2] (where a knowledge base is defined to include the logical closure of any 

contained assertions), parties performing an identification should be assumed to have at their 

disposal not only the set of data which is immediately available in the context, but also its logical 

closure; that is, any statements which may be deduced from that data. A very widely occurring 

example is that if the basic set of assertions includes “Name prefix = 'Mrs'”, then it is easy for 

any system holding this data to infer that “Marital status = 'Married'”. In this example, 

suppose a user has set rules in her identity management system which prohibit the disclosure of 

marital status but not name prefix data. Unless the full logical closure of the assertions transferred 

is taken into account when evaluating rules, then the rule set will not be effective. 

An important related consideration concerns the selection of credentials to be presented as 

evidence. If credentials requests must be matched exactly, rather than semantically, this is a severe 

and unnecessary restriction on the possibilities for specifying what evidence is required as well as 

for providing evidence to satisfy those requirements. For example if a relying party wants to 

express a semantic specifying that “only European ID cards are to be accepted as 

evidence of nationality”, this could be done by providing a complete list of all European ID 

cards in the rule condition. On the other hand, this is very cumbersome for the administrator. It also 

presupposes that the administrator is able to set out all possible assertions satisfying the request. A 

more efficient and flexible approach is to allow for so-called conceptual matching, whereby the 

matching system is able to infer class relationships between the RP request and the offered 

credentials. For example, if the RP requests evidence that Alice is married, and instead evidence is 

provided that Alice has a name prefix Mrs, this can be considered to satisfy the request. 

REQUIREMENT 10.  

When evaluating rules for the disclosure of private data or matching of credentials, systems should 

take into account inferences which can be made from assertions transferred. 

3.5 USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 

There are often high levels of liability attached to the way a privacy policy is represented to users. 

For example, given legal requirements for obtaining the consent of the data subject, the material 

presented for obtaining consent can become very important in cases of dispute if it is 
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misrepresented to the user, or represented inconsistently across different user-interfaces. 

The EU directives 95/46/EC [7] and 2002/58/EC [63] also require that certain information about a 

data transaction be presented to data subjects before they make the transaction. It is therefore 

highly desirable for all browsers to represent privacy information to end-users in a semantically 

uniform way; for example, the lowest and the highest level of protection, who the intended 

recipients of information are etc…. 

Many enterprises are concerned about their liability in this context. By standardising not only the 

machine-readable concepts used but also the human-readable expressions of these concepts 

including even graphical elements, ontologies may be used to standardise the way privacy policies 

are presented to the users. The selection of effective models for such standards can also help to 

improve usability of IdM tools. 

On the other hand, when a policy is used in a situation where it is being interpreted by lawyers (e.g. 

when it is used to translate data protection legislation or other compliance requirements into access 

control policies or data handling policies), a different level of abstraction and different terminology 

is often appropriate from that used to present the policies to end-users. These different levels of 

abstraction and terminology can and should, however, still be mutually consistent so as to address 

corporate liability issues. For example, if a policy is created using a policy editing tool by a 

company lawyer, the editing tool should present concepts using precise legal language. The 

concepts used in the policy should then be presented to end-users in user-friendly language, at a 

level of abstraction which they can understand. The mapping between these two presentations 

should however be consistent, well-defined (and possibly approved by someone with responsibility 

for its implications in terms of liability).  

REQUIREMENT 11.  

Policies presented to end-users should be represented using a consistent semantics and a level of 

abstraction which is appropriate to the type of user to which the policy is presented. 

3.6 ISOLATING THE IDENTITY LAYER FROM THE DATA 

LAYER 

The data typing schema for P3P [1.3.1] has been particularly problematic largely because of 

problems with ill-defined semantics and non-standard syntax [21]. Even P3P1.1‟s XML schema 

mechanism [87] requires XML schemas to be written with special constraints. It is extremely time-

consuming for application developers to use specialized syntax for describing data types to which 

privacy and identity metadata should be applied, despite the fact that data structures are already 

well-defined at the enterprise level in existing corporate data structures. 

What is needed is to design identity management infrastructure in such a way that it is decoupled 

from the data-structures it applies to, allowing them to be described using existing structures and 

syntax. This avoids extremely costly remodelling of data structures. Figure 10 shows a high-level 

representation of the required architecture. 
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REQUIREMENT 12.  

Privacy and identity management policies and rules should be independent from enterprise data-

typing schemas. The amount of work in defining data types which policies are applied to should be 

minimised. 

3.7 CROSS-ENTERPRISE PROTOCOL-INDEPENDENT 

ARCHITECTURE 

The scenarios [1.2] show examples of how data may be transferred between multiple organizations 

during the lifecycle of a legitimate service provision. For example, in [1.2.2] (Joan Primeur‟s blood 

test), the patient's blood sample and test result is given both to the doctor and the test laboratory.  

Data protection legislation strongly emphasizes the necessity of protecting data throughout the life-

cycle of its processing. It is not enough to be sure that party A will not misuse data if party A 

passes it to party B, who then misuses it. Therefore data protection tools should not only cover 

single bilateral transactions between users and businesses, but also any subsequent path that data 

takes between enterprises, peers, or any other third parties. The principal practical constraints on 

technology this implies is that any commitments made to the data subject on collecting the data, 

should be kept by any parties the data is passed to. This includes security considerations for data 

storage. 

This means that if commitments are managed by machine readable policies, these policies must be 

capable of being attached to data as they travel between enterprises. This is strongly dependent on 

the satisfaction of requirement 12 because each enterprise has a different data schema. Decoupling 

policies from data schemas therefore helps to make them interoperable between enterprises.  

It also imposes an important requirement on the binding between policies and data. Bindings 

should not betray information about the data the policy is attached to. For example “Policy X 

applies to AIDS test result of patient Y” is not permissible. This last requirement also 

applies to evidence. Evidence for assertions should not reveal information about the assertions 

which the evidence corroborates. For example evidence for an AIDS test result should not reveal 

the type of assertion it applies to. From this we derive the following requirements: 
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REQUIREMENT 13.  

Policies should allow for easy interoperation across enterprises. 

REQUIREMENT 14.  

Bindings between assertion metadata and assertions should not reveal information about the data 

subject. 

3.8 SECURITY AND TRUST FEATURES 

Abuse of data collected is not only caused by data controllers breaking promises and legal 

obligations. If data is not kept on secure platforms, it can also be stolen and abused by malicious 

parties. EU legislation imposes requirements on security features for destination hosts of data 

transfers [1.4.1]. This is likely to increase under new proposals by the European Commission to 

impose stricter security requirements on service providers (e.g. for reporting security breaches) 

[88]. 

It is not only a requirement that adequate security measures be present on the relying party's 

platform (something which is outside the scope of an identity management framework), but also 

that a user be given information about security levels and features required to make a decision as to 

whether to disclose data. Clearly, this also leads users to have increased trust in transactions where 

they are made aware that data is destined for a trusted platform. 

REQUIREMENT 15.  

Users should be given clear and adequate information about all trust-relevant aspects of the 

destination system affecting whether or not to agree to data processing. 

3.9 EFFICIENT STORAGE OF DATA FOR AUDIT 

European legislation relies on national Data Protection Authorities to enforce it. Typically, national 

authorities carry out selective audits to verify compliance with the provisions of the directives. 

Given that terabyte-scale collection of personal data is now common even in SMEs, the limitations 

on resources available to public officials for monitoring personal data collection severely restrict 

their power to prevent abuses. European data protection authorities are often powerless because 

they lack the resources to enforce legislation and audit enough enterprises, or even to review all 

logs and data available even within one single enterprise, in order to deter malpractice to any 

reasonable extent.. 

Given this scarcity of human resources, it is vital that data protection authorities (and other 

compliance related organizations such as certification scheme authorities) should have efficient 

processes at their disposal. For example, standardised event logging according to an ontology 

would allow sophisticated automated auditing on a large scale. According to this solution, 

companies would be required to apply standardised logging procedures, as specified by a data audit 

ontology (rather as they are currently required to apply accounting rules). Another way of 

facilitating compliance to stated policies (especially data handling policies) is to use standardised 

logging. Auditors can then apply automated procedures to the logs (and possibly to the logging 

mechanisms to verify authenticity) to verify compliance to regulations. A useful model for 

motivating such schemes is the Swiss federal data protection act, which sets out voluntary 

certification requirements and motivates businesses to comply by providing exemption from 

expensive reporting requirements (see [89]). 
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REQUIREMENT 16.  

The framework should provide data structures which facilitate efficient audit and enforcement of 

data processing events. 

3.10 SEMANTIC INTEGRATION INTO CROSS-PLATFORM 

DATA STRUCTURES AND RULE SYSTEMS 

Any language used to describe privacy and identity management metadata travelling across 

multiple enterprises, needs a binding mechanism between the policy (rule) data and the resources it 

applies to (typically heterogeneous data sources). P3P [1.3.1] provides a binding mechanism 

between data handling policies and URIs, but ideally such a language should also be able to 

provide metadata for an arbitrary relational data structure. 

REQUIREMENT 17.  

The framework should provide a binding between policies and common data objects used in 

enterprise architectures. 

3.11 INTUITIVE RULE INTERFACE 

One of the major unsolved problems in P3P [1.3.1] was the need to create a preference rule 

standard which can be used to express machine readable user preferences about data handling 

practices, to be matched against server side policies. Wherever automated evaluation of policies is 

provided within an identity management framework, there must always be a human-computer 

interface for the creation of the rules which govern that automatic evaluation, even if this is just a 

mechanism for agreeing to a set of default rules. There are 2 separate requirements here: 

REQUIREMENT 18.  

A user-preference language expressive enough to match the policy features which need to be 

responded to, in an automated setting. 

REQUIREMENT 19.  

A useable abstraction of this language for users or administrators of such rules. 

3.12 SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE 

It is important to add this requirement since many solutions involving the semantic web, as 

proposed by this report, may have problems with performance, particularly when scaled to large 

data-sets. This is often due to the fact that poorly designed ontologies and ontology interpretation 

engines may lead to huge numbers of redundant inferences which have to be searched by the policy 

matching engine. This report will only evaluate a research implementation of the SWIM 

framework, and therefore it is not expected that commercial-grade performance requirements 

should be satisfied. It is however useful to specify here measurable criteria for performance. 

REQUIREMENT 20.  

Requests for assertions and evidence should be evaluated in polynomial time. 

REQUIREMENT 21.  

Time taken to evaluate requests for assertions and evidence involving no user-interaction should 

not exceed 1 second for a typical request for assertions and evidence. Any reasoning involved in 

evaluation should be executed within this time.
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3.13 SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS AND SATISFACTION BY OTHER FRAMEWORKS 

The following table gives a summary of the requirements and shows, for a broad cross-section of existing frameworks, which requirements are satisfied by 

other frameworks.
1
 This table clearly shows that most of the above requirements are not met by existing frameworks. Particularly important gaps across all 

existing frameworks are: 

 The lack of a user-abstraction for the evidence ontology (requirement 4) 

 The inability to express arbitrary assertions (requirements 1, 2, 6, 8) 

 The inability to take into account inferences (this is becoming more and more important at the time of writing when personal data is becoming 

distributed across multiple sources in social networks (requirement 10). 

 The inability to express rules and policies without disclosing data in the binding mechanism (requirement 14) 

 Lack of support for audit infrastructure (requirement 16) 

A similar analysis of the satisfaction of these requirements by the SWIM framework proposed by this report is given in [7.2]. 

Requirement Summary Liberty [33] Cardspace [35] Higgins 

[36] 

OpenID 

[37] 

SAML[38] P3P + 

APPEL 

[8][18][1.3.1] 

Short 

Notices 

[32][1.3.2] 

1 A means of communicating 

arbitrary assertions about an 

identity subject 

Only binary 

predicates 

(standard attribute-

value pairs with no 

variables) 

Only binary 

predicates 

(standard 

attribute-value 

pairs with no 

variables) 

Only 

binary 

predicates 

(standard 

attribute-

value pairs 

with no 

variables) 

Only 

binary 

predicates 

(standard 

attribute-

value pairs 

with no 

variables) 

Only binary 

predicates 

(standard 

attribute-value 

pairs with no 

variables) 

No No 

                                                      
1 Note that all information on these frameworks is based on an assessment of the frameworks at the time of the research, ending in 2007 and 

does not take into account any improvements since then (which may have taken into account the published results of this research). 
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2 A means of making an 

automated request for assertions 

about an identity subject. 

Only binary 

assertions 

Only binary 

assertions 

Only 

binary 

assertions 

Only 

binary 

assertions 

Only binary 

assertions 

No No 

3 Meta-data must be provided 

which allows the request and 

evaluation of evidence for the 

validity of assertions (in order 

to make trust/risk evaluations). 

Certain aspects 

maybe requested 

via authentication 

policies 

Certain aspects 

maybe 

requested via 

authentication 

policies 

Certain 

aspects 

maybe 

requested 

via 

authenticat

ion policies 

Certain 

restricted 

aspects 

maybe 

requested 

via 

authenticat

ion policies 

Certain 

aspects maybe 

requested via 

authentication 

policies 

No No 

4 Evidence meta-data should 

describe properties which allow 

for the efficient evaluation of 

the trustworthiness of 

assertions. 

No No No No No No No 

5 The assertion, assertion request 

and assertion evidence 

languages should allow for 

efficiently decidable access 

control policies for the service 

or resource. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

6 The assertion language should 

be able to express assertions 

which minimise the increase in 

the relying party's knowledge 

No No No No No.  No No 
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about the data subject for a 

given interaction. 

7 The assertion request and return 

language must allow for 

arbitrary predicates rather than 

restricting assertions to atomic 

name-property-value (binary) 

predicates as in current identity 

management systems. In 

particular, it should cover 

predicates of arbitrary arity, 

boolean formulae and the use of 

variables in predicates. 

No No No No No No No 

8 Assertion requests should, 

according to the knowledge 

available to the relying party, 

include in the set of assertions 

requested, the assertion which 

minimises the knowledge 

transferred about the data 

subject, while still satisfying the 

access control request. 

Not always 

possible 

Not always 

possible 

Not always 

possible 

Not always 

possible 

Not always 

possible 

No assertion 

request 

language 

No 

assertion 

request 

language 

9 The ability to handle the request 

and return of private credentials. 

No No (future 

support 

planned) 

Yes Not 

specified 

No No No 
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10 When evaluating rules for the 

disclosure of private data or 

matching of credentials, 

systems should take into 

account inferences which can be 

made from assertions 

transferred. 

No No No No No No No 

11 Policies presented to end-users 

should be represented using a 

consistent semantics and a level 

of abstraction which is 

appropriate to the type of user 

to which the policy is presented. 

No Cardspace 

provides a 

consistent 

metaphor, but 

there is no 

mapping of 

policy concepts 

to a consistent 

abstraction. 

No No No Draft proposal 

on “User 

Agent 

Guidelines” 

[90] 

No 

12 Privacy and identity 

management policies and rules 

should be independent from 

enterprise data-typing schemas. 

Yes Yes Yes No No No` No 

13 Policies should allow for easy 

interoperation across enterprises 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No 

14 Bindings between assertion 

metadata and assertions should 

not reveal information about the 

No No No No No No No 
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data subject. 

15 Users should be given clear and 

adequate information about all 

trust-relevant aspects of the 

destination system affecting 

whether or not to agree to data 

processing 

No data handling 

semantics 

No data 

handling 

semantics 

No data 

handling 

semantics 

No data 

handling 

semantics 

No data 

handling 

semantics 

No No 

16 The framework should provide 

data structures which facilitate 

efficient audit and enforcement 

of data processing events 

No No No No No No No 

17 The framework should provide 

a binding between policies and 

common data objects used in 

enterprise architectures. 

No No No No Yes (using 

context data 

model) 

No (unless by 

using highly 

complex base 

data schema 

extensions) 

No 

18 A user-preference language 

expressive enough to match the 

policy features which need to be 

responded to in an automated 

setting 

No user preference 

language 

No user 

preference 

language 

No user 

preference 

language 

No user 

preference 

language 

No user 

preference 

language 

No No user 

preference 

language 

19 A useable abstraction of this 

language for users or 

administrators of such rules 

No No No No No No No 
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20 Requests for assertions and 

evidence should be evaluated in 

polynomial time. 

 

Where applicable, 

yes 

Where 

applicable, yes 

Where 

applicable, 

yes 

Where 

applicable, 

yes 

Where 

applicable, 

yes 

Where 

applicable, yes 

Where 

applicable, 

yes 

21 Time taken to evaluate requests 

for assertions and evidence 

involving no user-interaction 

should not exceed 1 second for 

a typical request for assertions 

and evidence. Any reasoning 

involved in evaluation should 

be executed within this time. 

Where applicable, 

yes 

Where 

applicable, yes 

Where 

applicable, 

yes 

Where 

applicable, 

yes 

Where 

applicable, 

yes 

Where 

applicable, yes 

Where 

applicable, 

yes 
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CHAPTER 3 : SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO REPORT 

This chapter derives the set of requirements which a privacy-enhancing identity management 

framework must satisfy. These requirements will be used as a reference in defining the SWIM 

framework and in benchmarking its success in the final chapter. 
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Chapter 4.  THE SWIM FRAMEWORK 

4.1 OVERVIEW OF THE SWIM FRAMEWORK 

The following sections of this chapter, together with Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, describe the SWIM 

framework consisting of syntax, semantics, architecture, protocols and prototype implementation 

designed to satisfy all the above requirements. In this and the following chapters, the presentation is 

broken down into the following logical components which describe the framework in detail: 

Component 1: Abstract syntax and model for assertions and evidence and for requesting 

assertions and evidence. 

This component includes: 

 An abstract syntax and model for assertions and evidence [4.2.1] (requirements 1,6,7,8). 

 An abstract syntax for a general assertion-evidence request language [4.2.2] (requirement 

2). 

 A general language for describing evidence for the validity of assertions (requirements 3, 4, 

5). 

 An ontology of certificate properties (since digital certificates are an important type of 

evidence), which allows for user-friendly languages for the expression and evaluation of 

evidence. The clear separation between assertions and evidence in the model makes it 

possible to provide protocols for handling evidence for any kind of assertion. This includes 

minimised assertions such as may be provided by the Idemix private credential system 

[4.2.4] (requirements 5,6,7,8,15). 

 An ontology of personal data types (which can be mapped to enterprise data schemas). 

[4.2.5](requirement 12). 

Component 2: Concrete syntax and protocol implementation for assertions and evidence and 

the request of assertions and evidence, using the W3C semantic web specification family. 

This component includes: 

 A demonstration of how RDF and named graphs can be used to describe typical assertions 

not easily expressible using existing syntaxes. Furthermore it shows how RDF and named 

graphs can be used to describe policies for private credentials as evidence for such 

assertions. In particular, section [4.3.1] shows the mechanism for (anonymous) binding of 

credentials to assertions in an assertion store (requirements 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,12,13,14,18) . 

 Syntax and examples of the use of Idemix private credentials within the SWIM framework 

in cases where data minimisation is critical (requirement 10) and not provided by existing 

frameworks. This demonstrates matching between assertion-evidence requests (step 4  in 

generic IdM protocol sequence, Figure 3) and assertion-evidence sets available to the IdP. 

This covers critical test-cases including those where inferencing is required to trigger a 

match [Chapter 5] (requirements 6,8,9,10). 

Component 3: Syntax and examples for expression of data handling policies 

Components 1 and 2 cover syntax for describing assertions and evidence about the data subject, 

and policies describing which assertions are acceptable to the relying party for access to the service 

or resource. With reference to the generic identity management scenario [1.1], data handling 

policies apply at a different stage in the protocol sequence. Data handling policies are used by the 
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data subject and IdP, to make a decision on whether to go ahead with step 7 in the generic IdM 

protocol sequence, Figure 3, where the IdP must transfer assertions about the data subject. 

 

Just as the RP must be assured of certain properties of the data subject to allow access to the service 

or resource, most data subjects also want to be assured of certain properties of the RP before 

deciding to transfer data. In particular, data subjects need to know what the RP's policy is regarding 

data processing, including how long the data will be retained, which third party recipients the data 

may be forwarded to, what the dispute resolution procedures are etc... Much of this information is 

provided by P3P policies [1.3.1]. P3P policies however, cannot be applied in their standard form 

within the SWIM framework since the standard used in the XML format does not have a well-

defined semantics. Another problem is the use of policy-reference files (see [1.3.1]), which cannot 

be used to apply P3P policies to data objects outside of a web server (e.g. in a database). 

 

This component shows how P3P and APPEL semantics can be translated to operate within a 

semantic web policy framework which satisfies the requirements described in [Chapter 3]. A 

translation of P3P policies and APPEL rules into the semantic web framework has several 

advantages, including the ability to perform reasoning over policies or rules and the definition of 

more user-friendly but consistent abstractions for users [4.4] (requirements 15,18).  

Component 4: Framework API components and interactions 

This component (explained in [Chapter 6]) explains how semantic web based policies and decision 

engines are integrated into the overall system architecture of an identity management framework. 

This deals with: 

 How the semantics of the IdM policy layer are isolated from enterprise data models audit 

processes (requirements 12,13). 

 How commitments agreed to in data handling policies (known as obligations) are dealt 

with (requirement 16). 

 How the SWIM framework can be used to improve the efficiency of enterprise audit 

processes. 

 Interaction with user-interface components. How semantic web standards are used to create 

more consistent and user-friendly user-interface within such a framework. 

 Translation of policy concepts into language and abstraction levels suitable for legal, end-

user and system-administrator domains (requirements 11, 19). 

 Dealing with multiple languages in ontologies (requirement 19). 
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4.2 ASSERTIONS, EVIDENCE AND ANONYMOUS 

CREDENTIALS 

4.2.1 ABSTRACT SYNTAX AND MODEL FOR ASSERTIONS AND EVIDENCE 

Recalling the generic IdM protocol sequence, Step 9 states:  

The IdP confirms the DS‟s identity by sending assertions and evidence for those assertions, 

satisfying RP1‟s request (sent in step 4). 

This is a key step in any identity management protocol since it is the step where personally 

identifiable information (PII), and evidence for that PII, are disclosed by a DS. All steps prior to 

step 9 represent negotiation of what PII the RP requires in order to access the service, or resource, 

which it offers. On the other hand, the DS negotiates what PII he/she is willing to disclose to the 

RP. 

Tuples of the form:  

<A,E> Definition 10  

may be used to represent an arbitrary set of assertions and evidence to support those assertions, as 

used in step 9 above (Figure 3). 

In definition 10, A is a boolean formula of assertions (propositions claimed to be true [2.2.2]) 

composed of a set of n arbitrary arity predicates, i.e. A takes a form A(Pi(Nij)) where i=0...n, 

j=0...mi, (e.g. P0(N00,N01,…,N05)  P1(N10)  P2(N20) ∧ ... Pn(Nn0,Nn1,…,Nnm)) with the variables 

Nij in the predicates substituted by pseudonyms [2.2.2, Pseudonym] and other identifiers. 

When expressed in conjunctive normal form (CNF), A is a set of conjoined assertions. Each 

assertion in the conjunction is individually either an atomic assertion (not composed of any 

conjunctions or disjunctions) or a disjunction of atomic assertions. E.g. P0 ∧ (P1  ∧ P3 is the set 

of assertions, {P0,(P1 , P3} with all elements conjoined. Therefore, the assertion term, A, may 

also be referred to as a set of assertions or the assertion set of an assertion-evidence tuple. 

E is any form of evidence offered in support of A. 

A key point in definition 10 is that there is a clean separation between assertions and evidence 

offered in support of those assertions. Many identity frameworks or components (e.g. those using 

only X.509 certificates where assertion data must be released along with its proof), bind assertions 

and evidence in such a way that they cannot be dealt with separately. The "factoring out of trust" 

proposed in definition 10 allows for separate, dedicated components to evaluate trustworthiness of 

assertions independently of what is being asserted. 

Henceforth, the term response assertion-evidence tuple will be used for any tuple, <A,E> as per 

definition 10, which is sent by a DS to an RP in response to a request for assertions and evidence 

(in order to access a service or resource). 

The evidence term in definition 10, E, may be anything which increases belief that assertions 

belonging to a given set of assertions are true (definition 9) [2.2.10]. This gives a very broad range 

of possibilities for E. The model and syntax presented here allow for extension to different methods 

of providing evidence for an assertion. The following is a classification of the most prominent 

types of evidence, based on the mechanisms used for provision of the evidence, and outlines their 
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security and privacy properties. 

 Declaration: An assertion is a made by a party without any endorsement by another party 

or any other form of evidence such as a signature. This is the most minimal kind of 

evidence.  

 Traditional certificates: A traditional signature by a party, that is a signature with a 

scheme like RSA or DSA, on an assertion, endorses and provides evidence for the basic 

assertion. The signed token can be verified using the public signature verification key of 

the signer. The method also guarantees the integrity of the assertion. Traditional signatures 

provide security, but have the privacy problems of linkability since the same public key is 

revealed each time it is verified. Traditional certificates over multiple assertions also do not 

provide the possibility of vouching for a subset of the assertions contained in the 

certificate, which means that in many cases they are unable to fulfil the data minimisation 

requirement [3.2].  

In terms of privacy, however, declaration (see previous item) may actually be more 

privacy-friendly than the use of an X.509 certificate. This is because, if used multiple 

times, an X.509 certificate may link transactions together. Even if linkable pseudonyms are 

used in multiple assertions using declaration as evidence, the fact that the evidence given 

for those assertions is weaker, makes the information disclosed of less value to the 

information consumer. This is because a digital signature represents non-repudiable 

evidence, and allows the relying party to show the same artefacts, with the same degree of 

assurance, to another party (see [91]). 

 Private credentials and Idemix: Private credentials (see [1.3.11]) provide a high degree 

of privacy through unlinkable transaction pseudonyms and flexible selective disclosure of 

data (they can prove dynamic derivations from a set of base assertions [4.2.3]).  

 Challenge-response: In general, the party requesting evidence presents a question (the 

"challenge"). The party providing evidence must give a valid answer (the "response") 

which proves they know a secret which could only be known if the assertion for which 

evidence is being provided is true. 

The simplest example of a challenge-response protocol is password authentication, where 

the challenge is asking for the password and the valid response is the correct password. For 

example if the assertion is that “the DS is John Smith”, then if a secret password is known 

only to John Smith and the RP, the provision of this password by the DS provides evidence 

that the DS is John Smith. 

 

More sophisticated challenge-response protocols allow the DS to prove that they know the 

secret (e.g. shared between the RP and John Smith) without revealing the secret itself. 

Using this method, the RP sends a random challenge. The IdP (or DS) then computes a 

response, which is: 

1. Improbable to guess without knowing the secret (but which is not the secret). 

2. Computationally hard to obtain the DS‟s secret from. 

For example, the IdP might apply a cryptographic hash function to the RP challenge 

combined with the user's secret. The response is then sent, along with the original 

challenge, back to the server. Because of the "one-way" property of the hash function, it is 
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impossible to recover the password from the response sent by the application. 

 

In the example, upon receiving the response, the server applies the same hash function to 

the challenge combined with its own copy of the user's password. If the resulting value 

matches the response sent by the application, this indicates with a very high degree of 

probability that the DS is in possession of the secret (and therefore that the assertion is 

true).  

 Web of trust: The web of trust is the model underlying Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [92] ; 

the model provides a certification infrastructure for assertions without a centralized or 

hierarchic structure. In PGP, the assertions make statements on bindings between public 

keys and identities. The approach allows that each participant may endorse an assertion 

using a digital signature. 

 

Typically, trust in the assertion arises from the identity of the party making the statement, 

or because the assertion is endorsed by trusted parties. This way, trust can propagate in a 

web-like graph, hence the name of the scheme, without involving a centralized trust 

infrastructure. The model is typically less appropriate if an assertion can lead to the liability 

of a party, as it is easier to spoof than a PKI-based approach. This makes the trade-off 

between the less open, centralized PKI-based approach and the very open web-of-trust 

approach clear. 

 Probabilistic approach: The probabilistic approach proposed by Golbeck, Parsial, 

Hendler and others [93][94], works without requiring cryptographic mechanisms. The 

fundamental idea of the approach is that if the same assertion is found multiple times on 

the Web, published by sites with appropriate reputation and trust properties (established 

either directly or transitively through another resource), then trust in the assertion 

increases. The trust rating is done by considering the trustworthiness of the sources. 

Reputation services are an aggregation of this kind of evidence. 

Methods of providing evidence included within the evidence ontology given in this report 

[Appendix I: Full OWL evidence ontology] include declaration, challenge-response, traditional 

signatures, traditional certificates and private credentials (E.g. Idemix). It may however extend to 

other forms of evidence such as reputation, distributed or aggregate evidence (e.g. key fingerprints 

collected from several web-sites) etc… 

With such a broad range of possible types of evidence, the evidence term, E, must be extremely 

flexible. In order to be able to express the types of evidence listed above, it should at minimum be 

able to express the following: 

 Artefacts (such as signed tokens, responses to challenges etc…). 

 Assertions. 

 Biometric templates (a standardised abstraction of biometric data which contains the 

features of the object used for matching – see [95]) e.g. fingerprint templates. 

 Secondary evidence about the identity and/or trust properties of their asserter (e.g. 

reputation scores from a trusted reputation provider). 
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 In the case where multiple types of evidence are permitted, or where the evidence 

represents the response to a challenge, metadata must be provided describing how the 

evidence should be interpreted (and also a means of establishing trust in such metadata).  

EXAMPLE OF RESPONSE ASSERTION-EVIDENCE TUPLE 

As an example, in the car rental scenario [1.2.1], in step 2 of the data flow, John (acting as his own 

IdP), provides the assertions that he is in possession of a valid driver‟s licence and that he is aged 

over 17 (A). As evidence for this, he uses a certificate issued by the UK DVLA (E). 

In this case, the assertion-evidence tuple conforming to definition 10 is as follows: 

Assertion set, A: 

Contains just one assertion: 

“John has a valid driving licence” 

Evidence, E(A):  

 Metadata: The evidence is an X.509 digital certificate provided by certification authority 

UK DVLA, asserting that John Smith has a valid driving licence, signed with public key, K. 

 A digital certificate with the above properties.  

 A certificate issued by an international government certification authority CA2 asserting 

that K is held by the UK DVLA (CA2‟s public key is on a list of trusted keys held by the 

relying party). 

4.2.2 ABSTRACT SYNTAX AND MODEL FOR ASSERTION-EVIDENCE REQUEST 

Referring to the generic IdM protocol sequence, Figure 3, the syntax and model introduced in 

[4.2.1] is also crucial to step 4 of the sequence (and the corresponding steps 12 and 14 for 

interactions with further RP‟s). As a reminder: 

Step 4 states: RP1 sends a request for assertions and evidence to the selected IdP. Henceforth, this 

will be called the assertion-evidence request. 

As an example of such a request, in the car rental scenario [1.2.1], in step 1 of the data flow, the car 

rental company requests John‟s personal data. This is a request for an assertion of his ability to 

drive, an assertion that his age is over the legal lower limit for driving in the UK and contact details 

for John. The contact details may be accessible only in the event of an accident. They also request 

evidence that this personal data is correct, in the form of an X.509 certificate signed by the UK 

DVLA. 

The assertion-evidence request specifies a set, S of tuples, <A,E>, defined as per definition 10. 

Each of <A,E> in S is valid as an access credential to the service or resource offered by the RP. 

In general, S may be described in terms of a set of conditions, Cj, j=1.. n on assertion-evidence 

tuples <A,E> (as in definition 10), which must be fulfilled in order for any given tuple to satisfy the 

access control request. Formally S, the set of all assertion-evidence tuples, which (individually) 

satisfy the assertion-evidence request is defined as follows, 

S={<A,E(A)>: Cj(<A,E(A)>), j=1.. n} Definition 11 

  

where Cj are conditions which must be true for each <A,E> in S. In most use-cases, the conditions Cj 
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are specified as part of an access control policy for the service or resource on the RP, which the DS 

is trying to access; that is, a policy specifying which conditions must be satisfied to access a service 

or resource. Section [4.3] shows how such conditions can be mapped to a standard query language 

(e.g. [1.3.10, SPARQL RDF query language]). 

Note that when the conditions comprising the assertion-evidence request are all met by the 

response assertion-evidence tuple, the request (or query) is said to be satisfied. 

The following are important to note in relation to definition 11: 

1. The syntax for expressing the conditions, Cj which are included in the assertion-evidence request, 

must be capable of requesting any A in <A,E> which might be required by an RP. This includes 

especially, an assertion or boolean formula expressing the minimal assertion – see [3.2, 

Requirement 8.] Given that the minimal assertion may be a boolean formula, it should therefore be 

possible to make requests for arbitrary conjunctions or disjunctions of assertions. For example, the 

assertion-evidence request might express the condition that the assertion set, A of the response 

assertion-evidence tuple, should contain at least one assertion conforming to the pattern (expressed 

in abstract syntax): 

equals(?user,Age,?x) AND greaterThan(?x,21) 

where ?user and ?x may take any value 

or that A should express a disjunction, such as: 

(holds(?user,passport) OR (holds(?user,driversLicence)) 

 

where ?user may take any value. Query-like syntax is used for boolean operators in this context 

rather than logical operators e.g. “ ”. The ability to make such disjunctive requests is very 

important in being able to satisfy the data minimisation requirement because proof of satisfaction 

of a disjunction may carry less information than proof of satisfaction of either one of its component 

conditions (see [3.2, Requirement 8.]). This is not a trivial requirement to satisfy since most 

standard query languages used in IdM systems are not expressive enough to make the subtle 

distinction between a request for assertions conforming to the pattern (in abstract syntax): 

(holds(?user,passport) OR (holds(?user,driversLicence)) 

 

and a request for either assertions conforming to: 

holds(?user,passport) 

 

or assertions conforming to: 

holds(?user,driversLicence) 

 

2. The syntax for expressing the conditions, Cj, must also be capable of expressing conditions to be 

fulfilled by the evidence term, E, of the response assertion-evidence tuple. For example, it should 

be possible to express the condition that any E must be an X.509 certificate whose public key is a 

member of a trusted set. In abstract syntax, this condition might be expressed as: 

signedInfo(?cert,a1) AND hasKey(?cert,?key) AND memberOf(?key,trustSet) 

 

where ?cert and ?key may take any value. signedInfo(cert,a1) means that a certificate, cert, 

provides a signature of assertion, a1. a1 is an assertion in the assertion set of conjoined assertions 
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(expressed in CNF), in A. The condition is applied to any <A,E> satisfying the assertion-evidence 

request. memberOf(element,set) is a binary predicate meaning that an element is a member of a 

set. 

3. The conditions, Cj do not necessarily have to relate semantically to the content of the tuples in S 

(the set of all assertion-evidence tuples which satisfy the request for assertions). For example, a Cj 

could state that for a given assertion-evidence tuple, <A,E> to be a member of S, that tuple must be 

received by the RP between 8am and 6pm, which means that Cj may refer to the metadata 

associated with a tuple. Clearly, conditions on the evidence component, E, also do not have to be 

semantically related to the content of the assertion component, A, of assertion-evidence tuples. For 

example a condition might be that whatever assertions are sent back in a response assertion-

evidence tuple, they must be backed up by an X.509 certificate. 

4.2.3 BASE ASSERTIONS FOR PRIVATE CREDENTIALS 
The knowledge provided by an assertion also includes the set of all possible implications from that 

assertion. An important feature of private credentials related to this, known as selective disclosure is 

the ability to provide evidence for ranges of less informative assertions logically implied by an 

assertion. For example, a private credential storing the assertion “John’s age is 23” can also 

provide evidence for “John’s age > 18”, “John’s age > 12” etc... A private credential used as 

evidence for passport data is not only able to provide evidence for attributes within the passport, 

such as name, date of birth etc... but also for the derived assertion that the possessor is the holder of 

the passport or that the age of the holder is within a certain range. 

The assertions which are actually stored permanently in a private credential (in the SWIM 

framework, in the assertion store [4.3.1]) are distinguished from the assertions they imply by 

calling them base assertions. Consider an assertion, ab of a private credential pc, where Apc is the 

set of assertions, which pc may provide evidence for. ab is a base assertion in Apc iff: 

 

¬ (∃ai: ai ∈ Apc\{ab} ∧ ai  ab) Definition 12 

In other words, base assertions are the maximally informative assertions (atomic or boolean 

formulae) in Apc, where the relative quantity of information conveyed by an assertion is measured as 

follows: if a1  a2 and ¬(a2  a1) then a1 is more informative than a2. In other words, the base 

assertions are those assertions which cannot be inferred from any other assertions in Apc except 

themselves. Conversely, if an assertion is implied by another assertion in Apc, other than itself, then 

it is not a base assertion, unless it is equivalent to another assertion which is more informative than 

all other assertions. For example: 

  a1: Bob age > 36 

  a2: Bob age < 38 

 a3: Bob age 37 

 

For this set of assertions: 

 a3  a1 

 a3  a2 

 ¬ ( a1  a3) 

 ¬ ( a1  a2) 

 a1 ∧ a2  a3 
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So in this case: 

 a3 is counted as a base assertion because (a3  a1) and (a3  a2), but ¬(a1  a3) and 

¬(a2  a3) and although a1 ∧ a2  a3, we also have a3  a1 ∧ a2 (so a3 is equivalent to 

a1 ∧ a2). 

 a1 ∧ a2 is counted as a base assertion because (a1 ∧ a2)  a1 and (a1 ∧ a2)  a2, but ¬(a1 

 (a1 ∧ a2)) and ¬(a2  (a1 ∧ a2)) and although a3  (a1 ∧ a2), we also have (a1 ∧ a2) 

 a3, (so a1 ∧ a2 is equivalent to a3). 

It should be noted, however, that pc may not be able to provide evidence for all possible assertions 

which are implied by a base assertion, ab. For example, in the case of an IdM scenario involving 

passports, it is reasonable to assume that Apc will not include the assertion: 

the concatenation of the holder’s name with the passport number has 15 characters 

 

even if this is implied by base assertions of the credential. 

Base assertions are important in the implementation of private credentials within the SWIM 

framework. This is because they provide the metadata required to determine efficiently whether a 

given assertion-evidence request can be satisfied by the available private (and other) credentials, 

without having explicitly to store every possible assertion provable by the credential. 

In the SWIM framework, the conditions Cj are described using standard database queries. The 

satisfaction (or not) of a condition by the available assertions and evidence is determined by 

performing the query over a repository containing all the assertions and evidence available to the 

IdP for a given DS. This includes the set of base assertions for any private credentials held. If a 

query (representing a condition) produces at least one match in the assertion and evidence stores 

[6.1.3] [6.1.4] for the DS, then the condition is known to be satisfiable by the assertions and 

evidence available. The results of the query can then be used to satisfy the assertion-evidence 

request. 

Base assertions for a private credential are held in an assertion store and combined with ontologies. 

These ontologies are inference rules defining the assertions which may be inferred from the base 

assertions and which are provable by the credentials which provide evidence for them. These 

inferred assertions, together with the base assertions make up Apc. In other words, Apc is the 

deductive closure of Ab under the set of rules, Opc. Formally, 

Ab ├Opc Apc  ((∃a: Ab├Opca) a a ∈ Apc) Definition 13 

where Opc is the set of inference rules (an ontology) describing those inferences from the set of base 

assertions, Ab, which pc can provide evidence for. Apc is, as above, the set of assertions which a 

private credential (pc) may provide evidence for. 

The inferences, Apc\ Ab (the complement of Ab relative to Apc) are made available (e.g. to the query 

engine), using a reasoning engine, a software module which adds inferred assertions to the set of 

assertions already available, based on existing assertions and logical rules contained in ontologies. 

Conditions expressed as queries can then be evaluated at runtime over the entire set of possible 

inferences for which the private credential can provide evidence, while only the base assertions are 

stored in the assertion store. An example of this is where only the base assertion 

Alice namePrefix “Mrs”  

is stored in the assertion store. If the reasoning engine‟s rule system contains the following 
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ontological rule: 

?x namePrefix Mrs  ?x maritalStatus unmarried  

 

then the assertion-evidence request containing the single condition: 

<A,E> must have the assertion “Alice maritalStatus unmarried” in the evidence 

term and provide evidence for this using an Idemix certificate 

 

(expressed in a standard query language), is known to be satisfiable by the assertions and evidence 

available, because the reasoning engine concludes the assertion 

Alice maritalStatus unmarried 

from the base assertions available in the assertion store, and makes it available to the query engine, 

resulting in a match. 

The same mechanism also functions well for sets of continuous (non-discrete) values in inferred 

assertions which are included in Apc (e.g. (Bob age 21)  (Bob age > 18,19,20,21,21.25 

etc...)) since the reasoning engine component can easily be designed to behave, in the context of 

queries to the inference set, as if an infinite set of inferred assertions with a continuous set of values 

(e.g. Bob age [all real number values between 18 and 100]) were present in the assertion 

store. As an example to illustrate how this works with concrete syntax, the SPARQL query: 

SELECT ?cert 

WHERE 

{ 

 ?cert cert:evidence ?graph. 

  GRAPH ?graph { 

   ?user PII:User.age ?age. 

   FILTER(?age > 21) 

  } 

} 

 

should return true (a matching assertion was found) when  

Bob PII:User.age 31.66666666 

 

is present in the assertion store with a certificate in the evidence store to prove the assertion. (More 

examples and details of this functionality are given in [4.3],[Chapter 5] and [6.1]).  

The key function of base assertions is to allow queries to be made on the assertion store , which do 

not necessarily request the maximally informative assertions of private credentials, but are satisfied 

if and only if the available private credentials can provide evidence for them. Thus, the satisfaction 

of the query, run over a store of base assertions, allows the IdP to select the appropriate 

certificate(s) and provide evidence using that certificate(s) (or also using challenge-response or 

zero knowledge protocols). 

4.2.4 CERTIFICATION/EVIDENCE ONTOLOGY 

The provision of evidence in the form of digital certificates deserves closer attention, since 

evaluating trust in digital certificates is a major problem area in identity management and privacy 

protection. Traditionally, evaluation of certificate-based evidence in access control systems is based 

on simple matching of public keys against lists of approved values. If such lists are comprehensive 

and come from a trusted source, this can be an effective strategy.  
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However, experience of real-world systems using this mechanism (e.g. SSL/TLS) show that it has 

serious drawbacks. For example, it is often impossible for clients to maintain a list of trusted 

signatories which is anywhere near comprehensive.  

Furthermore, most users do not make decisions on the basis of the name of the provider, but rather 

on abstract properties, such as whether they are part of a government organisation. In a situation 

where the certification authority is unknown to them, many users are left with no information at all 

to evaluate the trustworthiness of a certificate. 

Current systems are also unable to deal with more dynamic certificate systems such as Idemix, 

where important certificate fields may change in every transaction. The SWIM framework 

therefore provides a proof-of-concept abstraction model for specifying trust-relevant properties of 

certification providers. This has several advantages: 

It allows users to describe rules over properties which they can easily understand, rather than 

having to understand technical aspects of certification. For example, certificates are modelled in 

relation to some properties which also occur in non-electronic certification (government-issue, 

falsifiability, etc...). 

It facilitates the distribution of default rule sets over certificates, which can be directly written 

using concepts from (for example) legislation, which are contained in the abstracted certification 

properties. This is very helpful in facilitating compliance with legislation. 

The main features of the abstraction model are described in the following text and figures: 

ASSUMPTIONS 

The ontology created as part of the SWIM framework is a proof of concept of the use of abstract 

evidence properties in identity management protocols, as well as their use to manage private 

credentials. The classes and properties provided are by no means exhaustive, but are instead 

intended to illustrate the main top level classes to be included in this ontology. In particular: 

 It covers only certificates as evidence and not other types of evidence described in [4.2.1], 

such as reputation.  

 Where multiple similar classes such as countries as certificate issuers are part of the 

ontology, only a few examples are provided. 

In the following text and diagrams, the top level classes are described. Lower level classes are 

mostly self-explanatory and are included in the top level class descriptions, where necessary. 

Figure 11 to Figure 16 show the relationships between the classes and properties in directed graph 

notation. An OWL version of the ontology is included in [Appendix I: Full OWL evidence 

ontology]. 

TOP LEVEL CLASSES 

Certificate 

This is the top level class in the ontology provided, although in a comprehensive implementation, 

there would also be a higher level class, and other types of evidence, such as reputation, would be 

modelled. 

Algorithm 

Algorithms are referred to using abstract properties which can allow users or legislators to describe 

them without having to understand technical details. Multiple algorithms are available for 

endorsing data and verifying its correctness. Prominent traditional signature algorithms are RSA 
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and DSA. Both of them require, in addition,  a cryptographic hash function to be used. Appropriate 

hash functions are for example SHA-256 and SHA-512. Note that SHA-1 has been successfully 

attacked by Wang Yin and Yu [96]. 

In the domain of anonymous credential systems the most useful algorithms are the SRSA-CL and 

BL-CL algorithms of Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [56][57]. Both these algorithms are advanced 

signature algorithms that allow for proving holdership of private credentials issued using these 

algorithms rather than sending the certificates. They are not standardised yet as they are still only 

used within the research community. For high security, moduli of at least 2048 bits be used for the 

signature schemes. Up to date recommendations on minimal key lengths for certain security 

requirements are provided in [97] (and subsequent versions to be released). 

Identity verification method 

This is a classification of how the identity of the subject of the assertions in the certificate is 

verified according to the procedures known for the certification provider. A number of classes of 

verification methods are provided: face to face, biometric, secret, and token. For example, non-

electronic credentials used in face to face may lead to different values of this property. Recent 

related work on authentication assurance levels, such as [98] and [99] may be used as a basis for a 

comprehensive implementation of this part of the ontology. 

Identity provider trust 

This is a set of categories which can be used to categorise providers issuing certificates. For 

example certificates issued by different national government authorities have different trust 

properties from those which are self attested. The ontology also provides a set of numeric trust 

levels which may be attributed to various types of certificates. 

Security method 

This is a classification of the security evaluation criteria applied within the authentication scheme 

of the identity provider. Examples include Common Criteria [100], ISO 27001/27002 [101][102] 

COBIT [103] and ITIL [104]. In order to carry any weight in demonstrating compliance with the 

criteria, a reference is needed to the accreditation body which has verified the compliance along 

with some evidence (e.g. a digital certificate) that the accreditation has been awarded. 

Privacy and security levels 

The ontology assigns abstract categories to describe privacy and security levels of algorithms and 

security methods. The privacy level property describes the linkability features of the algorithm or 

security method. For example, if the algorithm provides unlinkable transaction pseudonyms at the 

identity provider level by default, then it is assigned a high privacy level. If, as in the case of X.509 

certificates based on RSA signatures, all transactions using a given certificate are linkable, the 

method is assigned a low privacy level. The security level describes the risk of deliberate or 

accidental errors in authentication using this evidence. Security is high in both of the above cases, 

but low, for example, in the case of username, password authentication with a low entropy 

password. 
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PROVIDER ONTOLOGY 

In order to be useful in the evaluation of actual certificates, the reasoning engine must have access 

to a mapping between public keys and the trust categories expressed by the above evidence 

ontology. This attribution of properties to individual certificates is an ontology in itself, referred to 

henceforth as the provider ontology. Figure 16 shows a diagrammatic representation of the relation 

between the provider ontology and the certification ontology (Figure 12 showing the ontology of 

certificate properties is shown alongside for convenient reference). This ontology (effectively a 

classification of individual providers) is a key point of vulnerability in the trust model of the system 

because if bogus authorities can insert themselves into the list, then they can gain access by 

attributing themselves trusted categories. Furthermore, such an ontology would be particularly 

sensitive because attribution to a more or less trusted category would have important commercial, 

legal and security consequences. It is also likely to be subject to change. It would therefore only 

make sense if a highly trusted party such as a government authority were to compile and distribute 

such a list. The list would clearly not be included within the certificate ontology, but rather 

imported using trusted means into a reasoner's data model at evaluation time. This part of the 

ontology should therefore be imported dynamically into the main ontology using trusted means 

(e.g. signed by a trusted party). It should be backed up by a certification scheme such as [105] 

providing digital signatures for the membership of the various categories.

SecurityMethod 

ISO27001 ITIL COBIT Common Criteria 

subClass subClass subClass subClass 

FIGURE 15: SECURITY METHOD 
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4.2.5 DATA TYPING ONTOLOGY 
As well as an evidence ontology, the SWIM framework also provides a personally identifiable 

information (PII) ontology. This ontology is used to refer to personal data in the assertion-evidence 

request and the response assertion-evidence tuple. It is therefore important to describe its basic 

features at this point, since it is referenced frequently in the concrete syntax and implementation of 

the SWIM framework. This ontology describes the following features of personal data, allowing for 

reasoning over them. It comprises: 

 A subsumption hierarchy of properties describing generic and commonly used types of 

personal data. The hierarchy is based on the P3P [1.3.1] base data schema [106]. 

 For each property, the XSD type of its range. 

 Human readable information about the properties, namely: 

o Short and long human readable descriptions in different languages. 

o A preferred display order in relation to other properties (related to the GUI 

methods available) 

o A reference to an icon which might be used to describe this type.  

 

A human-readable representation of its structure is given in [Appendix II: Personal information 

ontology.] The API developed in the prototype implementation (see [Chapter 6]) also provides GUI 

classes for adding user-defined types to a linked PII ontology, which can be loaded in parallel. 

4.3 CONCRETE SYNTAX, REASONING ARCHITECTURE AND 

EXAMPLES. 

The following section describes how the above abstract syntax and model is implemented using 

concrete syntax which allows the use of a private credential system to provide evidence for 

assertions. The Idemix private credential system is used for the evidence component, in order to 

satisfy requirements for unlinkability and minimal disclosure (requirements 6,7,8). In addition, the 

concrete syntax uses the following elements from the W3C semantic web suite (and its 

implementation using the Jena API) [1.3.4, 1.3.6, 1.3.7, 1.3.8, 1.3.10]: 

 RDF (RDF/N3 syntax) [1.3.4] to express assertions. 

 SPARQL [1.3.10] as a query language to express requests for assertions. The SPARQL is 

transmitted over the wire using an XML envelope. 

 Named graphs [1.3.4, Reification and named graphs] to provide anonymous bindings 

between credentials and assertions (the binding does not refer to the fields of a database 

and therefore does not reveal any information about the data it applies to). 

 RDFS [1.3.6] and OWL [1.3.7] are used to express an ontology of evidence properties and 

a provider ontology. A full listing of the prototype ontology maybe found in [Appendix II]. 

 A rule syntax based on PROLOG [50] and implemented in the Jena API [1.3.8] is used to 

express certain extensional (ontological) concepts which cannot be expressed within OWL 

(see e.g. [5.3]) . 

4.3.1 EVIDENCE, ASSERTIONS AND BINDING: CONCRETE SYNTAX AND DATA 

STRUCTURE 
In the test prototype, the assertion store contains the base assertions provided by the available 

private credentials, grouped into graphs (assertions). The evidence store contains data on which 

credentials (evidence) can prove the assertions in the assertion store (see [6.1.4]). Note, this may be 

said to represent credential metadata because, although the assertions stored are the same as those 
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provable by the credentials, the database itself is not able to provide evidence. This is provided 

instead by a separate verification engine - see [6.1.6]. The same architecture would be used when 

using the SWIM framework with other kinds of evidence, such as those provided by challenge-

response protocols – (see [4.2.1]). I.e. only the base assertion provable by the protocol would be 

stored in the assertion store. 

An important feature of this data structure is that no information is stored about the semantic 

content of the assertions in the evidence store or the binding between the credentials in the 

evidence store and the assertions. This is important for satisfying Requirement 14. (bindings 

between assertion metadata and assertions should not reveal information about the data subject). 

This data structure is easily mapped to a typical enterprise data store as is shown in section [6.3]. 

Evidence is provided in the prototype implementation, by Idemix [1.3.11] private credentials which 

can prove a large number of assertions based on a set of underlying base assertions [4.2.3]. It 

should be emphasised that only the base assertion is stored in the assertion store. To each base 

assertion are linked, using a link table, the credentials stored in the evidence store, which can 

provide evidence for them. 

Both assertions and evidence (in abstract syntax, <A,E>) are expressed in terms of RDF graphs 

(stored in an RDBMS). In order to connect evidence to assertions, each assertion is assigned to a 

named graph (for description of named graphs, see [1.3.4, Reification and named graphs],[107]). 

There may be one or more assertions in one named graph (meaning that a credential proves a 

conjunction). 

For example, the following graphs show a certificate applied to an assertion concerning the user's 

age property. 

Default graph 

<http://www.example.org/Cert#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/Cert#evidence> 

              <http://www.example.org/DB#Graph1> . 

Graph1 

<http://www.example.org/DB#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/PII#User.age> 

              "21"∧∧<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#positiveInteger> . 

 

Note that in the knowledge base (assertion store), only the base assertions are stored. Predicates 

requested are verified on the basis of these base assertions. 

A query for such a credential uses SPARQL's named graph syntax e.g. : 

SELECT ?cert 

WHERE 

{ 

?cert Cert:evidence  ?graph. 

    GRAPH ?graph {?x  PII:User.age ?age.} 

} 

 

which means informally – “look for a certificate which proves the user's age”. This provides a very 

flexible way of querying assertions and evidence, which models very accurately the formal 

description of identity, authentication and evidence provided in [Chapter 2]. 
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4.3.2 PROTOCOL WALKTHROUGH 

This section gives an example of how the above concrete syntax is implemented in one of the three 

scenarios. Referring to the car hire scenario [1.2.1], one of the assertions which must be proven is 

that John Primeur's age is greater than 17. The following describes the sequence of events in 

satisfying this request with minimal data disclosure, using the SWIM framework. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The car hire application requests assertions and evidence using a SPARQL query 

(encapsulated in XML for wire transmission) E.g. If the request asks for ?age>17  (as in 

the car hire scenario), the database is queried for that assertion using the SPARQL query: 

SELECT ?cert 

WHERE 

{ 

 ?cert Cert:evidence ?graph. 

    GRAPH ?graph { 

     ?user PII:User.age ?age. 

      FILTER(?age > 17) 

    } 

} 

 

 The SPARQL SELECT query is run over the assertions in the database and credential 

metadata to see if there are any credentials available proving assertions of the requested 

type. E.g. if the predicate in the request is ?user age ?age, ?age > 17, then a base 

assertion (see [4.2.3]) that the user‟s age is 23 will satisfy the query because it fulfils the 

condition stipulated by the query language. 

 If there are multiple credentials/assertions found to satisfy the request, a separate 

component, decision disclosure [6.1.11] is called to decide which credential is actually 

used. This component uses data on previous usage of the credentials, as well as user 

preference rules to decide which credential to use. For example if a credential such as an 

X.509 certificate disclosed a specific public key every time it was used and it had been 

used several times with the same RP, another credential might be chosen in order to reduce 

linkability. 

FIGURE 17 PROTOCOL WALKTHROUGH SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
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 Once a credential is selected, the request query is passed to the verifier component. The 

conditions contained in the SPARQL query (?user PII:User.age ?age. FILTER(?age 

> 17)) are translated into a verification request satisfied by the Idemix (see [1.3.11]) 

credential with base assertion age=23. E.g. if the request asks ?user PII:User.age ?age. 

FILTER(?age > 17), then verifier is asked to provide evidence for “Bob” PII:User.age 

?age, ?age > 17 using the credential selected from the search in the previous step.  

 The verified component provides evidence for the assertion to the RP (extracted from the 

SPARQL query). If no evidence/credentials are requested, then the query is run over plain 

assertions and these are returned without evidence. 

4.4 DATA HANDLING POLICIES 

Referring to the scenario [1.2.1], John will only release his drivers' licence credential if he can be 

assured that the car rental company will not transmit his data to third parties. Furthermore, he 

requests evidence in the form of a digital certificate to this effect. Referring to the scenario [1.2.2], 

Joan will only release her data to the blood donor database if she can be assured they will not 

transmit it to third parties and they will delete it under specified conditions. Such assertions about 

what will be done with the data after it is released are called data handling statements. They are 

most often used in the case of an end-user providing information to an enterprise data controller. 

Because they actually refer to an enterprise policy (about how data is handled), they are sometimes 

also referred to as policies (as in the case of P3P data handling policies [1.3.1]). 

Although it is actually just a special case of assertion-evidence requests and responses, as covered 

by the syntax and protocols above, it is worth examining this case in more detail because it matches 

almost exactly the use-case covered by P3P [1.3.1] and APPEL [1.3.1, APPEL]. Some specific 

characteristics of this use-case merit closer attention.  

The following section looks at the use of semantic web standards to express data handling 

practices. P3P satisfies many of the requirements for a data handling policy language. However, the 

use of RDF policies based on formal ontologies expressed in OWL, in conjunction with SPARQL 

(or other RDF query language) for expressing conditions in rules, has several advantages over the 

standard implementations of P3P and APPEL semantics.  

 It provides rich possibilities for reasoning about policies using derivations from a P3P 

ontology, or additional ontologies (e.g. jurisdictional, data typing, legal etc...). For 

example, legal auditing engines may be more easily created to analyse logs expressed in 

terms of practice statements attached to data processing events. 

 It allows for a more flexible and general rule format which can search for arbitrary RDF 

triples and which does not have the inconsistencies present in APPEL rules. For a 

description of these inconsistencies, (see [21]). 

 Ontologies can formally define equivalences between concepts in different domains (E.g. 

legal, business and end-user). This means that concepts used in rules or data handling 

practice statements are easily mappable to more user-friendly abstractions in various 

registers, such as legal, business and end-user (see [6.2] and requirement 11).  

 This allows data handling rules or policies to be distributed as best practices in a standard 

form, which can be translated consistently in each of these registers (requirement 11). 

 As reasoning engines contain built-in tracing of reasoning logic, it allows the display of 

automated derivation explanations (why a particular decision was made). 

 OWL has built in extensibility so that user engines can plug in other ontologies to add 

semantic richness without altering the P3P specification (e.g. custom data types, 
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geographical and jurisdictional regions etc...) . 

 It allows better integration of data handling policies in an enterprise environment. For 

example, promises made to data subjects may be bound to data travelling across enterprise 

boundaries, because of the ability to map different enterprise data schemas to the same data 

handling ontology using equivalence mappings. This provides for a much more efficient 

and compliant data handling environment. 

 Policies may be mapped to enterprise data types, allowing reasoning over unknown 

enterprise data types by a standard engine and policy language which does not need to be 

changed for every enterprise environment. 

 OWL and RDF can describe much richer semantics than XML. For example, OWL 

describes the problematic relationships of the P3P 1.0 data schema much more efficiently 

and in standard syntax. 

This work builds on existing work on an RDF Schema for P3P [108]. Perhaps the most notable 

improvement to this work provided here is the modelling of the P3P base data schema as a class 

hierarchy, using the abovementioned data typing ontology [4.2.5]. This reduces the serialised size 

of the ontology approximately five-fold. Another important part of this work was the testing of a 

rule language for use in P3P clients to match P3P policies expressed in RDF. 

4.4.1 SYNTAX, MODEL AND PROTOCOL FOR DATA HANDLING POLICIES 

The syntax elements used (some in direct analogy with P3P) are as follows: 

 OWL data handling ontology – an OWL [1.3.7] document describing the concepts used 

in the data handling policies and their ontological relationships. An analogy can be drawn 

with the P3P XML schema, although the P3P ontology goes beyond this. 

 Data typing ontology –this is used in place of the P3P base data schema to describe the 

data types to which data handling practices are applied. The data typing ontology 

previously described [4.2.5] and used by the rest of the SWIM framework is used here. 

This is an OWL document describing a set of standard data types covering most common 

types of sensitive personal data. 

 RDF P3P Statements - although these represent “policies” in the sense that they describe 

the preferred practices of the RP, they are actually assertion sets describing the RP‟s data 

handling practices. They also describe other items essential to evaluating trust in a data 

transaction, such as dispute resolution mechanisms, formal address etc... They are 

described using RDF triples. This is an exact mirror of P3P “policies” although the 

semantics is much more clearly defined. 

 SWAPPEL rules – User agents evaluating whether to disclose data on behalf of a DS 

define preferences using a semantic web adaptation of APPEL [1.3.1] (SWAPPEL), based 

on Jena rules [1.3.9]. As with P3P and APPEL, this defines sets of rules for matching 

against a resource's RDF P3P statement (an assertion set). These rules perform a SPARQL 

query on the P3P statement, and if there is a match, the behaviour for the rule is executed. 

Figure 18 shows an example P3P policy expressed using an RDF graph (see [11] for a description 

of RDF graph syntax) and concepts from the proposed data handling ontology (based on the data 

handling model used by P3P). 
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FIGURE 18: GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF DATA HANDLING ONTOLOGY 

For a translation of this into OWL [1.3.7] and an example RDF policy see [109]. 

This policy can be expressed in natural language as follows: The policy named “For Browsers” 

describes the data collection practices of an entity and its contact information. It collects Http and 

Clickstream data types for Marketing purposes. It transmits this data only within the organisation 

and retains it only as far as needed for the stated purpose. 

4.4.2 SWAPPEL SPECIFICATION 

SWAPPEL is a prototype specification of privacy preference rules for data handling policy 

evaluation, and for exchanging such preferences. It was created as part of this work. It consists of a 

rule head based on the syntax of APPEL and a body based on SPARQL [1.3.10]. It represents the 

behaviour, description and prompt message as child tags of the rule body, instead of as attributes of 

the RULE tag. Instead of APPEL's bespoke policy query matching syntax, it uses a standard query 

language to match elements of the P3P policy. Different query languages may be specified, but the 

default is SPARQL. The format is also conceived as a possible substitute for APPEL in relation to 

P3P policies by using XPATH [23] instead of SPARQL as the query language. This is in any case 

configurable. 

RULE SYSTEM 

APPEL rules are replaced by ECA rules [1.3.9, Event condition action rules (ECA)] of the form 

described in the following section. Within the ECA conceptual framework (ON event, IF condition 

satisfied, ACTION), the rule format is pseudosyntax as follows: 
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RULESET{ 

RULE{ 

       ON Event:(Resource Access){ 

IF Condition Satisfied:(Query returns non-null result){ 

         ACTION:{  

Either{ 

           Authorise disclosure 

           End 

     } 

Or { 

           Block disclosure 

           End 

     } 

          Or { 

         Request User Prompt(Message to user){ 

            ON Event:User reply(Authorise/Deny){ 

IF Condition Satisfied:(Authorise){ 

                  ACTION: Authorise disclosure 

              End 

        } 

               ELSE { 

                   ACTION:Ignore rule 

} 

       } 

  } 

} 

    } 

      } 

} 

 

  }  

Continue to next rule 

End  

} 

A default rule is always included so there is always a well-defined decision. This is a rule without a 

condition (HEAD) section. The conflict-resolution algorithm prioritises rules on a simple first-

come-first-served basis. That is, the ACTION specified by the first rule in set whose condition is 

satisfied, is carried out. 

4.4.3  DATA HANDLING RULE SYNTAX 

Data handling rules use SPARQL syntax [1.3.10] encapsulated in an XML ECA rule [1.3.9, Event 

condition action rules (ECA)]. 

THE RULESET ELEMENT 

The top level XML element which acts as a container for a set of rules. 

DESCRIPTION ATTRIBUTE 

A short natural language explanation that can be displayed by the user agent when a ruleset is 

selected, or to help with debugging a rule file. 

THE RULE ELEMENT 

Contains a single rule. Each rule contains a HEAD (if not a default rule) and BODY, specifying 

conditions under which a certain behaviour should be carried out by the calling user agent. 
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THE BEHAVIOUR ELEMENT (MANDATORY ELEMENT) 

The value of this element denotes the behaviour that should be carried out by the user agent if the 

expressions match the evidence. 

THE DESCRIPTION ELEMENT 

A short natural language explanation that can be displayed by the user agent when the rule is 

executed, or to help with debugging a rule file. Note that a separate prompt element should be used 

in case the user needs to be prompted for a decision. 

THE PROMPT ELEMENT 

Indicates whether a prompt message should be displayed to the user. If this element is not present, 

no prompt message is displayed. If it is present, then its value is a short natural language 

explanation or question that can be displayed when the user should be prompted for a decision. 

THE HEAD ELEMENT 

This expresses the condition which must be fulfilled for the BODY element to be executed. The 

condition, contained in the value of this tag, is expressed in the query language described by the 

language attribute. If the query returns a non-null result set then the rule action should be executed. 

The default query language is SPARQL. 

LANGUAGE ATTRIBUTE 

The language of the query which determines the satisfaction of the rule condition (e.g. SPARQL, 

XPATH, XQuery, SQL etc...). 

4.4.4 EXAMPLE SWAPPEL RULE 

(Namespace declarations are omitted for simplicity) 

<swappel:RULESET description="Anti Marketing"> 

  <swappel:RULE> 

    <swappel:BODY> 

      <swappel:behavior>block</swappel:behavior> 

      <swappel:description> Block entities collecting marketing data 

</swappel:description> 

      <swappel:prompt>Entity collects data for marketing - do you want to block 

this page?</swappel:prompt> 

    </swappel:BODY> 

    <swappel:HEAD language="SPARQL"> 

      SELECT ?entity WHERE (?entity, rdf:type,p3p:Entity), 

      (?entity, p3p:performs, ?collection), 

      (?collection, rdf:type, p3p:Collection), 

      (?collection, p3p:collects, ?datatype), 

      (?datatype, p3p:may-contain-members-of, p3p:Dynamic) 

      (?collection, p3p:purpose, ?purpose), 

      (?purpose, rdf:type, p3p:Marketing) 

    </swappel:HEAD> 

  </swappel:RULE> 

  <swappel:RULE type="default"> 

    <swappel:BODY> 

      <swappel:behavior>block</swappel:behavior> 

      <swappel:description> The default rule fired </swappel:description> 

    </swappel:BODY> 

  </swappel:RULE> 

<swappel:RULESET> 
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This rule looks for any policy which describes an entity collecting data of type "Dynamic", for 

marketing purposes. The rule follows the Event Condition Action (ECA) model, with the Event 

being a resource access. 

The condition is contained in the HEAD section of the rule which is a SPARQL query. The action 

is contained in the BODY section of the rule, which specifies what action is to be performed on the 

condition that the HEAD section of the rule matches. The behaviours and the prompt mechanism 

are also the same as in APPEL, except that they are contained as CDATA within tags named 

behaviour, description etc... because this gives more flexibility for extension. 

Note that since the Http and Clickstream data described in the policy are subclasses of Dynamic 

data in the ontology, the access control decision engine [6.1.9] (which has access to inferences 

based on the ontology) automatically returns a match for the first rule against the above policy 

(Figure 18). This demonstrates a simple case of semantic (as opposed to string-based) matching of 

data handling policies. 

4.4.5 DECISION DISCLOSURE RULES 

Whenever multiple forms of evidence (credentials) satisfy the RP assertion-evidence request, extra 

criteria may be applied to credentials, based on: 

 User preferences about which credential types should be released. A user may, for 

example, prefer to release a private credential rather than an X.509 certificate. They may 

also prefer not to release a signed assertion because signed assertions give the receiver the 

chance to prove that an assertion was made by the user (see [91]). 

 Considerations on linkability. For example, if a credential has been used before to 

authenticate to the same RP, the two transactions may be linkable if private credentials are 

not used. Therefore the choice of credential to use depends on the previous history of data 

processing, which may be stored by the DS or the IdP. 

In the PRIME prototype [6.1.1] implemented as part of this work, a simple Jena rule format was 

used to express such criteria as a proof-of-concept. Rules were applied to a list of credentials and 

history data to decide on a preferred credential type. In this rule format, credentials are ranked 

numerically using inference rules based on input conditions (e.g. linkability, credential type to be 

disclosed), and a single (backward chaining) rule [1.3.9, Backward chaining rules] calculates the 

maximum value. An example ruleset is shown below. Note that maxPropertyValue is a primitive 

built into Jena rules: 

(?X prime:maxOf prime:sendRanking) 

<-  maxPropertyValue(?X,prime:sendRanking). 

 

# Rules about types of credentials giving them a ranking 

 

 [rule1:(?y prime:canSend ?x),(?x rdf:type prime:passport) 

-> (?x prime:sendRanking 100)] 

 

[rule2:(?y prime:canSend ?x),(?x rdf:type prime:driverslicence) 

-> (?x prime:sendRanking 50)] 

  

[rule3:(?y prime:canSend ?x),(?x rdf:type prime:identitycard) 

-> (?x prime:sendRanking 45)] 
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CHAPTER 4: SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO REPORT 

Chapter 4 presents the framework which is the central result of this report. It provides syntactic and 

semantic constructs as well as a component architecture and policy framework to address all the 

requirements in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 5. VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS 
This chapter examines a set of examples which show how the SWIM framework‟s concrete syntax 

can be used to satisfy a set of test cases, demonstrating satisfaction of key requirements. Each 

example shows: 

 The assertion-evidence request. In the prototype system, such requests are “sanitized” 

before being issued – that is, a check is run that they do not give away sensitive data about 

the enterprise security policy (e.g. that the enterprise does not accept credit cards from a 

certain country).  

 The assertions and evidence available to the decision engine. Assertions are stored as RDF 

RDF/N3 triples or, since this format can easily represent arbitrary RDBMS table or tables, 

an RDBMS may be used and a middleware component translates between SPARQL 

queries and SQL queries (see [6.3]). 

 If relevant, the provider ontology and certification ontology. 

 The inference model: using an inference engine, all entailments derivable from the union of 

ontologies, assertions and evidence are computed and added to the set of assertions 

available. This complete model is called an inference model. It is usually computed at 

runtime unless caching is used. 

 Conclusion and response – the decision and response of the policy decision engine and the 

assertions verified by the verifier component. 

Note that for readability, namespace declarations have been omitted from the examples. 

5.1 SUBSUMPTION REASONING 

This example shows how the SWIM framework is able to match a request against assertions using 

subsumption reasoning – i.e. the query result matches a subclass of a class in the request condition. 

5.1.1 SANITIZED ASSERTION REQUEST 

This SPARQL query encapsulated in XML represents the assertion-evidence request – in this case 

a request for evidence for some assertion which a government issue certificate provides evidence 

for. 

<SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

 <Request> 

  SELECT ?cert WHERE{ 

   ?cert  Cert:evidence ?assertion1. 

    GRAPH ?assertion1{ 

    ?certKey rdf:type Cert:governmentIssueCertificate 

     } 

    } 

 </Request> 

</SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

5.1.2 ASSERTIONS AND EVIDENCE 

The following is an extract of the relevant data held by the DS about a certificate, Cert#123. 
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Default Graph 

<http://www.example.org/Cert#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/Cert#evidence> 

              <http://www.example.org/DB#Graph1> . 

 

<http://www.example.org/Cert#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/Cert#key> 

              <http://www.example.org/DB#certificate1Key> . 

Graph1 

Since the request only specifies conditions on the type of certificate used, the assertions stored are 

not important in this case. 

5.1.3 PROVIDER ONTOLOGY 

The provider ontology specifies the class to which the credential with certificate1Key belongs. In 

this case: 

certificate1Key rdf:type PII:SwissDriversLicence 

 

Note that this may also be accompanied by a digital certificate assuring this mapping. An example 

of such a mapping assurance is described in [0]. 

5.1.4 CERTIFICATION ONTOLOGY 

The following ontology extract (using RDFS syntax) shows the relevant part of the ontology which 

classifies the SwissDriverLicence as an instance of a GovernmentIssueCertificate. 

PII:SwissDriversLicence rdfs:subClassOf PII:DriversLicence 

PII:DriversLicence rdfs:subClassOf PII:GovernmentIssueCertificate 

 

5.1.5 INFERENCE MODEL 

The inference model (probably created at runtime unless caching is used) contains at minimum, the 

following assertion deduced from subsumption reasoning over the Provider and Certification 

Ontologies: 

certificate1Key rdf:type PII:GovernmentIssueCertificate 

 

5.1.6 CONCLUSION AND RESPONSE 

If the query is now run on the inference model, and the assertion-evidence tuple, it will find 

evidence satisfying the request. It can then ask the verifier component to satisfy the request using 

the selected credential (Cert#123). 

5.2 OPERATOR REASONING 

This example shows how the SWIM framework is able to match a query condition containing an 

operator (greater than). This is essential in order to minimise information disclosure by allowing 

the reduction of the information revealed to a range of values rather than an exact value. I.e. the 

user only reveals that his/her age is greater than 21, not that it is 23. 
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5.2.1 SANITIZED ASSERTION REQUEST 

This SPARQL query encapsulated in XML represents the assertion-evidence request – in this case 

a request for any evidence for an assertion that the DS‟s age is greater than 21. 

<SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

 <Request> 

  SELECT ?cert 

   WHERE 

    { 

     ?cert Cert:evidence  ?graph. 

        GRAPH ?graph { 

         ?user PII:User.age ?age. 

         FILTER(?age > 21) 

       } 

   } 

 </Request> 

</SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

 

5.2.2 ASSERTIONS AND EVIDENCE 

The following assertions will be available to the query engine: 

Default Graph 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#evidence> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#Graph1> . 

Graph1 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/PII#User.age> 

              "23"∧∧<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#positiveInteger> . 

 

This comes from a simple RDBMS table, as shown in [6.1.4]. The data flow is then as follows: 

 SPARQL query returns credential based on Base Assertions stored in RDBMS 

 Verifier asked to prove precise assertions requested in the SPARQL query condition. 

5.2.3 INFERENCE MODEL 

In theory, the inference model can be thought of as expanding graph 1 so that it contains all 

possible inferences from ?user age 23 (e.g. ?user age ?x, ?x > 18, ?x > 19, ?x > 20 etc...). 

In practice however, the query engine matches conditions involving numerical operators directly 

against any values contained in assertions. 

5.2.4 CONCLUSION AND RESPONSE 

If the query is now run on the assertions and evidence, it will find evidence satisfying the request. It 

can then ask the verifier component to satisfy the request using the selected credential (Cert#123). 
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5.3 COMBINATION OF INFERRED ASSERTIONS AND 

OPERATOR REASONING 

This example shows a more complex situation in which a user is able to provide a British driver's 

licence as proof of being older than 16 (in Britain, the legal driving age is 17). This shows the 

flexibility provided by the system which is essential both in providing a workable user-interface, as 

well as in allowing a truly minimal disclosure of information. 

5.3.1 SANITIZED ASSERTION REQUEST 

This SPARQL query encapsulated in XML represents the assertion-evidence request – in this case 

a request for any evidence for an assertion that the DS‟s age is greater than 16. 

<SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

 <Request> 

  SELECT ?cert WHERE { 

     ?cert Cert:evidence  ?graph. 

        GRAPH ?graph { 

         ?user PII:User.age ?value. 

         FILTER(?value > 16) 

        } 

    } 

 

 </Request> 

</SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

5.3.2 ASSERTIONS AND EVIDENCE 

The following assertions are available to the query engine: 

Default Graph 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#evidence> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#Graph1> . 

Graph1 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#User123> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/PII#holder> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/PII#BritishDriversLicence>. 

5.3.3 CERTIFICATION ONTOLOGY 

The certification or data typing ontology contains the rule: 

?user PII:holder ?y, ?y rdf:type PII:BritishDriversLicence. -> 

?user PII:User.age _:age. 

_:age jena:greaterThan "17"∧∧xsd:integer 

 

This models the fact that all holders of British drivers' licences are over 17. Note that it refers to the 

greaterThan operator using a builtIn primitive from the Jena API. 
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5.3.4 INFERENCE MODEL 

The inference model then expands graph 1 so that it contains the assertions (among others): 

1.  _:user  PII:User.age _:age 

2. _:age jena:greaterThan  "17"∧∧xsd:integer 

5.3.5 CONCLUSION AND RESPONSE 

If the query is now run on the assertions and evidence, it will find a match between the condition 

FILTER(?value > 16) and the assertion in the inference model that _:age jena:greaterThan  

"17"∧∧xsd:integer. It then asks the verifier component to satisfy the request using the drivers' 

licence credential (Cert#123). 

This requires either: 

 The drivers' licence credential to have the capability to prove that the holder's age is greater 

than 16 on the basis of the base assertion that the user holds the licence. 

OR 

 The drivers' licence credential to prove that the user holds the licence (more information 

than 1.) and the RP then makes the inference between this and the holder's age when it 

receives the assertion + evidence. 

5.4 ASSERTION CONJUNCTION PROBLEM 

The SWIM framework‟s architecture solves the problem of how to require that the same piece of 

evidence is applied to two different assertions. An example case is an electronic coin which proves 

its value and its currency. The ecoin proving the currency must be the same one proving the value, 

otherwise the monetary value of the credential is not proven. The essential problem is that of how 

to express/require that the same credential is evidence for two different assertions. This can be done 

simply by using the same evidence applied to a conjunction of predicates: 

5.4.1 SANITIZED ASSERTION REQUEST 

This SPARQL query encapsulated in XML represents the assertion-evidence request – in this case 

a request for any evidence for possession of an electronic coin in the Euro currency with a value of 

200. 

<SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

 <Request> 

  SELECT ?cert WHERE {  

    ?cert  Cert:evidence  ?graph1 .  

        GRAPH ?graph1 

     {  

     ?ecoin  PII:eCoinCurrency Cert:EUR ; 

              ?ecoin   Cert:amount    ?amount . 

             FILTER ( ?amount = 200 ) 

      } 

  } 

 </Request> 

</SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

5.4.2 ASSERTIONS AND EVIDENCE 

The following assertions are available to the query engine. 
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Default Graph 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#evidence> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#graph1> . 

 

 

Graph1 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#234> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/PII#ecoinValue> 

              "200"∧∧<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#positiveInteger> ; 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/PII#ecoinCurrency> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#EUR> . 

5.4.3 CONCLUSION AND RESPONSE 

The query should return true (at least one match was found), if and only if the same ecoin is used to 

prove both assertions. That ecoin will then be selected and passed as an argument to the verifier 

component which will be asked to prove the conjoined assertions. Note that in the case of ecoins, 

Idemix should remove assertions which are no longer valid according to the limited-show protocol. 

5.5 ASSERTION DISJUNCTION 

This example shows how the framework is able to prove a strict disjunction (the assertion "A OR 

B" needs to be proved, not the assertion A or the assertion B). For example, the framework can 

provide evidence for the assertion that "Either Bob has a British Passport OR Bob has a Greek 

passport". This is not the same as providing evidence for the assertion that "Bob has a British 

passport" or providing evidence for the assertion that "Bob has a Greek passport". This is essential 

in order to minimise information disclosure by allowing the reduction of the information revealed 

to a disjunction of values I.e. the user only reveals that they hold one of a set, but not which one. 

The larger the disjunction, the less information is disclosed. 

5.5.1 SANITIZED ASSERTION REQUEST 

This SPARQL query encapsulated in XML represents the assertion-evidence request – in this case 

a request for any evidence for an assertion that the DS holds either a drivers‟ licence OR a passport. 

<SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

 <Request> 

  SELECT ?cert WHERE 

     { ?cert  Cert:evidence  ?graph . 

        GRAPH ?graph 

          {    

    { ?x  PII:credentialHolder  Cert:DriversLicence .} 

            UNION 

             { ?x  PII:credentialHolder  Cert:Passport .} 

         } 

    } 

 </Request> 

</SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

 

This query looks for certificates which prove that ?x is the holder of either a drivers' licence or a 

passport. 
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5.5.2 ASSERTIONS AND EVIDENCE 

The following assertions are available to the query engine. 

Default Graph 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#evidence> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#graph1>. 

 

 

Graph1 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/PII#credentialHolder> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#DriversLicence> . 

 

5.5.3 CONCLUSION AND RESPONSE 

Only one assertion is required to be present to satisfy the query. The verifier will however be asked 

to prove the complete disjunction (A  B), not one or the other. I.e. it will be asked to prove the 

assertion that the user has a drivers' licence OR a passport, but not to reveal which. 

5.6 DISJUNCTION AND CONJUNCTION 

This example shows a combination of the two previous examples – to demonstrate the possibility 

of combining different aspects of the syntax. 

5.6.1 SANITIZED ASSERTION REQUEST 

This SPARQL query encapsulated in XML represents the assertion-evidence request – in this case 

a request for any evidence for an assertion that the DS holds either a drivers‟ licence OR a passport 

and possesses an electronic coin in the Euro currency with a value of 200. 

<SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

 <Request> 

 SELECT ?cert ?cert1 WHERE {  

  ?cert  Cert:evidence  ?graph . 

       GRAPH ?graph {  

    { ?x  PII:credentialHolder  Cert:driversLicence .} 

             UNION 

              { ?x  PII:credentialHolder  Cert:passport .} 

         } 

      ?cert1  Cert:evidence  ?graph1 . 

       GRAPH ?graph1 {  

    ?x1  PII:ecoinCurrency  Cert:Euro ; 

                  PII:ecoinValue    ?amount ; 

      rdf:type Cert:Idemix. 

            FILTER ( ?amount = 200 ) 

         } 

   } 

 </Request> 

</SanitizedAssertionRequest> 

5.6.2 ASSERTIONS AND EVIDENCE 

The following assertions are available to the query engine: 
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Default Graph 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#evidence> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#graph1> . 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#234> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#evidence> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#graph2> . 

Graph1 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#234> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#amount> 

              "200"∧∧<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#positiveInteger> ; 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/PII#ecoinCurrency> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#EUR> . 

Graph2 

<http://www.example.org/IPV2/DB#123> 

      <http://www.example.org/IPV2/PII#credentialHolder> 

              <http://www.example.org/IPV2/Cert#driversLicence> . 

 

To give some idea of how these graphs are stored in an RDBMS store, for this example, the 

following tables show the assertions, graphs and credentials available to the query engine 

represented in an RDBMS table format. 

Assertions 

Assertion

ID 

subject predicate object 

1 userID PII:holder Cert:passport 

2 ecoin &PII:ecoinCurrency Cert:Euro 

3 ecoin &PII:ecoinValue "200" 

 

Evidence 

EvidenceID Key Keyname Value appliesToAssertion

Graph 

1 aaa bbb AH123AREWASDAWASD 1 

2 aaa1 bbb1 AH123ASDQWDQDAW$AQD! 2 

 

Graphs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.6.3 CONCLUSION AND RESPONSE 

The query is satisfied by two separate credentials. The verifier is asked to use these two credentials 

to prove the disjunction (drivers' licence or passport) and the conjunction (ecoin available with 

monetary value of 200 Euro). 

GraphID AssertionID 

1 1 

2 2 

2 3 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO REPORT 

Chapter 5 validates the syntax and semantics of the SWIM framework presented in Chapter 4 

against key test cases. These test cases prove that SWIM is able to satisfy requirements for 

expressivity deriving from the requirements in Chapter 3. This was an important milestone before 

going on to test the framework in  the concrete component architecture and class structure of the 

prototype implementation. 
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Chapter 6. IMPLEMENTATION 

6.1 API COMPONENTS AND INTERACTIONS 

6.1.1 THE PRIME PROTOTYPE 

The SWIM syntax and model were implemented and fully tested within a prototype for the 

European Framework 6 Project, PRIME (Privacy and Identity Management for Europe) [110]. This 

prototype was tested on several application scenarios including: 

 Airport security 

 Collaborative eLearning  

 Location based services (LBS)  

 Anonymous internet communication[111] 

6.1.2 CORE COMPONENTS 

The UML component diagrams shown in and Figure 20 describe the core architectural components 

used to implement the SWIM framework. Almost all components are present on both the RP and 

the IdP. Note – following standard UML syntax, dotted arrows represent dependencies – in this 

case, the use of an interface, represented by circles. Explanation of the components follows. 

Verifier

Query Engine

Decision

Disclosure

Assertion Store

Evidence Store 

Access Control Decision Engine

Ontology Store
Reasoner

GUI/HCI Policy and Rule

Store

RP

 

FIGURE 19: UML COMPONENT DIAGRAM, IDP 
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Verifier

Query Engine

Session Assertion

 Store

Session Evidence

 Store

Access Control Decision Engine

Obligation

Management

Ontology Store
Reasoner

DS
Policy and Rule

Store

Resource/

Service

 

FIGURE 20: UML COMPONENT DIAGRAM, RP 

6.1.3 ASSERTION STORE 

Stores the assertions available to the DS (i.e. personal data). When implemented on the RP, this 

stores any assertions already available for a given DS in a given session. I.e. if assertions are 

already available to the RP and satisfy the access control policy, then no assertion-evidence request 

needs to be made. 

This can be a specialised triple store (RDF data store) or, to provide legacy support, a SQL based 

RDBMS with a middleware component to translate SPARQL queries and result sets into SQL 

queries and result sets and vice-versa. This store contains all base assertions of private credentials 

available, as well as other assertions relevant to the data subject. 

6.1.4 EVIDENCE STORE 

Stores evidence for assertions and/or metadata about this evidence. In the most general 

implementation of the SWIM framework, evidence stored may be anything from reputation data to 

PKI credentials [4.2.4]. However, an essential capability to satisfy the minimisation requirements 

[3.2] is the ability to handle private credentials. 

The selection of the appropriate credential to satisfy the assertion-evidence request uses the 

assertion store (1., Figure 21), the evidence store, including credential metadata (3. , Figure 21) and 

a link table (2. , Figure 21) specifying which credentials are able to prove which assertions. This 

allows private credentials to be selected according to the base assertions they are able to provide 

evidence for. 
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The provision of evidence to the RP, using private credentials, is then handled by the verifier 

component [6.1.6] using identifiers stored in the credential metadata store. Along with certificate 

identifiers and certificate data, the evidence store also contains searchable metadata about 

credentials (e.g. key length, issuer name etc...), allowing selection of the appropriate credentials. 

The following tables illustrate the data storage model, and in particular, the connection between the 

assertion store and the evidence store using named graphs. 

1. Assertion store 

AssertionID subject predicate Object 

1 userID PII:credentialHolder Cert:passport 

2 ecoin &PII:ecoinCurrency Cert:Euro 

3 ecoin &PII:ecoinValue "200" 

 

2. Link table: Named Graphs 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Evidence store 

 

When implemented on the RP, this stores any evidence already available for a given DS in a given 

session. If evidence is already present in a session and satisfies the access control policy, then no 

assertion-evidence request needs to be made. 

 

 

EvidenceID Key Keyname Value appliesToAssertionGraph 

1 aaa bbb AH123AREW

ASDAW&(*A

SD 

1 

2 aaa1 bbb1 AH123ASDQ

WDQDAW$A

QD! 

2 

 

GraphID AssertionID 

1 1 

2 2 

2 3 

 

FIGURE 21: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CREDENTIAL AND ASSERTION STORE 

TABLES 
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6.1.5  EVIDENCE METADATA 

A separate table is provided as part of the evidence store, specifying the link (see also, Figure 16) 

between the certificate keys and abstract properties of credentials which are not provided directly 

by those credentials. These properties are derived from a mapping (usually certified) between 

credential identifiers (e.g. public keys) and classes within the evidence ontology. Credential 

identifiers are defined as instances of the certification ontology classes. This makes a clean 

separation between certificates and their metadata, with minimum invasion into the certification 

infrastructure. Thus, in providing meta-data for credentials, there are 3 separate components: 

1. The certificates themselves and their identifiers (key, keyname, value) 

2. A certified mapping between public key instances and properties and classes from the 

certification ontology (this mapping is called the provider ontology). A typical table structure for 

such a mapping is shown in  

Figure 22 

Property Key predicate value SignedAssertion 

1 aaa rdf:type GovernmentIssueCer

tificate 

AH123AREWASDA

W&(*ASD etc... 

2 aaa1 rdf:type EUPassport AH123ASDQWDQ

DAW$AQD! etc... 

 

FIGURE 22: DATABASE STORAGE OF MAPPING BETWEEN EVIDENCE ONTOLOGY 

CONCEPTS AND EVIDENCE 

3. The ontology of abstract evidence properties, the evidence ontology [4.2.4]. Only when a 

decision is made regarding an assertion-evidence request or decision disclosure rules [4.4.5] is any 

evidence actually used to provide evidence to the RP. Evidence is used which matches the abstract 

properties in the assertion-evidence request. 

6.1.6 VERIFIER 

Provides proofs of (evidence for) assertions (derived from credential base assertions) in a format 

which can be understood by the RP. The Idemix verifier is able to prove a range of assertions 

derived from a base assertion. More detail on the mechanism for this is found in [1.3.11] and 

references. Where other forms of evidence are stored in the credential metadata store, other 

verification engines can fulfil the same role. For example, a reputation engine could provide signed 

reputation data from a trusted party, for a requested assertion. 

On the RP, this component verifies whether the evidence provided by the IdP is valid (should be 

trusted). 

6.1.7 GUI/HCI 

The graphical user interface (human computer interface) responsible for communicating messages 

to the user and soliciting input where necessary. Details of how this interacts with other 

components of the system are given in [6.2]. 
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6.1.8 QUERY ENGINE 

The function of this component is to establish whether assertions and evidence are available to 

satisfy the RP's assertion-evidence request. In the implementation prototype, it returns result sets 

from the credential and assertion stores based on SPARQL queries. 

6.1.9 ACCESS CONTROL DECISION ENGINE 

On the IdP, the access control decision engine decides whether to release assertions and credentials 

from the DS‟s store, based on data handling policies and other assertions provided by the RP. The 

access control decision engine co-ordinates all policies related to the release of credentials and 

gives either a yes, no or undecided answer on their release. 

On the RP, it decides whether to grant access to the service or resource requested, based on the 

assertions and evidence provided by the IdP. 

6.1.10 OBLIGATION MANAGEMENT 

This component is only used by the RP. Data handling policies agreed between the DS and the RP 

place certain obligations on the RP vis-à-vis the data collected from the DS. Examples of 

obligations include deletion of data after a certain period or a commitment to inform the user when 

data is transmitted to a third party. A specific module is provided to handle obligations in the 

PRIME prototype. 

6.1.11 DECISION DISCLOSURE COMPONENT 

This component is only used by the IdP (on behalf of the DS). Where multiple credentials satisfy 

the RP assertion-evidence request and the access control decision engine, this component decides 

which credentials to release based on linkability considerations and other preferences recorded by 

the DS (see [4.4.5]). It manages the decision disclosure rules and creates an appropriate Jena model 

(a set of assertions) describing the credentials available. This model is fed into the reasoner 

component (choosePreferredType method) [see 6.1.13] along with the preference rules to conclude 

a preferred credential. This constitutes the final decision on what is sent back to the RP. (see [4.4.5] 

for format of rules used by this component) 

6.1.12 ONTOLOGIES 

Ontologies store intensional rules allowing for inferences to be made about evidence and 

assertions. This allows more flexible, “conceptual” matching between requests and evidence or 

assertions which can satisfy them. This also allows more effective rules to be set about what types 

of data may be released under what conditions, because rules can match requests semantically 

rather than requiring an exact string-based match between data types. A full final version of the 

ontologies created for the PRIME prototype can be found at [112]
2
. The list includes: 

 Data Typing Ontology: The OWL definition of the PRIME data model as per [4.2.5].  

 Evidence Ontology: PRIME ontology defining concepts and relations for credentials and 

evidence used in PRIME.  

 PIIBase: PRIME ontology defining basic attributes of an entity.  

                                                      
2 Note these ontologies are a deliverable of the PRIME project with substantial contribution from the author. 
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 PIILocation: PRIME ontology defining the location attribute of an entity.  

 Policy: PRIME ontology defining concepts for data handling policies.  

 UserPolicy: PRIME ontology defining additional concepts for the user-side data 

management and handling. 

6.1.13  REASONER MODULE 

Interaction with ontologies is managed within the API using a dedicated module called the 

reasoner. The reasoner manages interactions between other components and ontologies, providing 

inferences, data types and answers to specific “questions” from other modules– i.e. queries over an 

assertion set and/or ontology and the inferences which can be derived from them. It provides 

special shortcut methods for common query types as well as general purpose inference methods 

which can run custom queries over the ontologies. The reasoner also provides certain HCI 

interfaces to ontologies (visual and textual representations and editing capabilities e.g. for use in 

policy editing). 

Figure 23 shows (using UML collaboration diagram notation) the basic function of the reasoner, 

which is to collate policies, ontologies and personal data in the form of RDF triples, to create 

inferences and provide search functions over the results for the query engine. The detailed 

operations it provides in terms of searching for inferences are described in detail in the following 

chapter. For example the reasoner might collate: 

:policy :ontology :data (RDF triples) 

 

:reasoner 

:inferred statements 

(Triples) 

e.g. semantic matching, 

equivalence matching 

Retrieve() 

Retrieve() 

Retrieve() 

Infer() 

FIGURE 23 OVERVIEW FUNCTIONALITY OF REASONER MODULE 
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 An RDF assertion that Bob has an EU drivers‟ licence. 

 An ontology saying that all holders of EU drivers‟ licences are over 17 years of age. 

From these two inputs, the reasoner infers the RDF statement that Bob is over 17 years of age (and 

therefore can provide assertions satisfying the assertion-evidence request). 

REASONER METHODS 

The following methods are provided by the reasoner module to return commonly used results from 

ontologies. This list omits private methods and utility methods. Note that for all methods, a 

different base ontology may be loaded, over which the return object is provided. This is not 

mentioned in the individual descriptions below since it is common to all. For HCI methods, see 

[6.2.4]. 

GETPROPERTYEQUIVALENCES(PROPERTY) 

For a given property, return all equivalent properties. This is used by the access control decision 

engine to match equivalent assertions so that they satisfy the assertion request in a flexible way 

according to the assertions available in the assertion store. 

CHOOSEPREFERREDTYPE(RESOURCE ARRAY) 

For a given set of properties and a decision disclosure rule set, returns one preferred property to be 

released. This is used to manage decision disclosure rules as described in [6.1.11] 

GETXSDDATATYPE(RESOURCE) 

For a given property, get the XSD datatype of its range. This is used to provide type validation. 

ISA(CERTKEY,TYPE) 

Used to interrogate the ontology and decide if a certificate is of a certain type. 

GETINFERENCES(DATA, ONTOLOGIES, INTENSIONALRULES, FILTER, STRATEGY) 

Gets inferred statements from data, ontologies, rules and a search filter. The strategy is either 

forward or backward chaining reasoning. 

INTERACTION WITH OTHER MODULES 

ACCESS CONTROL DECISION ENGINE INTERACTION WITH REASONER (VIA QUERY ENGINE) 

The Access-Control Engine uses the reasoner for the following purposes: 

 To get the equivalences to a given type in order to know which assertions available can 

satisfy an access control rule.  

 Returning the XSD data type of an ontology data type. 

DECISION DISCLOSURE INTERACTION WITH REASONER 

The Decision Disclosure module uses the reasoner to select a preferred type from a set of possible 

certified or uncertified assertions. It inputs an array of assertions, an ontology providing metadata 

and an RDF specification of user preferences. The output is an index from the input array 

specifying the single preferred type to be disclosed. 

OBLIGATION MANAGEMENT INTERACTION WITH REASONER 

Obligation-management uses the reasoner to match framework-level types with enterprise types 

where needed. For example if a data set arrives expressed in terms of the base data schema, it could 

be translated into an enterprise data schema using an equivalence mapping between the types. This 

is then used for example to perform a deletion obligation in the enterprise data store. 
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ONTOLOGY EXTENSIBILITY 

The reasoner provides a number of default ontologies (see [6.1.12]), which can be specified using 

built in parameters. However the following extensibility paths are also provided. 

 All methods allow a different base ontology to be loaded, over which inferences are created 

to create the return value (an object). These inputs are omitted from the method 

descriptions since they are common to all methods. 

 All methods allow an array of ontologies (potentially with only a single element) to be 

input. The reasoning performed to provide the return value is then done over the union of 

all the ontology models‟ input. This allows the clients of the reasoner‟s methods to 

substitute or extend the default ontologies.  

 The HCI-related classes for ontology viewing also provide simple methods for adding 

classes and properties to ontologies being viewed (this was only implemented for the PII 

ontology) – i.e. a simple ontology editing interface for administrators. Such user-defined 

properties are saved in a separate ontology file. They can be specified with an arbitrary 

namespace, but a separate RDF file maintains the links with the ontology they extend. 

6.2 HCI FUNCTIONALITY 

The following discussion references the generic IdM scenario (see [1.1] and Figure 3) and Joan 

Primeur‟s Blood Test Scenario [1.2.2]. It shows how the higher-level HCI requirements, 11,15 and 

19 translate into detailed technical requirements within the SWIM framework. The various protocol 

points where interaction with the user is necessary are best understood in relation to a scenario. 

This section therefore explains how each of the steps 5,6,7 and 10 of the generic IdM scenario have 

potential for input from a human-computer interface both for the DS and (usually on a server 

administration platform) for the RP. It also describes the types of information which might need to 

be presented to the user at each of these stages (see author‟s chapter contribution to [113]). 

6.2.1 DS/USER-SIDE HCI CONSIDERATIONS: STEPS 5, 6 AND 7: 

NEGOTIATING THE DATA HANDLING POLICY 

This section refers to HCI considerations for the DS at steps 5,6 and 7 in Figure 3 (generic IdM 

scenario), where the data handling policy is negotiated. In each of the following cases, human-

computer (HC) interfaces are required which are at appropriate levels of abstraction, consistent 

with other representations of the same concepts and at the same time consistent with corporate and 

legal policy (see Requirement 11.). 

1. The user interface may present the assertion-evidence request (e.g. by the doctor in [1.2.2]) or 

parts of it to the user. The objective of automated identity management is to shield the user from 

the need to deal with filling in forms etc… so this step may well be automated. However, 

particularly when sensitive data such as health information are involved, some interaction with the 

user may be necessary in requesting the data or at least in communicating the types of data to 

which the data handling policy applies. 

The types of information communicated/requested will be mainly  

 Categories of plaintext data (assertions) requested. These are defined by the ontologies 

according to a standardised schema of data types (see [4.2.5]). This is based on the P3P 

data schema, which has been converted into OWL format. A visual representation of the 
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P3P schema (created by the author) can be viewed at: [114]. 

 Categories of evidence requested: Additionally to plain-text data, the DS could also be 

asked for evidence about any assertions made. These categories are based on the evidence 

ontology and the human readable descriptions are specified in this ontology [4.2.4]. 

2. The user interface may present the RP's data handling policy to the user in case user-input is 

required in the decision. The user can then do any of the following: 

 Send data requested and agree to the proposed handling policy. 

 Request changes to the agreement (different promises from the doctor), or additional 

information such as assurance certificates. In most user/service-provider interactions, this 

is usually not feasible because it would lead to an unacceptable degree of complexity in the 

negotiation process. Usually the only negotiation which takes place is over which 

credentials the user should provide and whether to accept the terms offered. In the case of a 

highly sensitive data transaction such as a blood test however it is quite conceivable that 

the user would want to see some assurance provided for the trustworthiness and reputation 

of the SP. 

 Abort the negotiation. 

Even in case the negotiation is handled automatically, it is a significant challenge to provide user 

interfaces for the user to configure rule systems which handle negotiation of data handling 

practices. Such rule systems (e.g. APPEL [1.3.1, APPEL]) will check for statements from the RP 

which are needed to assure the user that it is safe to comply with an assertion-evidence request. 

Usually, negotiation will be a combination of automated rules and selected interaction with the user 

upon satisfaction of certain conditions as detected by the rules. 

For the data handling practices, the following types of data are possible (as described by the data 

handling ontology [4.4.1]): 

 Information about the purposes, retention times and third party recipients of the data. 

 Assurance metrics and seals of approval for the RP and any third parties the data is being 

transmitted to, including trusted hardware metrics. 

 Quality of interaction history with the service (this may be stored on the DS's machine). 

 Reputation information for the RP and any third parties the data is being transmitted to 

(e.g. audit history, consumer association evaluations) 

 Commitments to specific data handling practices, stated by the service provider: In the 

scenario, for example, a commitment is made to delete the subject's data after 5 years if 

they have not contacted her. Such commitments may also include generalization rules – i.e. 

rules for generalizing data when it is released. For example, the user might want to define 

that his location can be revealed to the nearest metre to emergency services, but to his wife, 

only to the nearest 100km. (In the prototype, this type of data handling practices is handled 

by  a specific obligation policy language which is not described by this report). 

 The DS may be asked to express formal consent (e.g. according to the consent principle 

[1.4.1, The consent principle] of European data protection law) to the data handling policy, 

which must be communicated in a user-friendly way. 

3. If the system decides that the DS should go ahead and provide assertions and evidence, it may be 

necessary to decide between equivalent alternatives, all of which satisfy the assertion-evidence 

request. This is the point where pseudonyms must be judiciously chosen to limit linkability, and 

protect reputation (see [4.4.5]). 
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In this case, the following types of data are possible: 

 Linkability metrics (see [2.2.5], [4.4.5]) 

 Descriptions of credential types. 

 History/track of previous transactions with the same provider. 

4. The user interface may provide feedback and/or an audit trail describing automated decisions 

which have been taken. The user interface may optionally provide a report on a decision which has 

been taken. Such a report may include: 

 The characteristics found in the service provider's list of statements which led to the 

decision – this can be described in relation to the appropriate human readable translations 

of policy concepts found in the user ontology. 

 Characteristics of the user's preferences which led to the decision (e.g. a description of the 

rule which matched the RP‟s policy). 

 Any automated reasoning which has led to the decision (e.g. found "no online info to be 

transmitted" in your preferences and "emails transmitted" in the RPs data handling 

statements therefore aborted the transaction). 

6.2.2 RP/SERVER-SIDE HCI CONSIDERATIONS: STEPS 5,6, 9 AND 10: 

NEGOTIATING THE DATA HANDLING POLICY, NEGOTIATING ACCESS TO 

THE SERVICE OR RESOURCE. 

This section refers to HCI considerations for the RP at steps 5,6,9 and 10 in Figure 3 (generic IdM 

scenario). Depending on the outcome of previous steps, the RP may either: 

1. Receive a request for further assertions as part of the data handling and trust negotiation process  

or 

2. Receive assertions and evidence from the DS and decide whether to grant access to the service. 

Possibilities for user-interaction here are: 

1. The administrator of the RP system needs an interface to create data handling policies. As part of 

this work, an interface based on the relevant ontologies described in [6.1.12] was created [27] . 

2. Automated rules will be used to govern the decision-making process both on whether to accept 

any requests for modification to the data-handling policy, and on whether to accept any assertions 

sent to satisfy the original request (these are access control policies). In both cases, a user-friendly 

interface is required for creating the access-control rules governing whether to accept the response 

assertion-evidence tuple. This interface should encourage standard interpretation of concepts, 

particularly in relation to legally sensitive actions. Although this is not described in this report, an 

access control policy editor was produced as part of the PRIME project – this is described in [115]. 

3. The RP may wish to provide a human-readable description of the rationale for its decision either 

for explanation to the DS or for audit purposes. For example, "we aborted the negotiation because 

we do not provide the trusted hardware requested". Or even better – "we do not provide the trusted 

hardware requested because we do not think it is necessary for the provision of this service." This 

functionality would probably need to be integrated into the ECA rules [1.3.9, Event condition 

action rules (ECA)] used by such a system, and may be enhanced by using standardised concepts 

e.g. “trusted” taken from ontologies (ontologies for specifying user requirements like trust). 
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4. If reasoning has been used to arrive at the decision, then the derivations used to arrive at the 

conclusion may also be included in any logs or reports given to the DS.  

Again, user-interfaces are required which are at appropriate levels of abstraction, consistent with 

other representations of the same concepts and at the same time consistent with corporate and legal 

policies. 

Types of information to be communicated/requested are mainly human readable descriptions of 

data handling concepts and credential/assertion types acceptable for given resource requests. These 

are used in interfaces for creating reaction rules and reasoning derivations. 

6.2.3 IMPORTANT FUNCTIONALITY: EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 

One of the most important functions of ontologies in relation to HCI modules in the SWIM 

framework is to define equivalence relations between concepts used in legal documents, system 

data schemas and the choices or concepts presented to users. This allows an appropriate concept 

and its human-readable translation to be presented to users in different contexts (Requirement 11.). 

Ontologies achieve this by clearly defining the class structures used in each domain along with 

their expression in natural language, and then by defining the relationship (equivalences) between 

the ontologies of each domain. Such equivalences are an efficient way of providing consistent and 

appropriate abstractions to different target-groups of end-users. The following section looks at 

various forms of such equivalence relations (increasing in complexity) and how they are defined: 

SIMPLE EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 

This is the type usually used for multi-lingual support:  

E.g. Purpose  Scopo (Italian translation of Purpose) 

It may also be used simply for providing user-friendly translations of legalese:  

E.g. Data Controller  The person responsible for this site 

MANY TO ONE EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 

Example 1: A user interface for creating SWAPPEL rules [4.4.2] wishes to request input on 

purposes of data collection. The API chooses to represent purposes in terms of the following 

categories: 

 Development (e.g. error data)  

 Customization of site  

 Contacting the user  

 Analysis of user behaviour  

 Decisions about user behaviour 

These categories are given equivalences in the user ontology as follows ( stands for an 

owl:equivalentClass relation. Groups of classes used in equivalences are created using 

owl:unionOf):  
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Application  User Interface 

Analysis of user behaviour   

 Contacting the user Spam sensitive 

Decisions about user 

behaviour 

  

 

Application  User Interface 

Development   

Customization of site Personalizing the service 

Decisions about user 

behaviour 

  

 

This is essentially an abstraction of the API model to a more user-friendly set of concepts. 

Abstractions involving legal statements etc… may be expressed in the same way  

Legal Document  User Interface to Rules based 

on legal document 

Development of code   

Customization of site Personalizing the service 

Aggregation activity   

More complex equivalence relations between Legal Documents (e.g. application logs, applications, 

UI‟s) may also exist. For example: 

Application  Legal Document 

Development of code  Personalization  

Customization of site  

Aggregation activity  Analysis 

 

Note that the above examples are easy to represent, but this approach is not limited to simple 

subsumption relationships when defining equivalence. It can also define equivalences such as 

(equivalent concepts described in natural language): 
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Safe data processing  Analysis but NOT Personalization 

or 

Unsafe data processing Anything that is both Analysis and Personalization but not either one 

by themselves. 

Equivalence relations may often refer to equivalences of various API level categories in terms of a 

quantitative scale for example: 

Application - Purposes  User Interface 

Personalised Marketing   

Personalized Analysis Safety Level 0 

Site Administration   

 

Safety Level 0  {Personalised Marketing, Personalized Analysis, Third Party Recipients} 

This type of structure is very important in authentication policy schemes such as described in [99]. 

WORKED EXAMPLE 

The following example shows how these rules work in practice. In this example, a user‟s 

SWAPPEL rule matches a data handling policy: 

 The data handling policy is defined by the RP system administrator using concepts from 

the detailed data handling ontology, suitable for protecting corporate liability. This policy 

states in machine-readable language that data collected are used for marketing purposes. 

 On the other hand, the DS (represented by the IdP) is able to define SWAPPEL rules using 

a high level abstraction based on levels of safety (as in the final example above).  

 Using a mapping ontology defining the equivalences between the detailed data handling 

ontology and the user-abstraction, the DS or IdP‟s access control decision engine is still 

able to match the RP data handling policy against the SWAPPEL rule. 

The follow snippets and explanations illustrate the relevant sections of the policies and ontologies 

involved. For brevity, only the relevant parts of the policies and ontologies involved are given. 

Ontology for system administrators 

Contains the concept definitions for Marketing, Individual-Decisions, and Contact (see descriptions 

in comment tags): 

<owl:Class rdf:about="#Marketing"> 

    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Contacting Visitors for 

    Marketing of Services or Products Via Telephone: Information 

    may be used to contact the individual  for promotion of a product or 

service. </rdfs:comment> 

    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Marketing</rdfs:label> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Purpose"/> 

  </owl:Class> 
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<owl:Class rdf:about="#Individual-Decision"> 

    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Individual Decision: 

    Information may be used to determine the habits, interests, 

    or other characteristics of individuals and combine it with 

    identified data to make a decision that directly affects that 

    individual.  For example, an online store suggests items a 

    visitor may wish to purchase based on items he has purchased 

    during previous visits to the Web site.</rdfs:comment> 

    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Individual-Decision</rdfs:label> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Purpose"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Contact"> 

    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Contacting Visitors for 

    Marketing of Services or Products: Information may be used to 

    contact the individual, through a communications channel 

    other than voice telephone, for the promotion of a product or 

    service. This includes notifying visitors about updates to 

    the Web site. </rdfs:comment> 

    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Contact</rdfs:label> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Purpose"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

User-abstraction ontology 

This ontology, used by the DS to define a SWAPPEL rule, contains the concept: 

<owl:Class rdf:about="#Privacy_Invasiveness_Level_2"> 

    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en"> Should be considered to be of moderate-to-high 

risk to users 

</rdfs:comment> 

    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Safety Level 2</rdfs:label> 

  </owl:Class> 

Mapping ontology 

This ontology is available to the IdP representing the DS: 

<owl:Class rdf:ID="&user;Privacy_Invasiveness_Level_2"> 

  <owl:equivalentClass> 

    <owl:Class> 

      <owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

         <p3p:purpose rdf:about="&p3p;Marketing"/> 

         <p3p:purpose rdf:about="&p3p;Individual-Decision "/> 

<p3p:purpose rdf:about="&p3p;Contact"/> 

      </owl:oneOf> 

    </owl:Class> 

  </owl:equivalentClass> 

</owl:Class> 
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Policy 

The RP‟s data handling policy contains the following: 

  <p3p:Policy rdf:ID="forProfilers"> 

.... 

      <p3p:Collectionact> 

.... 

        <p3p:purpose> 

          <p3p:Marketing/> 

        </p3p:purpose> 

      </p3p:Collectionact> 

.... 

  </p3p:Policy> 

 

The IdP reasoner‟s inference engine will infer the presence of the purpose of type 

Privacy_Invasiveness_Level_2 from the combination of this statement and the ontologies above. 

SWAPPEL Rule 

The following SWAPPEL rule will therefore match the RP‟s data handling policy, given the 

inferences made by the IdP reasoner. 

<swappel:RULESET description="Anti Marketing"> 

  <swappel:RULE> 

    <swappel:BODY> 

      <swappel:behavior>block</swappel:behavior> 

      <swappel:description> Privacy invasiveness level 2 detected in 

policy</swappel:description> 

      <swappel:prompt> Privacy invasiveness level 2 detected in policy - do you 

want to block this page?</swappel:prompt>  

    </swappel:BODY> 

    <swappel:HEAD language="SPARQL"> 

      SELECT ?purpose WHERE 

      (?purpose, rdf:type, user:SafetyLevel_2) 

    </swappel:HEAD> 

  </swappel:RULE> 

…. 

<swappel:RULESET> 

6.2.4 REASONER HCI METHODS 

The HCI-related functionality offered by the prototype reasoner is to return strings for display to 

the user, and to return visual representations of certain ontologies which are structured 

hierarchically (the data typing ontology). These strings can be: 

 Event descriptions – descriptions of an event for display to the user. 

 Policy descriptions – descriptions of assertions about data handling policies. 

 Derivation descriptions – a description of why a particular choice was made for display to 

the user. 

 Input request descriptions – a description of choices to be made by the user. 

The reasoner component uses the available ontologies to derive the best and most standardised 

description of the event, derivation or input request and returns it to the GUI/HCI component. The 

reasoner can provide translations between different contexts. For example, if a legal explanation is 

required, then a legal ontology can be specified to provide the appropriate expression for the 

context. The API therefore exposes a very simple interface to the HCI for accessing the 

functionality available from the ontologies. This hides the underlying processing required to 
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produce the strings which are returned to the user interface objects. The following describes the 

situations in which the reasoner can provide equivalences based on ontologies. 

The GUI/HCI module can use the reasoner module in the following ways: 

 To display ontologies and select types from them (e.g. for use in a policy editing context). 

 To add or modify user-defined types to an ontology. 

 To get a human readable description of a concept in a given language and a given register 

(from a specified ontology). 

 To get a user-abstraction of a set of concepts in a given language. 

 To get a preferred ordering constraint for a set of concepts in a given language. 

The classes and methods allowing for this are as follows: 

CLASS PIITREEVIEWER 

This is a class which displays a Tree representation of the PII property hierarchy. The PIIViewer 

and PIIController classes provide methods for displaying the ontologies and editing them via a user 

interface. 

Example Java code: 

TreeModel_To_IPV2_PII_Ontology ipv2OntologyTreeModel1 = new 

TreeModel_To_IPV2_PII_Ontology(); 

         

        PIITreeViewer viewer0 = new PIITreeViewer(new PIITreeController( 

                "data/ontologies/PIIBase.owl", 

                null, 

                ipv2OntologyTreeModel1,PIITreeController.DIALECT_RDF_XML,false)); 

HUMAN READABLE STRING METHODS 

This is a range of methods for returning human readable descriptions of properties. The methods 

are able to: 

 Return the short description of a property in a specific language (if the translation is 

defined in the ontology) 

 Return an array of short descriptions in a specific language, which are sub-properties or 

equivalent properties of an input property. 
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6.3 ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION 

This section describes an approach for integrating the SWIM framework and component model 

within an existing enterprise system architecture, including legacy database and access-control 

systems. This uses a 3 layered model structured as shown in Figure 24: 

 

FIGURE 24: ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION COMPONENTS 

LAYER 1. – ENTERPRISE LAYER 

An arbitrary enterprise-specific format is stored in possible legacy data stores. This is not under the 

control of the administrator integrating the SWIM framework. 

LAYER 2. - MIDDLEWARE LAYER 

The middleware layer is able to intercept and process (using the SWIM API) incoming queries to 

an enterprise database, without any intervention in the existing enterprise data model. To do this, it 

uses equivalence mappings between the data models of Layer 1 and Layer 3 (used by the 

components of the SWIM framework). Input from the enterprise administrator is required when 

installing the toolbox using SWIM. Each enterprise which does not directly implement the 

framework‟s data model must create such a mapping. Layer 2 must also specify which areas of the 

enterprise data store apply the policies of the SWIM framework and which do not (e.g. usually any 

tables storing users‟ personal data would apply the policies – or certain cells in the user data 

database table). 

LAYER 3. - IDM POLICY LAYER 

Uses IdM-specific ontologies and a standard set of personal data types (e.g. sensitive, health, 

contact etc…) to define a generally applicable policy framework for managing identity data. 

EXAMPLE 

The following example shows how the SWIM framework may be integrated into such an 

environment. The example shows how the approach deals with a request for a user‟s given name 

and family name using enterprise data types (these could also be extracted from a SQL query using 

an appropriate parser). The request attaches a data handling policy which includes a machine-

readable and enforceable obligation to delete this data (if collected) at a certain time. All data types 

are expressed using the enterprise data schema, but a mapping ontology is provided in the mapping 

attribute of the query. 
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<REQUEST mapping="http://www.example.com#myenterpriseMapping"> 

<QueryString language=”SPARQL”> 

SELECT ?x, ?y WHERE{ 

http://userpseudonym MyEnterprise:GivenNameProperty ?x 

http://userpseudonym MyEnterprise:FamilyNameProperty ?y 

 ?x rdf:type MyEnterprise:Given; 

?y rdf:type MyEnterprise:Family    

</QueryString> 

<obl:Obligation> 

 <obl:description >Delete creditcard at 21:17:31</obl:description> 

 <obl:eventAnd  rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

  <obl:TimeoutEvent rdf:ID="e2" obl:timeoutDate="[?]"/> 

 </obl:eventAnd> 

 <obl:actions  rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

  <obl:DeleteAction rdf:ID="a1" obl:deleteTarget="&obl;All"/> 

 </obl:actions> 

 <obl:target rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

  <rangeOf> 

   <rdf:Property  rdf:ID="&prime;Name"/> 

  </rangeOf> 

  <prime:User rdf:ID="&prime;SystemPseudonym/UserID"/> 

 </obl:target> 

</obl:Obligation> 

</REQUEST> 

 

The mapping ontology provides the following relationships: 

<owl:DataTypeProperty rdf:ID="MyEnterprise:Given"> 

  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="&prime;Name" /> 

</owl:DataTypeProperty> 

<owl:DataTypeProperty rdf:ID="MyEnterprise:Family"> 

  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="&prime;Name" /> 

</owl:DataTypeProperty> 

 

It is not within the scope of this report to describe how access control rules deal with obligations. 

The example shows, however, how the access control decision engine can apply rules (in this 

example involving obligations) expressed using standardised data types. The following reasoning is 

used: 

Name rangeOf x, 

MyEnterprise:Given rangeOf y, 

MyEnterprise:Given subProperty prime:name, 

obl obl:target x  

->  

obl target y, y rangeOf MyEnterprise:Given 

 

So, for an obligation policy (see [6.1.10]) attached to the prime:name type (and therefore 

distributable in a standard form), queries involving MyEnterprise:Given and MyEnterprise:Family 

(types unknown to the PRIME ontology) can still be understood via the mapping ontology. 

AUDIT AND LOGGING 

An important spin-off from the use of enterprise-independent data schemas is the ability to use 

standard tools to audit data collection event logs. If data processing logs are stored using RDF 

triples from the above ontologies (or a format which can easily be interpreted as such), the same 

reasoning constructs described above can be used to perform an automated analysis of event logs to 

determine compliance and performance against regulations and certification criteria. 

http://userpseudonym/
http://userpseudonym/
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It is important to note here that techniques such as signed timestamping (see [116], [117] e.g. using 

RFC 3161 [118]) from third party services, may be used to provide improved non-repudiatability 

for such logs, thereby mitigating the risk of log falsification. 

Figure 25 illustrates how such a mapping ontology can be used to translate enterprise logs into a 

standard format suitable for analysis by automated auditing tools. Since UML does not allow for 

modelling database schemata, these are represented by plain blocks, with the dotted arrows 

denoting a dependency. 

CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO REPORT 

Chapter 6 presents how the SWIM framework was implemented in a research prototype, including 

core components, system architecture and user interfaces. It then examines some important 

considerations which would have to be taken into account, were the framework to be integrated 

fully into an enterprise IT infrastructure.
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Chapter 7. EVALUATION 
This chapter explains conclusions on the feasibility of the SWIM framework, benchmarks it and the 

prototype implementation from [Chapter 6] against the requirements stated in [Chapter 3] and gives 

a performance evaluation resulting from tests performed. 

7.1 FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION 

The feasibility of the SWIM framework was demonstrated in the following ways: 

1. In [Chapter 5] the expressivity of the syntax and semantics of the framework were tested in 

critical scenarios derived from the requirements. As well as expressivity, this also tested the correct 

matching of assertion-evidence requests against available assertions and evidence in key cases 

involving private credentials. For example, key data minimisation cases such as assertion 

disjunction (the ability to express that a user holds either a driver‟s licence OR a passport but not 

which) were tested. All requirements for expressivity were demonstrated to be feasible within a real 

implementation (the test policies were evaluated in the prototype). 

2. The policy framework, the ontologies and the reasoning system were tested for feasibility within 

a prototype implementation [Chapter 6]. This tested the performance of the implementation, its 

correct functioning in test cases and interactions with other components. It also demonstrated the 

feasibility of using the SWIM framework to satisfy HCI requirements deriving from the base 

requirements.  

In particular, the following aspects of the SWIM framework were tested: 

 The expressivity of syntax and semantics 

 Performance and reasoning over access control policies in key test cases. 

 Interaction with a user evidence store – e.g. selection of appropriate credentials. 

 Interaction with private credentials and their management components. 

 Ability to interact with HCI components to satisfy the appropriate privacy and expressivity 

requirements. 

 Interaction with obligation management components (provision of appropriate reasoning 

functioning). 

 Reasoning and matching over data handling policies expressed in the format described in 

[4.4.2] 

3. Finally, an analysis was made of the feasibility of integrating the framework into an enterprise 

environment (although a prototype implementation testing this aspect was not feasible within the 

project). 
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7.2 COVERAGE OF THE REQUIREMENTS 

The following table shows how all the requirements in [Chapter 3] are satisfied by the SWIM 

framework. By comparing this table with the review of existing frameworks [3.13], it may be seen 

that the SWIM framework represents a considerable advance in the ability to protect privacy in 

identity management frameworks. 

 

 

Requirement 1: A means of communicating 

arbitrary assertions about an identity subject 

Assertions using the completely general RDF 

syntax proposed in [4.3] satisfy this 

requirement. 
Requirement 2: A means of making an 

automated request for assertions about an 

identity subject. 

This requirement is satisfied by the SPARQL 

syntax shown in [4.3.1] 

Requirement 3: Meta-data must be provided 

which allows the request and evaluation of 

evidence for the validity of assertions (in order 

for users to make trust/risk evaluations). 

This requirement is satisfied by the use of an 

OWL evidence ontology as shown in [4.2.4]. 

This report has shown a model of evidence in 

the form of private credentials, but such an 

ontology could also be expanded to model any 

of the other forms of evidence described in 

[4.2.1] 

Requirement 4: Evidence meta-data should 

describe properties which allow for the efficient 

evaluation of the trustworthiness of assertions. 

The evaluation of the SWIM framework against 

requirement 15 describes the trust properties 

provided. The efficiency of their evaluation is 

demonstrated by the satisfaction of the 

requirements 20 and 21 (on performance). 

Requirement 5: The assertion, assertion 

request and assertion evidence languages should 

allow for efficiently decidable access control 

policies for the service or resource. 

Extensive tests were done on key use-cases as 

shown in [Chapter 5] . The efficiency of these 

tests is shown in [7.3]. 

Requirement 6: The assertion language should 

be able to express assertions which minimise the 

increase in the relying party's knowledge about 

the data subject for a given interaction. 

The languages described satisfy this 

requirement by providing protocols which are 

able to handle private credentials (minimising 

linkability) and which are flexible enough to 

describe the minimised assertions required.  

Requirement 7: The assertion request and 

return language must allow for arbitrary 

predicates rather than restricting assertions to 

atomic name-property-value (binary) predicates 

as in current identity management systems. In 

particular, it should cover predicates of arbitrary 

arity, boolean formulae and the use of variables 

in predicates. 

This requirement is covered by the previous 

point. RDF is able to describe predicates of 

arbitrary arity, boolean formulae and the use of 

variables. 
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Requirement 8: Assertion requests should, 

according to the knowledge available to the 

relying party, include in the set of assertions 

requested, the assertion which minimises the 

knowledge transferred about the data subject, 

while still satisfying the access control request. 

This requirement is covered by the previous 

point. 

Requirement 9: The ability to handle the 

request and return of private credentials. 

The syntax and protocols have been explicitly 

designed and tested for the use of private 

credentials. The prototype was used in 

conjunction with Idemix [1.3.11] private 

credentials. 

Requirement 10: When evaluating rules for the 

disclosure of private data or matching of 

credentials, systems should take into account 

inferences which can be made from assertions 

transferred. 

The examples in section [Chapter 5] show how 

the reasoning engine expands basic assertions 

into a wider set of assertions including the most 

useful inferences derived from the assertions in 

combination with the intensional knowledge in 

the ontologies provided. 

Requirement 11: Policies presented to end-

users should be represented using a consistent 

semantics and a level of abstraction which is 

appropriate to the type of user to which the 

policy is presented. 

[6.2] shows how ontologies can be used in 

conjunction with a reasoning engine to provide 

consistent and appropriate human-readable 

descriptions (or even images) to present to the 

end-user. 

Requirement 12: Privacy and identity 

management policies and rules should be 

independent from data-typing schemas. 

The framework provides a generic data typing 

schema which is designed to be applied to all 

types of personal data. Section [6.3] shows how 

this can be used in conjunction with a mapping 

ontology to integrate with existing enterprise 

architectures. 

Requirement 13: Policies should allow for easy 

interoperation across enterprises. 

Section [6.3] also shows how the SWIM 

framework allows a uniform policy framework 

to be applied across different enterprises. 

Requirement 14: Bindings between assertion 

metadata and assertions should not reveal 

information about the data subject. 

The use of the named graph syntax is an explicit 

design decision which allows policies to be 

applied to data types without revealing any 

information about that data. Refer to section 

[1.3.4] for a discussion of this issue. 

Requirement 15: Users should be given clear 

and adequate information about all trust-

relevant aspects of the destination system 

affecting whether or not to agree to data 

processing. 

The SWIM framework also covers this 

requirement in the following ways:  

 It provides syntax for data handling 

policies [4.4]  

 It provides an abstraction model for 

credentials and evidence which 

expresses the trust-relevant features of 
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the evidence provided, rather than often 

irrelevant features such as the name of 

the provider, which are usually provided 

as certification metadata. 

 Although not covered by this report, 

tests have also been done on the 

handling of policies dealing with 

hardware features (e.g. Trust 

Computing modules) of destination 

systems. 

Requirement 16: The framework should 

provide data structures which facilitate efficient 

audit and enforcement of data processing 

events. 

Section [6.3] shows how the obligations to 

automate the enforcement of privacy-preserving 

data handling events can be integrated into 

existing enterprise data models using mapping 

ontologies. The same section also describes how 

such mapping ontologies facilitate the use of 

automated auditing tools. 

Requirement 17: The framework should 

provide a binding between policies and common 

data objects used in enterprise architectures. 

Section [6.3] describes how this is achieved. 

Requirement 18: A user-preference language 

expressive enough to match the policy features 

which need to be responded to in an automated 

setting. 

Section [4.4.2] shows how a fully flexible user-

preference language composed using the 

proposed ontologies improves on existing user-

preference specifications such as APPEL. Such 

a user-preference language can match any 

feature of potential policies presented. 

Requirement 19: A usable abstraction of this 

language for users or administrators of such 

rules 

The prototype ruleset and policy editing 

framework built as part of this work [27][17] 

demonstrates that such a language can be 

managed through a user abstraction which is 

both flexible (being able to integrate new 

ontologies at the level of abstraction required) 

and potentially standardised (using commonly 

agreed ontologies). The editing framework 

allows different abstractions to be loaded and 

policy statements can be grouped into 

meaningful abstractions to improve usability. 

 

7.3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The performance requirements are now treated in a separate section since this has not been 

discussed so far. As a reminder, the performance requirements are as follows:  

Requirement 20: Requests for assertions and evidence should be evaluated in polynomial time 
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Requirement 21: Time taken to evaluate requests for assertions and evidence involving no user-

interaction should not exceed 1 second for a typical request for assertions and evidence. Any 

reasoning involved in evaluation should be executed within this time. 

Requirements 20 and 21 relate to performance. Apart from successful testing within the PRIME 

prototype [see Chapter 6], quantitative measurements were made of key operations within the 

implementation. This section describes these tests and their results. Overall code testing was done 

using unit tests with JUnit [119]. 

7.3.1 PERFORMANCE OF RDF MODEL QUERIES AND REASONING 

An important point to note in evaluating the performance of methods involving reasoning and 

query over RDF models (a large fraction of the processing involved in the framework) is that in 

contrast to XML documents, RDF graphs are by definition non-ordered sets. That is, the graph and 

RDF model does not define the order in which the nodes are stored or serialized. From the point of 

view of performance of queries and inferences (which involves matching elements of the model), 

this was found to be very important. The key point is that the order of any traversal of the graph 

nodes cannot be controlled or predicted. This leads to a much larger variance in response times to 

queries and determination of condition satisfaction (in reasoning/rules evaluation). In order to 

address this point, in all performance tests, each test was repeated 1000 times and the mean time 

and standard deviation was recorded. 

Measurements were based on measuring differences in system time given by the Java 
System.nanoTime() method, and subsequently converted to milliseconds to 3 decimal places. Code 
from a typical performance testing methods is shown in Figure 26: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FIGURE 26: JAVA CODE FOR TYPICAL PERFORMANCE TESTING METHODS 

//Timing test (part of another method) 

//Timing variables 

        long ts1=0; 

        long ts2=0; 

        long ts3=0;     

        int timingRuns=1000; 

        double[] inputArray= new double[timingRuns-1]; 

        double total=0; 

        //End Timing variables 

        for(int i=0;i<timingRuns;i++){ 

            long td1=System.nanoTime(); 

             //Timed Code Starts Here(in this case, a query) 

         ResultSet results = execution.execSelect(); 

         execution.close(); 

         //End Timed Code Here 

        long td2= System.nanoTime(); 

        long td3= td2-td1; 

        if(i!=0){ 

            inputArray[i-1]=td3; 

        } 

 

timingStats(inputArray,"SPARQL Query on named graphs (test Passport or Drivers 

Licence)","query execution"); 

//Method continues.... 

//Display results... 

public static void timingStats(double [] inputArray,String arguments, String 

method){ 

        System.out.println(method+"|" 

                    +arguments+"|" 

                    +StatUtils.mean(inputArray)/1000000+"|" 

                    +Math.sqrt(StatUtils.variance(inputArray))/1000000+"|" 

                    +(StatUtils.max(inputArray)/1000000)+"|" 

                    +(StatUtils.min(inputArray)/1000000)); 

} 
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The tests were carried out within Eclipse IDE, using a 32 bit 2.33 GHz Intel Core2 Duo machine 

with 2 GB of memory. The performance results are shown in the following table. These cover all 

the major reasoning operations involved as well as a typical overall rule evaluation operation (the 

Evaluator.evaluate method) 

Java Method Arguments/Data Mean 

Time 

(ms) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(ms) 

High 

(ms) 

Low 

(ms) 

testSubProps Test to break down 'sub' 

properties of userName 

(suffix, prefix) etc... 

2.872 4.907 147.356 1.995 

testEquivProps Get equivalent 

properties of civilStatus 

(tests reasoning - answer 

should return name 

prefix) 

22.932 10.763 64.681 16.857 

testAllEquivProps PRIME data model - get 

all equivalent types of 

username. 

146.998 9.796 184.208 140.046 

testXSDDatatype PRIME data typing 

ontology, get XSD data 

type of home info data 

type. 

0.007 0.000 0.015 0.007 

testHumanReadableIn

putRequest 

PRIME data typing 

model and prefix to be 

translated from English 

to Italian 

1.245 0.353 5.192 1.035 

testIsLeaf PRIME PII data typing 

model and test time (one 

true one false) 

1.100 1.117 35.841 0.943 

query execution SPARQL Query on 

named graphs (test strict 

disjunction assertion - 

Passport or Drivers 

Licence - in evidence 

store) 

0.206 0.886 23.383 0.081 

Evaluator.evaluate Evaluate data handling 

policy (testPolicy - data 

collected for Marketing 

purposes) against 

ruleset. 

99.295 46.226 416.367 53.138 
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As can be seen from the above results, the performance requirements are easily satisfied for the test 

cases carried out. However since the tests were carried out on a single system, machine and 

platform, using a limited number of (albeit typical) policies and rules, the results of these tests can 

only be taken as indicative. A full commercial testing exercise would have to be much more 

exhaustive. 

CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO REPORT 

Chapter 7 shows in a systematic way, how the SWIM framework and the prototype implementation 

satisfies all the requirements set out in [Chapter 3]. This includes an evaluation of the performance 

of the prototype implementation. 
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Chapter 8. CONCLUSION 

8.1  INTRODUCTION 

The objective of the research was to address important requirements for privacy protection in 

identity management systems, which were not addressed by current identity management 

frameworks. This was found to be feasible using W3C‟s semantic web group of technologies. 

The thesis proposition was formulated as: 

The proposed SWIM framework satisfies important requirements which have not been addressed by 

previous identity management and privacy policy frameworks, and can be implemented using the 

W3C's semantic web group of technologies. 

8.2  SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 

The results of this thesis can be summarised as follows: 

In the context of electronic identity management systems, this report has presented: 

 A generic identity management scenario as well as a set of specific scenarios which define 

the problem area which is being addressed. 

 A description of currently available standards and frameworks designed for these 

scenarios. 

 An analysis of legal requirements for privacy within identity management scenarios. 

 An analysis of existing systems for managing the disclosure of personal data. 

 A formal model and analysis of the concepts of identity, anonymity and linkability, 

showing in particular, the dynamic, context dependence of anonymity and linkability and 

introducing the concept of the separation of identity data into assertions and evidence. 

This leads to a set of 22 requirements for a privacy enhancing identity management framework, 

which, it is demonstrated, no existing framework is capable of fulfilling. 

The SWIM framework is presented to fulfil these requirements. The SWIM framework offers 

considerably enhanced privacy protection for users of identity management frameworks, compared 

to existing frameworks. This framework consists of: 

 A model, syntax and semantics of identity data general enough to cover all the expressivity 

requirements posed. In particular, based on the preceding analysis of identity and 

authentication, the framework divides identity data into assertions and evidence. It also 

provides a broader expressivity compared to existing languages such as P3P, allowing the 

expression of all kinds of assertions which affect an individual‟s identifiability (as defined 

in the formal model of identity presented) and any kind of evidence for those assertions. 

This allows assertions requested to be minimised in terms of the amount of information 

they reveal about the data subject, thereby satisfying an important legal requirement in the 

European legislative framework. 

 An ontology of evidence and the syntax for linking evidence descriptions to generalised 

assertions is provided. This focuses on the modelling of highly non-repudiatable evidence 

such as digital certificates, and in particular private credentials such as Idemix, but may 

easily be extended to include any kind of evidence, including reputation. 
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 A model for defining how assertions and evidence may be requested. The way this model 

is defined, is again, very important for the satisfaction of legal requirements for 

minimisation of data requested to access a particular service or resource, since it must be 

flexible enough to express the minimal-disclosure assertion. It is also important for ease of 

integration into identity management protocols and enterprise software which may require 

requests for data, which are expressed using data models unknown to the requesting party. 

 A model and syntax defining how policies describing the handling of personal data, once 

disclosed, may be described. This is important for the data subject to be able to evaluate 

whether or not to disclose data in a given context. 

 A model and syntax for defining how rules governing the acceptance of data handling 

policies may be defined in such a way as to fit into the SWIM framework. 

 A set of ontologies for generic personal data types, and evidence exchanged, designed for 

use by default within the framework, but incorporating extensibility points to deal with 

extra requirements. 

 A definition of the protocol steps involved in implementing the framework, including  the 

case where private credentials are used as evidence. 

The SWIM framework was evaluated within a research prototype implementation, and using this, 

extensive tests were carried out to verify its feasibility and satisfaction of practical requirements, 

such as performance. 

The implementation within a prototype also led to a component architecture, specifying, in 

particular, how the reasoning components of the framework interact with anonymous credential 

systems, access control systems and human-computer interfaces. This includes a detailed 

description of how the framework may be used to enhance the usefulness of information given to 

end-users during protocol exchanges. 

Based on the experience of creating the prototype, the report presents an analysis of how to 

integrate the SWIM framework within an existing enterprise identity management system, 

including how to integrate it with legacy infrastructure and how to create a standardised audit 

framework. 

8.3 EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS 

Overall, all major requirements were satisfied, and this work has shown the potential of using 

semantic web technologies in privacy preserving identity management, to a greater extent than any 

previous work in the area. The most innovative contributions of this thesis consist in the provision 

of a framework for managing identity which: 

 Is based on a formal and comprehensive model of identity, describing the modelling 

context in a way which avoids many of the inconsistencies present in existing models (e.g. 

confusion between assertions and evidence, confusion between identifiers and assertions, 

ignoring the role of background knowledge and the anonymity set). 

 Has the required expressivity to allow truly minimised requests for data – for the first time 

allowing the query and exchange of arbitrary predicates and boolean formulae in an IdM 

context. 

 Allows the use of private credentials as evidence for identity data, thereby allowing a far 

more powerful approach to the minimisation of data disclosed and the linkability between 

transactions. 

 Allows the association of evidence to data in such a way as to avoid the possibility of 
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information about the data itself leaking from the evidence and its binding to the data. 

 Covers all scenarios for identity management, including for example, systems providing 

evidence for identity data using reputation and exchanges of policy and data between 

heterogeneous data sources. 

 Takes into account the data which results from inferences over data or evidence. This 

allows the more subtle privacy implications of requests for data to be evaluated 

automatically in the matching of policies covering data or evidence applied to that data. 

 Allows conceptual matching of policies against data (instead of just string-matching) 

thereby providing a richer and more flexible and intuitive interface to users defining those 

policies. 

 Allows for a consistent display of human-readable information involved in IdM protocol 

exchanges, which uses concepts appropriate to the level of abstraction which can be 

understood by the user. 

 Allows for the definition of rules governing which credentials should be used, out of a set 

of credentials satisfying a request, based on their usage history and linkability implications 

or other features (decision disclosure rules). 

The work presented in this thesis has been published by the author in the proceedings of several 

international conferences, as well as research reports. The following describes the most important 

mappings between these publications and the report: 

 Scenario: Ambient intelligence based on: 

o  Giles Hogben (section): PRIME Framework Public Deliverable, Section 6.6, P.87. 

[120] 

 P3P description and text on P3P base data schema published in: 

o  Giles Hogben, Tom Jackson, Marc Wilikens: A Fully Compliant Research 

Implementation of the P3P Standard for Privacy Protection: Experiences and 

Recommendations., vol. LNCS 2502, pp.104-125 (2002). [16]  

o  Lorrie Cranor, Dobbs Brooks, Serge Egelman, Giles Hogben et al: W3C P3P 1.1 

Specification (2006). [87] 

 Chapter 2 – formal model of identity and work on identity terminology based on: 

o Giles Hogben (section), PRIME Framework Document, Terminology Chapter, 

P.20. [121] 

o Giles Hogben, Marc Wilikens, Ioannis Vakalis: On the ontology of digital 

identification. In : Proceedings of On the Move to Meaningful Internet Systems 

2003, vol. LNCS 2889, pp.579-593 (2003). [122] 

 Significant parts of chapters 4 and 5 on implementation published in: 

o Giles Hogben, Dieter Sommer: A meta-data and reasoning framework for open 

assertion and evidence exchange and query. Research report RZ3674, IBM, Zurich 

(2006). [123] 

o  Giles Hogben: An open assertion and evidence exchange and query language - 

requirements and abstract syntax. In : W3C Workshop on Languages for Privacy 

Policy Negotiation and Semantics-Driven Enforcement (2006). [124] 

o Giles Hogben: Describing the P3P base data schema using OWL. In : Proceedings 

of Workshop on Policy Management for the Web at WWW2005, Chiba, Japan 

(2005). [125] 

 Work in section 4.5 on data handling policies is published in:  

o  Giles Hogben: P3P Using the Semantic Web, W3C Working Group Note (2004). 

[109] 
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 HCI Functionality based on contribution by the author to:  

o Giles Hogben: section of PRIME Project, HCI guidance and proposals. [126] 

o Giles Hogben: An extensible policy editing API for privacy and identity 

management policies. In : Proceedings of Workshop on Policy Management for the 

Web at WWW2005, Chiba, Japan (2005). [127] 

 PRIME Ontologies published at https://www.prime-project.eu/ont/ include or are based on 

work described in this thesis report. 

The following works by the author are also influenced by the work in this report (and vice-versa): 

 Ingo Naumann, Giles Hogben: Privacy Features of European eID Card Specifications., 

ENISA (European Network and Information Security Agency) (2009)[91] 

 Giles Hogben, Konstantinos Moulinos, Mapping IDABC Authentication Assurance Levels 

to SAML v2.0, ENISA (European Network and Information Security Agency) report, 2008 

[99] 

 Giles Hogben, An extensible policy editing API for privacy and identity management 

policies, Proceedings of PM4W at WWW2005, Chiba, Japan, W3C, 2005 [115]. 

 Thomas Roessler, Giles Hogben, Marco Cassasa-Mont, Siani Pearson, Rule Language 

Requirements for Privacy-Enabled Identity Management, Proceedings of W3C Workshop 

on Rule Languages for Interoperability, W3C, 2005 [128] 

 Lorrie Cranor, Giles Hogben et al, The Platform for Privacy Preferences 1.1 (P3P1.1), 

W3C Specification Draft, W3C public document, 2005 [87] 

 Giles Hogben, Combatting spAMI: Principles of design for privacy in the Ambient 

Intelligence world, Proceedings of conference - Tales of the Disappearing Computer 

Conference, CTI Press, 2003, pp281-291 [14] 

 Giles Hogben, A Technical Analysis of Problems with the Platform for Privacy Preferences 

v1.0 and Possible Solutions, Proceedings of W3C Future of P3P Workshop, W3C, 2002 

[21] 

8.4 AREAS OF FURTHER WORK 

During this research, several areas of further work were identified which would need to be covered 

if such a framework were to be developed further (and commercialised): 

1. In contrast to XML, RDF and semantic web syntax is not well supported in major commercial 

software libraries. The installation of heavy additional parsers would be a serious impediment to 

uptake. 

2. Very few developers in the field of identity management are familiar with semantic web 

concepts. While these concepts are not difficult to grasp, it was found that many developers resisted 

the idea of integrating semantic-web based standards (e.g. policy languages) into the wider 

application framework, simply because they were unwilling to invest time in learning what is 

perceived as an alternative to XML.  

 

On the other hand, there are arguments for using XML instead of RDF, based on the fact that XML 

already has a semantics, albeit not one which is formally defined as in standards such as RDF 

[129]. Semantics is simply the connection between a syntax and its meaning (“the meaning or 

relationship of meanings of a sign or set of signs”) [130]. It is possible that policies and rules as 

expressed in the syntax proposed in this report may also be expressed using XML syntax, although 

this carries its own problems in terms of agreeing the interpretation of terms. One solution to this 

https://www.prime-project.eu/ont/
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problem (and the problem raised by the previous point) would be simply to define a more formal 

semantics and reasoning methodology based on XML (rather than RDF/XML). 

3. Semantic web technologies have not been tested on a very large scale. Exactly what the 

implications would be, of applying such a framework on a very large scale, is difficult to know. For 

example, there are no RDF triple stores which have been tested on anything like the scale at which 

RDBMS stores have been tested. Inference engines have also not been tested on very large bodies 

of RDF, which might arise, were the framework adopted on a very large scale. 

In order to commercialise such a framework, further research and development work would need to 

be done in the following areas: 

1. Integration with enterprise architectures (SQL interception). 

2. User testing of credential and evidence ontologies. 

3. Integration with reputation systems, trusted computing, obligation systems. 

4. Testing robustness of reasoning.
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS 
Note that this glossary represents the results of the terminology work package conducted by the 

author as part of this work. More detailed results can be found at [131] 

Access control policy  A machine readable policy governing access rights to electronic 

resources. 

Anonymity  Anonymity is the state of being not identifiable within a set of 

subjects, the anonymity set. 

Assertion A statement which the issuer claims to be true. 

APPEL A Privacy Preference Exchange Language 

Certificate Evidence or testimonials concerning rights to actions or 

reputation made by one entity (issuer) about a data subject. 

Certification The provision of a certificate attesting a property or properties 

of an entity. 

CNF Conjunctive normal form. In boolean logic, a formula is in 

conjunctive normal form (CNF) if it is a conjunction of 

propositions, where a clause is a disjunction of propositions. 

Every propositional formula can be converted into an equivalent 

formula that is in CNF 

Credential Evidence or testimonials concerning rights to actions or 

reputation made by one entity (issuer) about another entity 

(user)  

Data Controller The legal or natural person or entity defined to be responsible 

for a data processing act. 

Data Minimisation Minimisation of data used to satisfy access control 

requirements.  

DS Data subject 

DSA Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), United States Federal 

Government standard for digital signatures. 

Data Subject Identified or identifiable natural person (see EU Directive 

95/46/EC). In the context of the report, it is used to describe the 

party attempting to access a service which needs to establish 

his/her identity. 

ECA Event Condition Action (Rules) 

Evidence Tokens, testimonials or procedures offered with the purpose of 

increasing the belief that an assertion is true. Note that while 

this is currently usually PKI-based tokens, the SWIM 
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framework is also valid for evidence such as reputation and 

distributed key trust. 

HCI  Human Computer Interaction 

Identifier  A symbol or a set of symbols which refers to a concept, 

allowing it to be distinguished from others (reference is defined 

by the semantic model theory used);  

Unique Identity A set of assertions which uniquely characterizes an individual 

within a given anonymity set.  

Civil Identity  Identity attributed to an individual by a state (e.g. name, date of 

birth, social security number).  

Digital Identity  Attribution of properties to a person, which are immediately 

operationally accessible by technical means.  

Partial Identity Any subset of attributes of a complete identity, which 

characterizes an individual to some degree within an anonymity 

set.  

IdM Identity Management 

Identity Management Identity management means managing various partial identities 

of the subject, i.e. administration and design of identity 

attributes as well as choice of the partial identity to be (re-)used 

in a specific context or role.  

Identifiability Identifiability is the possibility of being individualized within a 

set of subjects, the identifiability set.  

Identity Provider A service offered for making and authenticating claims about 

data subjects. Identity provisioning is often realized by the 

issuance of a security token to the data subject. State-of-the-art 

federated identity management protocols require that such a 

token be issued for each identity provisioning transaction the 

data subject executes. Anonymous credential systems allow that 

a token (anonymous credential) issued once can be reused many 

times without re-involving the identity provider. 

IdP Identity Provider 

IOI Item of Interest 

Informational Privacy Self-determination of what information is known about a person 

and how it is used.  

ISP Internet Service Provider 

IP Internet Protocol (often used in IP Address). 
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Linkability Linkability describes the extent to which a given data set allows 

one to establish identity between two or more pseudonyms. 

OWL  Web Ontology Language 

P3P Platform for Privacy Preferences 

PKI Public Key Infrastructure 

PII Personally Identifiable Information 

PRIME Privacy and Identity Management for Europe – EU Framework 

6 Project 

Principal The primary object of an identity management service. The 

subject about which assertions are requested or made 

Private credential (also known 

as anonymous credential) 

A special kind of credential (usually a certificate) that can be 

used by its holder in a privacy-friendly way to assert attribute 

information to relying parties. 

The holder of a private credential can compute evidence for 

assertions that are consistent with the attributes of the private 

credential, without revealing the private credential. This 

particularly allows for revealing partial information on the 

attributes of the private credential. Multiple usages of a private 

credential are unlinkable to each other and to the issuance 

transaction of the credential, unless the released attribute 

information allows for establishing linkability. See, for example, 

[58] for details on the cryptographic mechanisms underlying 

private credentials. 

Profile A set of assertions (true or untrue statements) including 

behaviours collected with the intention of identifying a person 

or set of persons. 

Pseudonym Any identifier, including all names or other bit strings. 

RDF Resource Description Framework 

RFID Radio Frequency Identifier (remotely readable tags) 

RDFS Resource Description Framework Schema 

RP Relying party 

RSA Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman, a well-known algorithm for 

public-key cryptography. 

Relying Party A service which receives and makes use of assertions about a 

data subject, and evidence presented to support those claims 

SAML Security Assertions Markup Language 
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Sensitive Data A special category of personal data which individuals,  on 

average, prefer to be known only to a few selected others, and 

thus merits special legal protection. 

SME Small-to-medium enterprise 

SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol, is a protocol specification 

specified by W3C [132]. 

SP Service Provider 

SPARQL Query Language for RDF, W3C Recommendation 

Spatial Privacy Self-determination of information entering a person's private 

space. 

SWAPPEL Semantic Web APPEL 

SWIM Semantic Web Identity Management (Framework) 

Trust The property of a system, that it will behave in the expected 

manner for the intended purpose.  

Unlinkability Unlinkability of two or more items (e.g. subjects, messages, 

events, actions, etc…) means that within a given system and for 

a given set of data (knowledge), these items are not known to be 

any more or less related than they were concerning the a-priori 

knowledge.  

Unobservability Unobservability is the state of a member of an anonymity set 

that it is indistinguishable from any IOI (Item of Interest) at all.  

Vouching party A party vouching for the truth of an assertion (usually using a 

cryptographically signed assertion). 

WRT With respect to 

W3C Worldwide Web Consortium 

XML Extensible Markup Language 

XSD XML Schema Definition Language 
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APPENDIX I: FULL OWL EVIDENCE 

ONTOLOGY 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<rdf:RDF 

    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" 

    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

    xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 

    xmlns=" http://www.prime-project.eu.org/IPV2/Cert#" 

  xml:base=" http://www.prime-project.eu.org/IPV2/Cert#"> 

  <owl:Ontology rdf:about=""/> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="EU"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="IdentityProviderTrustLevel"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="US"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Custom"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="OECD"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="GermanPassport"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Passport"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="FaceToFace"> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Biometric"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="IdentityVerificationMethod"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Secret"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Token"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Certificate"> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#IdentityVerificationMethod"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#IdentityProviderTrustLevel"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="SecurityMethod"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Algorithm"/> 
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    </owl:disjointWith> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Smartcard"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Token"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="IdentityVerificationMethod"> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#IdentityProviderTrustLevel"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#SecurityMethod"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Algorithm"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Biometric"> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#FaceToFace"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Token"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Secret"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#IdentityVerificationMethod"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Custom"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#IdentityProviderTrustLevel"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#OECD"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#US"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#EU"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Secret"> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Biometric"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#FaceToFace"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Token"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#IdentityVerificationMethod"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="GovernmentIssue"> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="UserTrustedZone"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="SelfIssue"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="SupraNationalIssue"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 
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    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Attestation"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#SelfIssue"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="SupraNationalIssue"> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#SelfIssue"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#UserTrustedZone"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#GovernmentIssue"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="DriversLicence"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#GovernmentIssue"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="UserTrustedZone"> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#GovernmentIssue"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#SelfIssue"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#SupraNationalIssue"/> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Passport"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#GovernmentIssue"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Token"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#IdentityVerificationMethod"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Secret"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#FaceToFace"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Biometric"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="UKPassport"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Passport"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="IdentityCard"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#GovernmentIssue"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="SelfIssue"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#GovernmentIssue"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#UserTrustedZone"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#SupraNationalIssue"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="SwissPassport"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Passport"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Algorithm"> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#SecurityMethod"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#IdentityVerificationMethod"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 
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      <owl:Class rdf:about="#IdentityProviderTrustLevel"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="SecurityMethod"> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Algorithm"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#IdentityVerificationMethod"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#IdentityProviderTrustLevel"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Email"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Secret"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="US"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#IdentityProviderTrustLevel"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#EU"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Custom"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#OECD"/> 

    </owl:disjointWith> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="OECD"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="#IdentityProviderTrustLevel"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#EU"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Custom"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#US"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="IdentityProviderTrustLevel"> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Algorithm"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#IdentityVerificationMethod"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#SecurityMethod"/> 

    <owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

    <owl:Thing rdf:about="#medium"/> 

    <owl:Thing rdf:about="#strong"/> 

    <owl:Thing rdf:about="#weak"/> 

  </owl:oneOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="identityVerificationMethod"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#IdentityVerificationMethod"/> 

  </owl:ObjectProperty> 

  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="algorithm"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Algorithm"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

  </owl:ObjectProperty> 

  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="securityMethod"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#SecurityMethod"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

  </owl:ObjectProperty> 

  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="identityProviderTrustLevel"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#IdentityProviderTrustLevel"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

  </owl:ObjectProperty> 
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  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="trustLevel"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Certificate"/> 

  </owl:ObjectProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="privacyProtection"> 

    <rdfs:range> 

      <owl:DataRange> 

        <owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

          <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 

          >Strong</rdf:first> 

          <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

            <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 

            >Medium</rdf:first> 

            <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

              <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 

              >Weak</rdf:first> 

              <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

ns#nil"/> 

            </rdf:rest> 

          </rdf:rest> 

        </owl:oneOf> 

      </owl:DataRange> 

    </rdfs:range> 

    <rdfs:domain> 

      <owl:Class> 

        <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Algorithm"/> 

          <owl:Class rdf:about="#SecurityMethod"/> 

        </owl:unionOf> 

      </owl:Class> 

    </rdfs:domain> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="securityProtection"> 

    <rdfs:domain> 

      <owl:Class> 

        <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Algorithm"/> 

          <owl:Class rdf:about="#SecurityMethod"/> 

        </owl:unionOf> 

      </owl:Class> 

    </rdfs:domain> 

    <rdfs:range> 

      <owl:DataRange> 

        <owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

          <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

            <rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource"> 

              <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 

              >Weak</rdf:first> 

              <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

ns#nil"/> 

            </rdf:rest> 

            <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 

            >Medium</rdf:first> 

          </rdf:rest> 

          <rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 

          >Strong</rdf:first> 

        </owl:oneOf> 

      </owl:DataRange> 

    </rdfs:range> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 
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  <owl:Thing rdf:ID="strong"/> 

  <owl:AllDifferent/> 

  <owl:AllDifferent/> 

  <owl:Thing rdf:ID="medium"/> 

  <owl:Thing rdf:ID="weak"/> 

</rdf:RDF> 
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APPENDIX II: PERSONAL INFORMATION 

ONTOLOGY 
The PII ontology describes the data types which may be used by applications in describing personal 

data within SWIM. The ontology is extensible to cover any type of personal data, and to interface 

with arbitrary enterprise data schemas, however the following base modules are provided. 

1. Base – basic identity management properties 

2. Driving – for car hire scenario 

3. Financial – credit card details etc… 

4. Location – LBS properties 

5. Access – for access control (this is part of the PII ontology because permissions are PII) 

The PII ontology is used for the following purposes in the framework: 

 As a stable, privacy-relevant abstraction which can be used to provide metadata about an 

enterprise database, without requiring a mapping for every feasible data scheme. 

 To allow rules to be made about types at a higher level than at the instance-level used by 

identity management requests. This allows one access control rule to cover a large number 

of requests. 

 To provide privacy-relevant inferences arising from properties of types. For example the 

PII ontology can infer that if an assertion is made about a person's title, and that is "Miss", 

then an implicit assertion is also made about a person's marital status. 

These are described by the following tree for readability (expressed in an OWL ontology in the 

prototype). 

sensitiveData 

[MODULE BASE] 

  ├userName [functional] 

  │  ├prefix 

  │  ├given 

  │  ├middle 

  │  ├family 

  │  ├suffix 

  │  └nickname 

  ├businessName[functional] 

  ├civilStatus[functional] 

  ├birthPlace[functional] 

  ├nationality[functional] 

  ├bDate[functional] 

  │  ├bDateYmdYear 

  │  ├bDateYmdMonth 

  │  └bDateYmdDay 

  ├credentialHolder [applies to credentials from Cert ontology] 

  ├interestedIn [e.g. Music,Philosophy etc… values not defined] 

  └homeInfoData 

     ├postal 

     │  ├street 

     │  ├city 
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     │  ├stateprov 

     │  ├postalcode 

     │  ├organization 

     │  └country 

     ├telephone 

     │    ├intcode 

     │    ├loccode 

     │    ├telephoneNumber 

     │    └ext 

     └online 

       ├email 

       └uri 

[MODULE DRIVING] 

  ├drivingData 

    ├drivingPermission 

    │   ├drivingPermissionMotorbike 

    │   └drivingPermissionCar 

    └drivingPenaltyPoints 

        ├drivingPenaltyPointsSubtractionReason 

         ├drivingPenaltyPointsSubtraction 

         └drivingPenaltyPointsScore 

 

[MODULE FINANCIAL] 

 ├financialData 

   ├transfersMoneyValue[semantic -transfers an ecoin credential of value] 

   ├transfersMoneyCurrency[semantic-transfers ecoin credential of currency] 

    └creditCard 

         ├creditCardNumber 

         ├creditCardExpiryDate 

         │    ├creditCardExpiryDateMonth 

         │    └creditCardExpiryDateDay 

         ├creditCardIssueDate 

         │   ├creditCardIssueDateMonth 

         │   └creditCardIssueDateDay 

         └creditCardSecurityCode 

 

[MODULE LOCATION] 

├Location 

    ├Latitude 

    │  ├Degrees 

    │  └Direction 

    └Longditude 

       ├Degrees 

       └Direction 

[MODULE ACCESS] 

├accessGrant 

├recipientName 
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8.5 BASE PERSONAL DATA ONTOLOGY – RDF/N3 VERSION 

This shows an RDF/N3 format expression of the default personal data ontology. 

@prefix xsd:     <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 

@prefix rdfs:    <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 

@prefix rdf:     <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

@prefix owl:     <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> . 

@prefix :        <https://www.prime-project.eu/ont/PII-Base#> . 

 

 

<https://www.prime-project.eu/ont/PII-Base> 

      a       owl:Ontology . 

 

:sensitiveData 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "Sensitive Data"@en . 

 

:concreteProperty 

      a       rdfs:Class . 

 

:orderingConstraint 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:range xsd:int . 

 

:prefix 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "name prefix"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :userName . 

 

:email 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "email address"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :online . 

 

:postal 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty , owl:FunctionalProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "Postal data"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :homeInfoData . 

 

:birthPlace 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty , owl:FunctionalProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "place of birth"@en ; 

      rdfs:range xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 

 

:intcode 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "international dialling code"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :telephone ; 

      :orderingConstraint "0"∧∧xsd:int . 

 

:middle 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:comment ""∧∧xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:label "middle name"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :userName . 

 

:userName 
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      a       owl:DatatypeProperty , owl:FunctionalProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "official name"@en ; 

      rdfs:range xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 

 

:credentialHolder 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "holds credential"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 

 

:bDateYmdDay 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "day of the month of birth"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :bDate ; 

      :orderingConstraint "1"∧∧xsd:int . 

 

:homeInfoData 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "home contact details"@en ; 

      rdfs:range xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 

 

:street 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "home street"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :postal . 

 

:city 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "home city"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :postal . 

 

:uri  a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "home page"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :online . 

 

:bDate 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty , owl:FunctionalProperty ; 

      rdfs:comment ""∧∧xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:label "birth date"@en ; 

      rdfs:range xsd:date ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 

 

:ext  a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "telephone extension"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :telephone . 

 

:loccode 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "local dialling code"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :telephone . 

 

:organization 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "represents organization"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :postal . 

 

:bDateYmdMonth 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 
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      rdfs:label "month of birth"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :bDate ; 

      :orderingConstraint "2"∧∧xsd:int . 

 

:telephone 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "telephone number"@en ; 

      rdfs:range xsd:int ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :homeInfoData . 

 

:telephoneNumber 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "base telephone number"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :telephone ; 

      :orderingConstraint "1"∧∧xsd:int . 

 

:given 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:comment ""∧∧xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:label "first name"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :userName . 

 

:family 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:comment ""∧∧xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:label "official family name"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :userName . 

 

:businessName 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "business represented"∧∧xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 

 

:country 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty , :concreteProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "Country of residence"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :postal . 

 

:bDateYmdYear 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "year of birth"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :bDate ; 

      :orderingConstraint "3"∧∧xsd:int . 

 

:stateprov 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "State or province of residence"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :postal . 

 

:accessPermission 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 

 

:civilStatus 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty , owl:FunctionalProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "civil status"@en ; 

      rdfs:range xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 
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:suffix 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:comment ""∧∧xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:label "the user's official name suffix"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :userName . 

 

:online 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:comment ""∧∧xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:label "online data"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :homeInfoData . 

 

:interestedIn 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "interests and preferences"@en ; 

      rdfs:range xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 

 

:nickname 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "nickname"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :userName . 

 

:nationality 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:label "nationality"∧∧xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:range xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :sensitiveData . 

 

:postalcode 

      a       owl:DatatypeProperty ; 

      rdfs:comment ""∧∧xsd:string ; 

      rdfs:label "postalcode or zip"@en ; 

      rdfs:subPropertyOf :postal 
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APPENDIX III EXTENDED ABSTRACT (POLISH) 

ROZSZERZONE STRESZCZENIE 

TYTUŁ 

Wspomagajaca prywatność struktura ramowa zarządzania tożsamością z wykorzystaniem Semantic 

Web 

WSTĘP 

Zarządzanie tożsamością oznacza takie zarządzanie informacją dotycząca podmiotów objętych 

zainteresowaniem, że możliwa staje się ich identyfikacja w stopniu niezbędnym z punktu widzenia 

celów rozpatrywanego systemu. Efektywne, zgodne z prawem i przyjazne użytkownikom 

zarządzanie tożsamością stało się jednym z kluczowych problemów wymagających rozwiązywania 

w obecnej infrastrukturze IT (obejmującej w szczególności Internet i wykorzystywane tam 

aplikacje). Działalność biznesowa w Internecie wymaga często dużej ilości dobrze 

uwierzytelnionych i dokładnych danych osobowych, co z kolei rodzi potrzebę efektywnych 

protokołów i architektur zbierania, utrzymywania i aktualizowania dostępu do takich danych. 

Użytkownicy końcowi oczekują rozwiązań, które zautomatyzują nadawanie uprawnień bez 

potrzeby zapamiętywania różnych haseł dla różnych kontekstów pracy. Oczekują również 

respektowania ich prywatności oraz ograniczenia zakresu ujawnianych danych osobowych do 

niezbędnego minimum. Warto tu podkreślić, że regulacje w zakresie praw człowieka [1] nakładają 

ograniczenia dotyczące usług zarządzania tożsamością, w celu ochrony prywatności 

użytkowników. Także prowadzone badania pokazują, że przy możliwym wyborze, wielu 

użytkowników końcowych woli minimalizować ilość dotyczącej ich informacji ujawnianej w 

elektronicznych transakcjach [2][3][4]. Wykazano również, że użytkownicy oczekują jak 

największej prostoty i są skłonni inwestować bardzo niewielka ilość czasu i wysiłku w zrozumienie 

systemów zarządzania tożsamością i mechanizmów zwiększających prywatność [5][6]. 

W wielu krajach prawodawstwo nakłada surowe ograniczenia dotyczące ochrony prywatności 

danych osobowych. Jednak w niektórych sytuacjach dopuszcza się ujawnienie informacji 

identyfikującej osobę, co prowadzi do utraty prywatności. Kluczowa zasada polega na założeniu 

minimalizacji zakresu gromadzonych danych, do niezbędnego do osiągnięcia wymaganego celu. 

[3.2][7]. Jest to istotnym wymaganiem dotyczącym propozycji nowych rozwiązań zarządzania 

tożsamością. Niemniej jednak, istniejące rozwiązania najczęściej wymagają większej ilości danych 

niż jest to niezbędne. Na przykład, w celu wynajęcia samochodu, wypożyczalnia potrzebuje 

jedynie informacji, czy konkretna osoba posiada ważne prawo jazdy i czy zapłaciła za usługę. 

Wszelkie dalsze dane są potrzebne tylko w pewnych warunkach, np. w razie zaistnienia wypadku. 

Tymczasem istniejące struktury danych są tak skonstruowane, że jedynym sposobem 

udowodnienia, że ktoś jest posiadaczem ważnego prawa jazdy jest udostępnienie dokumentu prawa 

jazdy wraz z wszystkimi danymi jakie są w nim zawarte. W ten sposób zamiast potwierdzenia, że 

jesteśmy posiadaczami ważnego prawa jazdy konkretnego typu (minimalna informacja niezbędna 

do wypożyczenia samochodu), ujawniane są wszystkie dane zawarte w tym dokumencie. Dzieje się 

tak częściowo dlatego, że dodatkowe dane (potrzebne np. w sytuacji zaistnienia wypadku) nie 

mogą zostać skompletowane później i trudno jest ocenić jakie jest minimum danych niezbędnych 

do konkretnego celu. Dodatkowo, nawet jeśli to minimum może zostać jasno z góry określone, 

tradycyjne struktury danych, a nawet cyfrowe certyfikaty, często nie są powiązane z właściwymi 

mechanizmami wyboru i transmisji takich danych. 
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Tradycyjne certyfikaty PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) nie wspierają selektywnego ujawniania 

konkretnych cech. Albo pokazują one wszystkie dane zawarte w certyfikacie, albo żadne. Nie jest 

możliwe dostosowanie zestawu ujawnianej informacji do kontekstu aplikacji. Rozwiązania w 

dziedzinie tożsamości używające SAML (Security Assertions Markup Language) [1.3.3, SAML], 

uwzględniają wybór pojedynczych cech. Ale, jak to zostanie później wykazane, „płaska‟ struktura 

tych danych nie pozwala na prawdziwą minimalizację. Certyfikaty ujawniają również dodatkowe 

informacje poprzez wielokrotne używanie tych samych informacji (np. klucz publiczny) w różnych 

transakcjach.  

Problem, który pozostaje nierozwiązany w ramach obecnych mechanizmów prywatności dotyczy 

przekazywania preferencji dotyczących prywatności między różnymi instytucjami 

zaangażowanymi w obsługę danego użytkownika końcowego. Wiele technologii wspomagających 

prywatność, takich jak P3P (Platform for Privacy Preferences) [1.3.1][8] oraz EPAL (Enterprise 

Privacy Authorisation Language)[9] umożliwiają instytucjom tworzenie elastycznych porozumień 

z użytkownikami końcowymi w zakresie przetwarzania ich danych. Jednak istniejące rozwiązania 

nie dają możliwości przenoszenia tych danych razem z ustalonymi porozumieniami, do trzecich 

usługodawców, w scenariuszach B2B. Wraz z rozwojem rozproszonych architektur webowych, 

umożliwiających automatyczny transfer danych osobowych między różnymi jednostkami w 

łańcuchu świadczenia usług, problem ten jest jeszcze bardziej istotny. 

Dotychczasowa dyskusja dotyczyła sytuacji uwierzytelniania użytkowników wobec usług. 

Podobny problem dotyczy również uwierzytelnienia usług wobec użytkowników. Zarządzanie 

tożsamością jest procesem symetrycznym pomiędzy użytkownikami a usługami. Użytkownicy 

muszą uwierzytelnić się wobec usług, ale muszą być również pewni tożsamości usług i ufać ich 

właściwościom. Bardzo istotną kwestią jest tu zaprezentowanie i ocena dowodów na poparcie 

stwierdzeń o praktykach przetwarzania danych stosowanych przez usługodawców. 

Często stosowane rozwiązanie polega na uwiarygodnianiu usług za pomocą certyfikatów. W takiej 

sytuacji jedynymi metadanymi o certyfikatach jest lista certyfikatów. Tymczasem użytkownicy nie 

zawsze wiedzą, czy powinni ufać wymienionym na takiej liście organizacjom opisanym jedynie 

przez kryptograficzne certyfikaty. Przynależność do tych zaufanych list jest często wynikiem 

arbitralnych kryteriów, takich jak wybór przez danego dostawcę przeglądarki internetowej. 

Decyzje związane z wykorzystaniem certyfikatów zabierają użytkownikom dużo czasu, a próby 

upraszczania tych procedur często prowadzą do złych wyborów [10]. Niezbędne są tu mechanizmy 

opisujące właściwości certyfikatów w sposób umożliwiający dokonanie oceny dostawców usług 

oraz umożliwiające automatyzację oceny certyfikatów na podstawie preferencji określonych przez 

użytkowników. 

W niniejszej rozprawie zaproponowano strukturę ramową  nazwaną SWIM (Semantic Web Identity 

Management), która zawiera rozwiązanie zasygnalizowanych wyżej problemów. 

TEZA ROZPRAWY 

Zaproponowana struktura ramowa SWIM spełnia istotne wymagania, które nie miały rozwiązania 

w dotychczasowych systemach zarządzania tożsamością ani w stosowanych politykach 

prywatności, oraz może zostać efektywnie zaimplementowana z wykorzystaniem technologii 

Semantic Web W3C. 

ZAKRES PRACY 

W ramach przeprowadzonych badań uzasadniono tezę rozprawy wykonując następujący zakres 

prac: 
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 Zidentyfikowano zestaw scenariuszy aplikacyjnych, jako punkt wyjścia do określenia 

wymagań dla struktur ramowych zarządzania prywatnością i tożsamością. 

 Dokonano przeglądu istniejących rozwiązań dotyczących zarządzania tożsamością i 

prywatnością oraz związanych z nimi technologii. Szczególny nacisk został położony 

na specyfikacje P3P 1.0 i P3P 1.1 W3C, ponieważ są one najważniejszymi istniejącymi 

standardami w tym obszarze problemowym. 

 Dokonano przeglądu obowiązujących aktów prawnych i regulacji, w ramach których 

mieszczą się zidentyfikowane wcześniej scenariusze. Kontekst prawny i regulacyjny 

stanowił ważne źródło wymagań dla struktury ramowej. 

 Zaproponowano formalny model podstawowych koncepcji dotyczących zarządzania 

tożsamością. 

 Na podstawie analizy powyższych scenariuszy oraz ich kontekstu prawnego i 

regulacyjnego, wyodrębniono zestaw wymagań dotyczących struktur ramowych 

zarządzania prywatnością i tożsamością. 

 Dokonano krytycznej analizy dostępnych technologii pod katem możliwości spełnienia 

zidentyfikowanych wymagań. 

 Zaproponowano strukturę ramową SWIM, która obejmuje w szczególności składnię, 

semantykę, architekturę i technologie umożliwiające wypełnienie zidentyfikowanych 

wcześniej wymagań. 

 Dokonano eksperymentalnej walidacji struktury SWIM poprzez implementację 

prototypu i opracowanie zestawu testów ukierunkowanych na potwierdzenie 

wypełnienia wymagań. 

 Dokonano przeglądu struktury ramowej SWIN i przetestowano ją pod kątem 

wypełnienia zdefiniowanych wcześniej wymagań. 

OGÓLNE POSTAWIENIE PROBLEMU  

 Ogólny problem, którym zajęto się w niniejszej pracy dotyczy żądania i ujawnienia 

danych osobowych w elektronicznym zarządzaniu tożsamością. Praca ta proponuje 

rozwiązanie tego problemu: strukturę ramową SWIM (Semantic Web Identity 

Management) ukierunkowane na zapewnienie jak najwyższej ochrony prywatności. W 

dalszym ciągu terminem asercja oznaczane jest stwierdzenie, którego prawdziwość 

jest postulowana. W szczególności asercje mogą dotyczyć tożsamości interesujących 

nas podmiotów (osób). Prawdziwość asercji może być poparta materiałem dowodowym 

(dowodem), którego „siła przekonywania‟ może być zróżnicowana. 

 Na poziomie abstrakcyjnym, wzajemne oddziaływanie między głównymi obszarami 

objętymi rozpatrywanym problemem przedstawia Rysunek 27 (strzałki reprezentują 

przepływy wiadomości).  
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Diagram sekwencji ogólnego protokołu zarządzania tożsamością przedstawia Rysunek 28: 

  

RYSUNEK 27: OGÓLNA ARCHITEKTURA ZARZĄDZANIA TOŻSAMOŚCIĄ 

Discovery Service (DrS) Usługa 

wykrywająca - wynajduje i 

uwierzytelnia IdP w imieniu DS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relying Party (RP)  Strona 

przekazująca – oczekuje  

danych osobowych w formie 

zaufanych asercji 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Subject (DS) 

Osoba (podmiot), 

której dotyczą asercje 

Identity Provider (IdP)  

Dostawca tożsamości -  

wydaje i potwierdza asercje 

o DS 
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RYSUNEK 28: OGÓLNY PROTOKÓŁ ZARZĄDZANIA TOŻSAMOSCIĄ 

 

Krok  Nazwa  Opis 

1  DS żąda dostępu do 

strony przekazującej 

1 (RP1)  

Osoba (Data Subject), mogąca być reprezentowaną przez agenta, znana 

czasem jako asserting party lub principal, żąda zasobu lub usługi od 

RP1. 

2  RP1 żąda wskazania 

odpowiedniego 

dostawcy tożsamości 

(IdP)  

RP1 wysyła do usługi wykrywającej żądanie wskazania odpowiedniego 

IdP dla DS. RP1 może przekazać również odpowiednie żądanie asercji, 

aby usługa wykrywająca była w stanie zidentyfikować właściwego IdP. 

3  Usługa wykrywająca 

wskazuje IdP  

DS odpowiada wskazując odpowiednie IdP, zgodnie z otrzymanym 

żądaniem asercji. 

Usługa 

wykrywają-

ca (DrS) 

Osoba (DS) Strona 

przekazują-

ca 1 (RP1) 

Strona 

przekazują-

ca 2 (RP2) 

 

Dostawca 

tożsamości 

(IdP) 

 

2. RP1 żąda identyfikacji 

konkretnego IdP 

3. Usługa wykrywająca 

wskazuje IdP 

4. RP1 żąda asercji i dowodów na nie 

od IdP (włącznie z asercjami o np. 

kluczach publicznych, odpowiedziami 

na pytania, nazwiskiem, datą 

urodzenia itp), dostarcza polityki 

przetwarzania danych 

7. IdP żąda od DS  asercji w celu 

uwierzytelnienia  (opcjonalne) 

8. DS wysyła asercje do IdP 

(opcjonalne) 

9. Asercje i dowody są 

przekazywane do RP1 

10. DS uzyskuje dostęp do 

usługi od RP1  

11. Żądanie dostępu do 

RP2 

12. RP2 żąda asercji od IdP 

13. Asercje 

14. DS uzyskuje dostęp do 

usług od RP2 

1. Żądanie dostępu do RP1 

5. Negocjacja polityki 

postępowania z danymi 

6. Negocjacja polityki 

przetwarzania danych 
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4  RP1 żąda asercji i 

dowodów 

dotyczących tych 

asercji  

RP1 wysyła żądanie asercji i dotyczących ich dowodów do wybranego 

IdP. Ponieważ RP1 musi uwierzytelnić DS (i może potrzebować 

dodatkowych danych osobowych dotyczących DS) przed 

udostępnieniem zasobu lub usługi zapotrzebowanej przez DS, oznacza 

to, że RP1 potrzebuje asercji na temat DS i dowodów tych asercji. 

5 Negocjacja polityki 

postępowania z 

danymi 

Ten krok i następny może mieć miejsce albo między IdP i RP, albo 

między DS i RP. DS lub IdP muszą mieć pewność, że jeśli asercje 

zostały przesłane do RP, to będą traktowane zgodnie z preferencjami 

DS (np. dotyczącymi retencji, adresatów, celów itp.). Dlatego polityka 

postępowania z danymi (zasady postępowania z danymi) musi zostać 

wynegocjowana i uzgodniona przed wykonaniem kolejnych kroków. 

6 Negocjacja polityki 

postępowania z 

danymi 

Podobnie jak krok 5, z tym że RP1 może przesłać do IdP modyfikacje 

polityki postępowania z danymi w przypadku, gdy IdP nie akceptuje 

polityki postępowania z danymi w imieniu DS. 

7  IdP żąda 

uwierzytelnienia od 

DS  

IdP żąda by DS uwierzytelnił się w stosunku do IdP, albo żada 

przedstawienia dodatkowych asercji, które nie są jeszcze znane IdP. 

Ten krok nie jest konieczny, jeśli IdP posiada już wszystkie niezbędne 

asercje (np., jeśli jest już aktywna sesja w ramach mechanizmu „Web 

single-sign-on”) 

8 DS uwierzytelnia się 

wobec IdP  

Ten i poprzedni krok mogą być pominięte, jeśli DS już został 

uwierzytelniony i sesja jest wciąż aktywna. Opcjonalność tego kroku 

wynika z możliwości wykorzystania mechanizmu single-sign-on. 

9  IdP wysyła 

potwierdzenie 

tożsamości do RP1 

IdP potwierdza tożsamość DS przez wysłanie asercji i dotyczących ich  

dowodów do RP1 (w odpowiedzi na krok 4). 

10  DS. uzyskuje 

autoryzację dostępu 

RP1, po otrzymaniu potwierdzenia tożsamości DS od IdP, udostępnia 

DS żądane zasoby lub usługi. 

11 Żądanie dostępu do 

RP2 

DS żąda zasobu lub usługi od innej strony przekazującej, RP2. 

12  RP2 żąda asercji od 

IdP 

RP2 wysyła żądanie asercji i związanych z nimi dowodów (np. 

uwierzytelniających DS) do IdP (po uprzednim żądaniu odnalezienia 

odpowiedniego IdP dla DS – ten krok jest pominięty na diagramie dla 

uniknięcia nadmiernej rozwlekłości) 

13  IdP wysyła 

potwierdzenie 

tożsamości do RP2 

IdP potwierdza tożsamość DS przez wysłanie asercji i dowodów tych 

asercji, wypełniając żądanie RP2 (krok 12), po zdecydowaniu czy 

uwierzytelnienie DS jest wciąż ważne i „single-sign-on” ma 

zastosowanie. 

14 DS autoryzowane do 

dostępu do usług lub 

zasobów 

RP2, po otrzymaniu potwierdzenia tożsamości DS od IdP, udostępnia 

DS żądane zasoby lub usługi. 
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Aby zilustrować funkcjonowanie zdefiniowanego powyżej mechanizmu rozważmy następujący 

konkretny scenariusz, w ramach którego John Primeur chce wynająć samochód w Zjednoczonym 

Królestwie: 

OPIS SCENARIUSZA: 

 John troszczy się o swoją anonimowość, dlatego chce ujawnić jak najmniej informacji 

na swój temat. Wypożyczenie samochodu ma miejsce w Unii Europejskiej i dlatego 

transakcja podlega europejskiemu ustawodawstwu o ochronie danych, w szczególności 

o minimalizacji ilości danych zbieranych w danym celu [3.2][7]. 

 W celu wypożyczenia samochodu, firma wynajmująca musi wiedzieć czy John posiada 

ważne prawo jazdy na klasę samochodu, którą jest zainteresowany i czy ma powyżej 

17 lat (dla celów ubezpieczenia). Musi również wiedzieć czy jego prawo jazdy nie 

zostało cofnięte za jakiekolwiek przewinienie i czy posiada obywatelstwo któregoś z 

krajów UE. Nie potrzebuje więc wiedzieć nic poza nazwiskiem, datą urodzenia i liczbą 

punktów karnych, które ewentualnie otrzymał. 

 John Primeur chce być pewny, że firma wynajmująca posiada odpowiednie certyfikaty 

związane z bezpieczeństwem oferowanych samochodów i z jej praktykami 

finansowymi. Chce również wiedzieć, że jego dane nie będą użyte w celu innym niż 

wypożyczenie mu samochodu. 

 Tylko wtedy, gdy John Primeur miałby wypadek i odmówił pokrycia kosztów naprawy 

samochodu, firma potrzebowałaby numeru karty kredytowej Johna. W celu ochrony 

Johna, ta informacja powinna być dostępna firmie wynajmującej tylko wtedy, gdy jest 

ona w stanie przedstawić oficjalne potwierdzenie z policji, że taki wypadek miał 

miejsce. 

AKTORZY 

 John Primeur  

 Firma wynajmująca samochody  

 Firma trzecia 

 Policja 

PRZEPŁYW DANYCH 

 Firma wynajmująca samochody żąda osobistych danych Johna (firma potrzebuje co 

najmniej potwierdzenia, że ma on prawo prowadzić samochód, że jego wiek 

odpowiada prawnym limitom w Zjednoczonym Królestwie oraz że jego dane będą 

dostępne w razie wypadku). Firma wynajmująca oczekuje również dowodu, że te dane 

osobowe, które są jej przekazane są poprawne w formie certyfikatu od brytyjskich 

władz wystawiających prawa jazdy. W tym samym czasie firma wynajmująca 

przedstawia swój certyfikat, jako dowód potwierdzający jej praktyki dotyczące 

przetwarzania danych osobowych i procedury wewnętrznego bezpieczeństwa. 

 Jeśli John lub jego przedstawiciel jest usatysfakcjonowany przez dowody 

przedstawione przez firmę wynajmującą, przedstawia dowód, iż jego wiek uprawnia go 

do prowadzenia pojazdów (17 lat w Zjednoczonym Królestwie) i/lub że posiada ważne 

prawo jazdy (które automatycznie udowadnia, że ma ponad 17 lat). Akceptuje również 

politykę przetwarzania danych pozwalającą na przesyłanie tylko niezbędnego 

minimalnego zakresu danych do firmy trzeciej. Przedstawia również token (przedmiot 

umożliwiający dostęp), który umożliwi dostęp do dalszych danych, włącznie z jego 

pełnym imieniem, nazwiskiem i adresem, potwierdzonym przez brytyjskie DVLA na 

podstawie upoważnienia do otrzymania takich danych (upoważnieniem takim może 
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być np. dowód, że miał miejsce wypadek, a jednostką żądająca dostępu jest bona-fide 

jednostka stojąca na straży prawa). 

 Firma wypożyczająca przekazuje dane Johna (minimalne) do strony trzeciej, zgodnie z 

jej polityką przetwarzania danych. 

 Jeśli John miał wypadek, policja może mieć dostęp do jego danych kontaktowych. 

Scenariusz ten ilustruje poniższy diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RYSUNEK 29: SCENARIUSZ WYNAJMU SAMOCHODU  

POLITYKI 

 Firma wynajmująca samochody: nazwisko Johna i szczegóły karty kredytowej będą 

ujawnione trzeciej stronie tylko wtedy, jeśli będzie on miał wypadek. Żadne dane nie 

będą dostarczone stronie trzeciej na samym początku. 

 John: dostarczy swoje dane tylko wtedy, jeśli firma będzie w stanie udowodnić, że 

posiada certyfikat na swoje praktyki i że dane (nawet pseudomizowane) nie będą użyte 

do żadnego rodzaju profilowania. 

FORMALNY MODEL TOŻSAMOŚCI 

Aby środki używane do opisu i zarządzania tożsamością były wzajemnie spójne, potrzebny jest 

jawnie sformułowany model tożsamości. Model ten powinien być niesprzeczny z kontekstem 

prawnym, w którym będzie wykorzystany i jednocześnie powinien być poprawny pod względem 

logicznym (tzn. bez wewnętrznych sprzeczności i zapętleń) oraz zdolny do opisu i wyjaśnienia 

różnych scenariuszy opisujących konkretne sytuacje związane z zarządzaniem tożsamością i 

ochroną prywatności. 

Model opracowany w tym raporcie posiada ważne implikacje dla technologii poprawiających 

prywatność. Główny nacisk dotychczasowych prac naukowych skierowany jest na ochronę 

prywatności poprzez regulowanie zasad i mechanizmów zbierania niektórych dobrze 

zdefiniowanych typów danych. Jednak dokładniejsza analiza wykazuje, iż powiązanie z 

prywatnością nie jest nieodłączną własnością samych danych. Związek z prywatnością zależy 

również od specyficznego kontekstu, w którym dane te są wykorzystywane. W szczególności może 

to zależeć od innych rozważanych osób i dostępności danych o tych osobach. 

Policja 

4. Jeśli John miał wypadek, 

do danych kontaktowych 

może mieć dostęp policja 

John   Trzecia strona 
Firma 

wynajmująca 

1. Żądanie danych, dostarczenie 

polityk przetwarzania danych 

2. Asercje: mam 

ponad 17 lat, ważne 

prawo jazdy, 

warunkowo szczegóły 

karty kredytowej, 

dane kontaktowe 

3. Dane dla trzeciej 

firmy (zgodnie z 

polityką Johna) 
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Ważnymi wynikami analiz prowadzonych w tym zakresie w niniejszej pracy są: 

 Matematyczny model powiązalności (linkability) i anonimowości (anonymity), 

 Formalna definicja czynników określających tożsamość i ich wzajemnych relacji. 

W dotychczasowych pracach pojęcie tożsamości było traktowane jako definiowane przez ustalony 

zbiór asercji. Dla przykładu, przypisanie osobie nazwiska, daty urodzenia, miejsca zamieszkania i 

numeru identyfikacyjnego w pełni identyfikuje tę osobę. Tymczasem ważnym wnioskiem z 

przeprowadzonych w tej pracy analiz jest stwierdzenie, ze identyfikacja jest zależna od kontekstu 

identyfikacji do tego stopnia, że każde (nie tautologiczne) stwierdzenia (asercja) może w pewnym 

kontekście być częścią tożsamości, zależnie od posiadanej wiedzy wyjściowej (wiedza apriori) i 

zestawu identyfikatorów, względem których identyfikacja ta ma miejsce (tzw. zbiór anonimowości 

– anonymity set). 

Ponadto, należy podkreślić, że pojmowanie tożsamości, jako ustalonego zestawu asercji jest 

przydatne tylko w kontekście, gdzie i zbiór anonimowości oraz poziom wiedzy apriori są również 

stałe i niezmienne. Dobrym przykładem ilustrującym to ograniczenie jest sytuacja, gdzie zbiór 

anonimowości obejmuje wszystkich ludzi, a wiedza priori polega na tym, że odciski palców 

identyfikują każdego człowieka w sposób jednoznaczny. W tym przypadku można powiedzieć, że 

połączenie danych o odciskach palców z konkretną osobą zawsze ustanawia jej tożsamość w 

sposób jednoznaczny. 

WYMAGANIA DOTYCZĄCE ZARZĄDZANIA TOŻSAMOŚCIĄ 

Zidentyfikowane scenariusze [1.2], definicje koncepcji zarządzania tożsamością [Chapter 2] i 

analiza legislacji UE [1.4] doprowadziły do zestawu wymagań wobec struktury ramowej SWIM. 

Analiza dostępnej literatury pokazuje, że większość z tych wymagań nie jest zadawalająco 

spełniona przez dotychczasowe rozwiązania dotyczące zarządzania tożsamością (por. [3.13]). 

W szczególności, wśród ważnych niedostatków w istniejących obecnie rozwiązaniach można 

wymienić: 

 Brak abstrakcji reprezentującej użytkownika w ontologiach opisujących materiał 

dowodowy (wymaganie 4) 

 Ograniczenia w zakresie wypowiadania asercji (wymagania 1,2,6,8) 

 Brak możliwości wnioskowań na podstawie uznanych asercji (staje się to coraz 

bardziej ważne gdyż dane osobowe mogą pochodzić z wielu źródeł w społecznościach 

internetowych) (wymaganie 10) 

 Niemożność wyrażania reguł i polityk bez ujawniania dodatkowych danych 

osobowych (wymaganie 14) 

 Brak wsparcia dla infrastruktury audytu (wymaganie 16) 

 

Poniższa tabela podsumowuje zidentyfikowane w pracy wymagania wobec struktur ramowych 

zarządzania tożsamością w sposób respektujący prywatność. Dokładną analizę wypełnienia 

sformułowanych poniżej wymagań przez strukturę ramową SWIM przedstawiono w rozdziale 

[7.2]. 
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Wymaganie Opis 

1 Dostępność środków formułowania i komunikowania dowolnych asercji o osobie 

(DS) 

2 Dostępność środków automatycznego tworzenia zapytań o asercje o osobie (DS) 

3 Przekazywanie metadanych w celu umożliwienia zapytań o materiał dowodowy i 

ocenę tego materiału dowodowego pod katem ustalenia prawdziwości asercji (w 

celu oceny zaufania/ryzyka) 

4 Metadane o materiale dowodowym powinny umożliwiać wydajną ocenę zaufania, 

jakie można mieć do otrzymanych asercji 

5 Środki językowe służące wypowiadaniu asercji, zapytań o asercje oraz materiału 

dowodowego na temat prawdziwości asercji powinny umożliwiać efektywne 

rozstrzyganie w kwestii kontroli dostępu do usług i zasobów. 

6 Język wypowiadania asercji powinien umożliwić wyrażanie asercji, które 

minimalizują nadmiarowy przyrost wiedzy drugiej strony na temat podmiotu 

uczestniczącego w interakcji. 

7 Język zapytań o i przekazywania asercji powinien umożliwiać wypowiadanie 

dowolnych asercji, a nie ograniczać ich do binarnych stwierdzeń postaci nazwa-

własność-wartość, jak to ma miejsce w obecnych systemach zarządzania 

tożsamością. W szczególności powinien dopuszczać w asercjach predykaty 

dowolnej krotności, formuły boolowskie oraz umożliwiać korzystanie ze 

zmiennych.  

8 Zapytania o asercje powinny, zgodnie z wiedzą dostępną dla strony przekazującej, 

zawierać w zestawie żądanych asercji, asercje, które minimalizuje przesłaną 

wiedzę na temat danych osobowych, zachowując przy tym jej niezbędny zakres z 

punktu widzenia przyjętych zasad kontroli dostępu. 

9 Zdolność do przetworzenia odbieranych zapytań i odsyłania prywatnych danych 

identyfikujących 

10 Podczas oceny reguł dotyczących ujawnienia prywatnych danych lub porównania 

informacji identyfikujących, systemy powinny uwzględniać wnioskowania, które 

mogą zostać przeprowadzone na podstawie przesłanych już asercji 

11 Polityki (zasady) dotyczące prywatności przedstawiane użytkownikom 

końcowym powinny być prezentowane przy użyciu środków odpowiednich (pod 

względem możliwości percepcji) dla typu użytkownika, któremu taka polityka 

jest przedstawiona. 
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12 Polityki zarządzania prywatnością i tożsamością powinny być niezależne od 

schematów opisywania danych stosowanych w uczestniczących instytucjach 

13 Polityki zarządzania prywatnością i tożsamością powinny umożliwiać łatwą 

współpracę między zaangażowanymi instytucjami 

14 Powiązania między metadanymi o asercjach i asercjami nie powinny ujawniać 

danych osobowych 

15 Użytkownicy powinni otrzymać jasną i kompletną informację o wszystkich 

aspektach dotyczących zaufania odnoszących się do systemu, któremu 

powierzane są ich dane osobowe, aby mogli świadomie zezwolić na 

przetwarzania swoich danych 

16 Struktura ramowa powinna dostarczać struktury danych, które umożliwiają 

efektywny audyt oraz środki wymuszające określony sposób przetwarzania 

danych 

17 Struktura ramowa powinna dostarczyć środki służące powiązaniu polityk 

zarządzania prywatnością i tożsamością z obiektami danych używanymi w 

systemach firmowych 

18 Język preferencji użytkownika powinien być wystarczająco ekspresywny do 

wyrażenia tych reguł (elementów polityk), które muszą być uwzględnione w 

sposób automatyczny 

19 Powinna istnieć użyteczna abstrakcja (model koncepcyjny) tego języka dla 

użytkowników i/lub administratorów tych reguł 

20 Zapytania o asercje i zapytania o materiał dowodowy powinny być przetwarzane 

w czasie wielomianowym 

21 Czas potrzebny do przetworzenia zapytań o asercje i zapytań o materiał 

dowodowy bez interakcji z użytkownikiem nie powinien przekroczyć 1 sekundy 

dla typowego żądania asercji i dowodu. Wszelkie wnioskowanie związane z 

oceną tych zapytań powinno być dokonane w tym czasie. 

 

STRUKTURA RAMOWA SWIM 

W ramach przeprowadzonych badań zdefiniowano strukturę ramową SWIM (Semantic Web 

Identity Management) która stanowi rozwiązanie wypełniające sformułowane wyżej wymagania. 

SWIM oferuje znacznie bardziej zaawansowaną ochronę prywatności użytkowników systemów 

zarządzania tożsamością niż istniejące dotąd rozwiązania tego problemu. Struktura ta składa się z: 

 Modelu, składni i semantyk danych identyfikujących, wystarczająco ogólnych do 

spełnienia wymagań dotyczących ekspresywności. SWIM w sposób jawny rozdziela 

dane dotyczące tożsamości na: asercje oraz dowody ich prawdziwości. SWIM 
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rozszerza również ekspresywność istniejących języków, takich jak na przykład P3P, o 

możliwość wyrażenia wszystkich asercji, które mają wpływ na  zidentyfikowanie 

danego podmiotu (osoby) oraz wyrażania różnorodnych dowodów potwierdzających 

prawdziwość tych asercji. Umożliwia to minimalizację zapytań o asercje, z punktu 

widzenia ilości informacji, które są ujawnione o osobie (DS) 

 Ontologii materiału dowodowego i składni do łączenia opisów materiału dowodowego 

z asercjami. Ma to przede wszystkim na celu wykorzystanie „mocnego‟ materiału 

dowodowego, takiego jak certyfikaty cyfrowe, i w szczególności prywatnych 

informacji identyfikujących takich jak Idemix, ale może zostać rozszerzone na każdy 

rodzaj dowodu, włącznie z danymi dotyczącymi reputacji (pochodzącymi z tzw. 

systemów reputacyjnych). Zgodnie z istniejącą praktyką, ocena wartości dowodów 

zawartych w certyfikatach jest oparta na prostym porównaniu związanych z nimi 

kluczy publicznych z listą zaaprobowanych wartości. Jeśli takie listy są zrozumiałe dla 

użytkowników i pochodzą z zaufanego źródła, strategia taka może być efektywna. 

Jednakże doświadczenia z działających systemów używających tego mechanizmu (np. 

SSL/TLS) wykazują istnienie w tym zakresie poważnych niedociągnięć. Np.: 

o Klienci często nie mają możliwości utrzymywania listy w postaci, która jest dla 

nich zrozumiała, 

o Większość użytkowników nie podejmuje decyzji w oparciu o nazwę dostawcy, 

lecz raczej na podstawie abstrakcyjnych własności, np. czy dostawca należy do 

organizacji rządowej. W sytuacji, gdy urząd certyfikacyjny nie jest im znany, 

wielu użytkowników nie posiada informacji umożliwiającej ocenę wiarygodności 

certyfikatu. 

o Nie mogą oni działać z bardziej dynamicznymi systemami certyfikatów jak 

Idemix, gdzie istotne pola certyfikatów mogą zmieniać się z każdą kolejną 

transakcją. 

SWIM oferuje w związku z tym abstrakcyjny model specyfikacji własności 

dostawców certyfikatów, związanych z zaufaniem. Ma to wiele pozytywnych cech: 

o Pozwala użytkownikom na opisanie własności certyfikatów w sposób, który 

potrafią łatwo zrozumieć, w odróżnieniu od konieczności wgłębiania się i 

rozumienia technicznych aspektów certyfikacji. Na przykład certyfikaty są 

charakteryzowane w sposób stosowany również w certyfikacji poza elektronicznej 

(przynależność do agencji rządowej, łatwość podrobienia itp). 

o Umożliwia tworzenie ogólnych zestawów reguł charakteryzujących certyfikaty, 

które mogą być wyrażone przy użyciu pojęć z dziedzin ogólnie znanych np. z 

prawa. Jest to bardzo pomocne przy zapewnianiu i weryfikowaniu zgodności z 

prawem i uwalnia od konieczności wgłębiania się w szczegóły techniczne. 

 Modelu definiującego sposób formułowania zapytań o asercje i związane z nimi 

dowody. Model ten jest bardzo ważny w świetle prawnych wymagań dotyczących 

minimalizacji zakresu danych niezbędnych do uzyskania dostępu do konkretnej usługi 

lub zasobu. Szczególnie ważnym jest, by tworzył on warunki do ujawniania jak 

najmniejszej ilości informacji w stosunku do tej, która jest niezbędna. Jest to też ważne 

z perspektywy ułatwienia integracji z protokołami zarządzania tożsamością i 

oprogramowaniem firmowym, które mogą używać modeli nieznanych stronie 

żądającej. 
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 Modelu i składni definiujących polityki opisujące przetwarzanie ujawnionych danych 

osobowych (polityki przetwarzania danych). Jest to ważne gdyż strona ujawniająca 

powinna być w stanie świadomie zdecydować, czy ujawnić swoje dane w 

specyficznym kontekście. 

 Modelu i składni określających, w jaki sposób reguły rządzące akceptacją polityk są 

zintegrowane w strukturze SWIM. 

 Zestawu ontologii dla ogólnych typów danych osobowych i dla przekazywanego 

materiału dowodowego, zaprojektowanych użycia w strukturze SWIM, ale 

zawierających punkty rozszerzające umożliwiające sprostanie przyszłym 

wymaganiom. 

 Definicję kroków protokołu implementującego SWIM, łącznie z przypadkiem, gdy 

prywatne dane identyfikujące używane są jako materiał dowodowy. 

 

RYSUNEK 30: OGÓLNA ARCHITEKTURA FUNKCJONALNA STRUKTURY 

RAMOWEJ SWIM 

W niniejszej pracy struktura ramowa SWIM jest opisana szczegółowo w następujących obszarach. 

Abstrakcyjna składnia i model dla języka wyrażania asercji i zapytań o asercje 

Wyjaśniono tu następujące składniki SWIM: 

 Abstrakcyjna składnia języka asercji [4.2.1] (wymagania 1,6,7,8). 

 Abstrakcyjna składnia języka zapytań o asercje i o dowód asercji [4.2.2] (wymaganie 

2). 

 Język do prezentowania dowodu prawdziwości asercji (wymagania 3, 4, 5). 

 Ontologia opisująca różnorodność materiału dowodowego (łącznie z certyfikatami 

cyfrowymi, które są ważnym typem dowodów), która umożliwia przyjazny 

użytkownikowi sposób wyrażania i oceny dowodu. Wprowadzony w SWIM rozdział 

pomiędzy asercją i dowodem prawdziwości asercji umożliwia projektowanie 

protokołów do przetwarzania dowodów dla dowolnych asercji. Mieszczą się w tym 

również zminimalizowane asercje, takie, jakie są stosowane w systemie prywatnych 

danych identyfikujących Idemix [4.2.4] (wymagania 5,6,7,8,15). 

 Ontologia typów danych osobowych (które mogą być przełożone na schematy danych 

firmowych) [4.2.5](wymaganie 12). Ontologia ta opisuje istotne cechy danych 

osobowych, i tworzy warunki do wnioskowań na ich temat. Zawiera ona : 

o Hierarchię własności opisujących ogólne i szeroko używane typy danych 

Dane Osobowe Dowody

Protokoły i składnie zapytao i wymiany

Polityki Ujawniania

Polityki Przetwarzania Danych
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osobowych. Hierarchia opiera się na podstawowym schemacie danych P3P 

[1.3.1][106]. 

o Dla każdej własności, typ XSD jej zakresu. 

o Opis własności w formacie czytelnym dla człowieka, a konkretnie: 

 Krótkie i długie opisy w różnych językach 

 Preferowana kolejność wyświetlania relacji do innych własności, (z 

uwzględnieniem dostępnych metod GUI) 

 Powiązanie z ikoną, która może być użyta do oznaczenia tego typu 

 

API stworzone w prototypie implementacji [Chapter 6] dostarcza również klasy GUI do dodawania 

do związanej ontologii PII typów definiowanych przez użytkownika, która może zostać równolegle 

załadowana.  

Konkretna składnia języków wyrażania asercji i zapytań o asercje oraz implementacja 

odpowiednich protokołów przy użyciu technologii W3C semantic web. 

Ten składnik pracy zawiera: 

 Zademonstrowanie w jaki sposób RFD i grafy z nazwami (named graphs) mogą być 

użyte do reprezentowania dowolnych asercji. Dodatkowo pokazano jak RFD i grafy z 

nazwami mogą być użyte do opisu polityk dotyczących prywatnych danych 

identyfikujących i wykorzystane jako dowody takich asercji. Opisano również 

mechanizm (anonimowego) kojarzenia prywatnych danych identyfikujących z 

asercjami w ramach repozytorium asercji (assertion store) [4.3.1] (wymagania 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 12,13,14,18) . 

 Propozycję składni i przykłady użycia prywatnych danych identyfikujących Idemix w 

ramach SWIM w przypadkach, gdy pożądana jest minimalizacja danych prywatnych 

(wymaganie 10) i nie jest to wspierane przez istniejące struktury ramowe dla 

zarządzania tożsamością i prywatnością. Zademonstrowano związek pomiędzy 

zapytaniem o asercję i odpowiadającym jej dowodem (krok 4, w ogólnej sekwencji 

protokołu IdM, Rysunek 3) oraz zbiorami asercja-materiał dowodowy (assertion-

evidence sets) dostępnymi dla IdP. Pokryto wszystkie istotne przypadki, łącznie z tymi, 

gdzie do odnalezienia tego związku niezbędne jest wnioskowanie [Chapter 5] 

(wymagania 6,8,9,10). 

Do reprezentowania materiału dowodowego (evidence) użyto systemu prywatnych informacji 

identyfikujących Idemix, aby wypełnić wymagania dotyczące uniemożliwienia powiązań między 

transakcjami oraz minimalnego ujawniania informacji nadmiarowej (wymagania 6,7,8). Konkretna 

składnia zaproponowana w pracy używa następujących elementów z zestawu W3C semantic web 

[1.3.4, 1.3.5, 1.3.6, 1.3.7, 1.3.8, 1.3.9]: 

 RDF (składnia RDF/N3) [1.3.4] do wyrażenia asercji. 

 SPARQL [1.3.10] jako język zapytań do wyrażenia zapytań o asercje. SPARQL jest 

przesyłany przy użyciu koperty XML. 

 Grafy z nazwami [1.3.4] umożliwiające anonimowe powiązania między informacjami 

identyfikującymi a asercjami (powiązanie nie odnosi się do pól w bazie danych, wiec 

nie ujawnia żadnych informacji o danych). 

  RDFS [1.3.6] i OWL [1.3.7] do wyrażenia ontologii opisującej materiał dowodowy 

oraz ontologii dostawców. Pełna lista opracowanych prototypowych ontologii znajduje 

się w [Aneksie II]. 
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 Do wyrażenia elementów, które nie mogły być wyrażone w OWL (np. [5.3]) użyto 

składni reguł opartej na PROLOG [50] i zaimplementowanej w Jena API [1.3.8]. 

Składnia i przykłady opisów polityk przetwarzania danych 

Powyższe składniki pokrywają środki językowe do wyrażania asercji o osobach oraz do wyrażania 

polityk (zasad) określających, jakie asercje są dopuszczalne w celu uzyskania dostępu do usługi lub 

zasobu. Odnosząc się do ogólnego scenariusza zarządzania tożsamością przedstawionego powyżej 

(Rysunek 28), polityki przetwarzania danych prywatnych mają zastosowanie na różnych etapach 

realizacji tego scenariusza. Polityki przetwarzania danych prywatnych są używane przez osobę 

(DS) oraz IdP do podjecia decyzji na temat realizacji kroku 7 (Rysunek 28), gdzie IdP musi 

przesłać asercje na temat DS. 

Tak jak RP musi upewnić się o na temat tożsamości DS, zanim zezwoli na dostęp do usługi lub 

zasobu, w większości sytuacji również DS upewnić się co do właściwości RP przed podjęciem 

decyzji o przesłaniu mu swoich danych prywatnych. W szczególności, DS jest zainteresowany tym, 

jaka jest polityka RP wobec przetwarzania otrzymanych danych prywatnych, w tym: jak długo 

dane te będą przechowywane, do jakich trzecich stron mogą one być przekazane, jakie są 

procedury rozstrzygania sporów dotyczących tych danych itp. Wiele takich zasad jest 

dostarczonych przez polityki P3P [1.3.1] jednakże polityki P3P nie mogły być zastosowane w ich 

standardowej formie w strukturze ramowej SWIM. 

Zademonstrowano w jaki sposób semantyki P3P i APPEL mogą zostać przystosowane do 

wykorzystania w strukturach Semantic Web w sposób spełniający wymagania opisane w 

[Rozdziale 3]. Przystosowanie polityk P3P i reguł APPEL do kontekstu Semantic Web ma wiele 

zalet, w tym umożliwienie wnioskowań uwzględniających te polityki i reguły oraz tworzenie lepiej 

zrozumiałych przez użytkowników, a jednocześnie zwięzłych pojęć i abstrakcji [4.4] (wymagania 

15,18). 

 Zwiększa to możliwości wnioskowania o politykach wykorzystując ontologie P3P lub 

inne dodatkowe ontologie (dotyczące prawa, dziedzinowo specyficznej typizacji 

danych itp). Daje to na przykład możliwość automatyzacji audytu na podstawie logów 

zawierających opis zdarzeń wraz z przypisanymi im akcjami dokonanymi na danych 

prywatnych. 

 Umożliwia to stworzenie bardziej elastycznego i ogólnego formatu reguł, który może 

odwoływać się do dowolnych trójek RDF i który nie zawiera nieścisłości obecnych w 

regułach APPEL. Opis tych nieścisłości można znaleźć w [21]. 

 Ontologie mogą formalnie definiować równoważność między koncepcjami w różnych 

dziadzinach (np. prawna, biznesowa, użytkownika końcowego). Oznacza to w 

szczególności, że koncepcje użyte w regułach lub politykach dotyczących 

przetwarzania danych są łatwe do przetłumaczenia na abstrakcje bardziej przyjazne 

użytkownikowi [6.2, wymaganie 11]. 

 Umożliwia to dystrybucję reguł i polityk dotyczących przetwarzania danych w 

standardowej formie, która może być łatwo przełożona na język docelowy związany z 

danym użytkownikiem[wymaganie 11]. Tworzy to warunki do rozpowszechniania 

dobrych praktyk. 

 Umożliwia to również automatyczne prezentowanie wyjaśnień (uzasadnień 

podejmowanych decyzji) na podstawie śladu wnioskowania, który jest tworzony przez 

silnik wnioskujący. 

 Ponieważ OWL jest rozszerzalny, użytkownik może podłączyć inne ontologie w celu 
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wzbogacenia semantyki, bez zmiany specyfikacji P3P (np. dodanie specyficznych 

dziedzinowo typów danych, uwzględnienie zróżnicowania geograficznego, specyfiki 

legislacyjnej itp.) 

 Ułatwiona jest integracja polityk przetwarzania danych osobowych w kontekście 

oprogramowania specyficznego w danej firmie. Dla przykładu 

o Zobowiązania co do sposobu przetwarzania danych prywatnych podjęte wobec 

osób (DS) mogą być automatycznie przekazywane pomiędzy zainteresowanymi 

instytucjami, dzięki możliwości mapowania firmowych schematów danych do tej 

samej ontologii przetwarzania danych (wykorzystując równoważność pojęć).  

o Polityki mogą być mapowane na firmowe typy danych umożliwiając 

wnioskowania o specyficznych danych firmowych wykorzystując standardowy 

silnik wnioskujący i język opisu polityk (te same dla różnych kontekstów 

firmowych). 

o OWL i RDF mają większą ekspresję niż XML. Np. OWL opisuje problematyczne 

relacje schematu danych P3P 1.0 znacznie wydajniej i w standardowej składni. 

 

Struktura API struktury ramowej SWIM 

Ten składnik [Chapter 6] wyjaśnia w jaki sposób polityki i silniki decyzyjne oparte na Semantic 

Web zostały zintegrowane w ramach architektury systemu SWIM w celu zarządzania tożsamością i 

prywatnością. W szczególności: 

 Jak semantyki polityk warstwy IdM są oddzielone od procesów audytowych modeli 

danych firmowych (wymagania 12,13). 

 Jak są przetwarzane zobowiązania zawarte w uzgodnionych politykach przetwarzania 

danych (nazywane też obligacjami) (wymaganie 16) 

 Jak struktura ramowa SWIM może być wykorzystana do poprawy efektywności 

firmowych procesów audytu. 

 W jaki sposób standardy Semantic Web mogą być wykorzystane do wytworzenia 

bardziej spójnego i przyjaznego interfejsu użytkownika. 

 Jak jest dokonywane tłumaczenie koncepcji polityk do języka i poziomu abstrakcji 

odpowiedniego dla legislacji, użytkownika końcowego i administratora systemu 

(wymagania 11, 19) 

 Jak można ułatwić posługiwanie się różnymi językami w ontologiach (wymaganie 19) 

Struktura ramowa SWIM została zaimplementowana w prototypie w celu zademonstrowania jej 

wykonalności (feasibility). Prototyp ten został poddany testowaniu w celu weryfikacji spełnienia 

sformułowanych wcześniej wymagań, w tym również wydajności. 

Implementacja w prototypie wiązała się również ze zdefiniowaniem architektury SWIM 

demonstrującej jak składniki struktury ramowej współdziałają z systemami anonimowych 

informacji identyfikujących, systemami kontroli dostępu i interfejsami człowiek-komputer. 

Zawiera to w szczególności propozycje jak struktura ramowa SWIM może być użyta do 

polepszenia komunikacji z użytkownikami końcowymi. 

W oparciu o doświadczenia zdobyte w trakcie realizacji i badań prototypu, przedstawiono analizę, 

w jaki sposób można zintegrować SWIM z istniejącymi w firmach systemami zarządzania 

tożsamością, z uwzględnieniem kontekstu legislacyjnego oraz audytu. 
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DEMONSTRACJA WYKONALNOŚCI 

Wykonalność struktury ramowej SWIM została wykazana na następujące sposoby: 

 Adekwatność składni i semantyk języków opisu asercji, materiału dowodowego oraz 

polityk dotyczących danych prywatnych była testowana w kontekście wymagań 

wywiedzionych ze scenariuszy zidentyfikowanych w pracy ([Chapter 5] - eksperymenty 

walidacyjne). Przetestowano również możliwość dopasowania zapytań asercja-dowód do 

dostępnych asercji i materiału dowodowego w istotnych przypadkach dotyczących 

prywatnych informacji identyfikacyjnych. Obejmuje to dla przykładu sytuacje 

minimalizacji danych dla dysjunkcji asercji (możność wypowiedzenia, że użytkownik 

posiada albo prawo jazdy, albo paszport, bez ujawniania, który z tych obiektów jest w jego 

posiadaniu). Potwierdzono, że wszystkie wymagania dotyczące ekspresywności są 

spełniane w rzeczywistej implementacji SWIM. 

 Istotne polityki przetwarzania danych, ontologie i system wnioskowania zostały 

przetestowane pod kątem wykonalności w implementacji prototypu [Rozdział 6]. 

Testowano wydajność implementacji, właściwe działanie w przypadkach testowych i 

interakcje z komponentami zewnętrznymi. Wykazano także, że SWIM wypełnienia 

zidentyfikowane wymagania dotyczące HCI (human-computer interaction). W 

szczególności, przetestowano następujące aspekty struktury ramowej SWIM: 

o Ekspresywność składni i semantyk. 

o Interakcja z bazą informacji identyfikujących użytkowników – np. wybór 

odpowiednich informacji identyfikujących. 

o Interakcja z prywatnymi informacjami identyfikującymi i ich składnikami 

zarządzającymi. 

o Zdolność do interakcji ze składnikami HCI w celu spełnienia wymagań 

prywatności i ekspresywności. 

o Interakcja z komponentami odpowiedzialnymi za zarządzanie zobowiązaniami. 

o Wnioskowanie i dopasowanie polityk przetwarzania danych wyrażonych w 

formacie opisanym w [4.4.2]. 

 Przeanalizowano również możliwość integracji SWIM w ramach środowiska instytucji 

wykorzystującej (chociaż wykonany prototyp nie był praktycznie integrowany z 

środowiskiem programowym rzeczywistej instytucji). 

OCENA OSIĄGNIĘTYCH WYNIKÓW 

Ogólnie rzecz biorąc, wszystkie główne wymagania dotyczące systemów zarządzania tożsamością 

w sposób respektujący prywatność zostały spełnione przez zaproponowaną w pracy strukturę 

ramową SWIM. Praca niniejsza wykazała, że wykorzystując potencjał technologii Semantic Web, 

SWIM zarządza tożsamością i prywatnością w sposób istotnie lepszy niż jakiekolwiek inne 

poprzednie rozwiązania w tym obszarze. 

Podstawową innowacyjną propozycją tej pracy jest struktura ramowa SWIM, która: 

 Wprowadza formalny i zrozumiały model tożsamości, wolny od wielu nieścisłości 

obecnych w istniejących modelach (np. rozróżnienie pomiędzy asercją i dowodem asercji, 

rozróżnienie między identyfikatorem i asercją, ignorowanie roli wiedzy wyjściowej 

(apriori) oraz roli zbioru anonimowości). 

 Posiada odpowiednią ekspresywność do tworzenia prawdziwie zminimalizowanych 

zapytań o dane – pierwszy raz umożliwiono wymianę dowolnych predykatów i formuł 
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logicznych w kontekście IdM. 

 Umożliwia użycie prywatnych informacji identyfikujących jako dowodów asercji i przez to 

zdecydowanie poprawia minimalizację ujawnionych danych i redukcję powiązań 

(linkability) między transakcjami. 

 Umożliwia powiązanie materiału dowodowego z danymi w sposób chroniący przed 

wyciekiem informacji o danych z dowodów i powiązania tych informacji z danymi. 

 Pokrywa wszystkie istotne scenariusze zarządzania tożsamością, w tym np. systemy 

dostarczające materiału dowodowego na temat danych o tożsamości wykorzystujące 

reputację oraz wymianę polityk i danych pomiędzy heterogenicznymi źródłami danych. 

 Bierze pod uwagę dane pozyskane na drodze wnioskowania z innych danych lub z 

materiału dowodowego, przez co umożliwia dokładniejszą automatyczną ocenę zgodności 

polityk z danymi dotyczącymi prywatności lub ocenę przedstawionych dowodów na temat 

danych prywatnych. 

 Umożliwia porównanie polityk z danymi poprzez analizą semantyczną (zamiast zwykłego 

porównania łańcuchów znaków), przez co dostarcza użytkownikom bardziej bogaty, 

elastyczny i intuicyjny interfejs definiujący te polityki. 

 Umożliwia prezentowanie w sposób czytelny dla człowieka informacji wymienianych w 

ramach protokołu IdM, z użyciem koncepcji właściwych dla poziomu percepcji 

użytkownika. 

 Umożliwia definiowanie reguł określających, który zestaw informacji identyfikujących 

spełniający dane zapytanie powinien być użyty, wykorzystując w tym celu historię użycia, 

możliwe skutki dotyczące powiązania transakcji (linkability) lub inne wymagania (reguły 

ujawnienia decyzji, [4.4.5]). 

Wyniki opisane w niniejszym raporcie były publikowane w materiałach wielu międzynarodowych 

konferencji oraz w raportach naukowych. Najważniejsze z nich to: 

 Scenario: Ambient intelligence wykorzystujący prace: 

o  Giles Hogben (section): 6
th
 FR Project PRIME Framework Public Deliverable, 

Section 6.6, P.87. [120] 

 Opis P3P oraz publikacje dotyczące P3P: 

o  Giles Hogben, Tom Jackson, Marc Wilikens, A Fully Compliant Research 

Implementation of the P3P Standard for Privacy Protection Experiences and 

Recommendations, Proceedings of European Symposium on Research in 

Computer Security (ESORICS), Zurich, Switzerland, Springer-Verlag LNCS 2502, 

pp 104-125 , 2002. [16]  

o  Lorrie Cranor, Dobbs Brooks, Serge Egelman, Giles Hogben et al: W3C P3P 1.1 

Specification, 2006. [87] 

 Chapter 2 – formalny model tożsamości oraz związana z nim terminologia opublikowana 

częściowo w: 

o Giles Hogben (section), PRIME Framework Document, Terminology Chapter, 

P.20. [121] 

o Giles Hogben, Marc Wilikens, Ioannis Vakalis: On the ontology of digital 

identification. In : Proceedings of On the Move to Meaningful Internet Systems 

2003, Catania, Italy, vol. LNCS 2889, pp.579-593, 2003. [122] 

 Znaczne fragment rozdziałów 4 and 5 opublikowano w: 

o Giles Hogben, Dieter Sommer: A meta-data and reasoning framework for open 

assertion and evidence exchange and query. Research report RZ3674, IBM, 

Zurich, 2006. [123] 
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o  Giles Hogben: An open assertion and evidence exchange and query language - 

requirements and abstract syntax. In : Proceedings of W3C Workshop on 

Languages for Privacy Policy Negotiation and Semantics-Driven Enforcement 

(online), Washington DC, USA (2006). [124] 

o Giles Hogben: Describing the P3P base data schema using OWL. In : Proceedings 

of Workshop on Policy Management for the Web at WWW2005 (online), Chiba, 

Japan , 2005. [125] 

 Treści zawarte w sekcji 4.5 na temat  polityk przetwarzania danych prywatnych 

opublikowano w:  

o  Giles Hogben: P3P Using the Semantic Web, W3C Working Group Note, 2004. 

[109] 

 Materiał dotyczący funkcjonalności z punktu widzenia HCI opublikowano w:  

o Giles Hogben: section of PRIME Project, HCI guidance and proposals. [126] 

o Giles Hogben: An extensible policy editing API for privacy and identity 

management policies. In : Proceedings of Workshop on Policy Management for the 

Web at WWW2005 (online), Chiba, Japan, 2005. [127] 

 PRIME Ontologies.  Opublikowane w https://www.prime-project.eu/ont/. Ontologie te 

zawierają lub są oparte na wynikach prezentowanych w niniejszej rozprawie.  

Dodatkowo następujące prace autora niniejszej rozprawy zawierają dalszą częściową publikację 

wyników osiągniętych w trakcie przeprowadzonych badań: 

 Ingo Naumann, Giles Hogben: Privacy Features of European eID Card Specifications., 

ENISA (European Network and Information Security Agency) (2009)[91] 

 Giles Hogben, Konstantinos Moulinos, Mapping IDABC Authentication Assurance Levels 

to SAML v2.0, ENISA (European Network and Information Security Agency) report, 2008 

[99] 

 Giles Hogben, An extensible policy editing API for privacy and identity management 

policies, Proceedings of PM4W at WWW2005, Chiba, Japan, W3C, 2005 [115]. 

 Thomas Roessler, Giles Hogben, Marco Cassasa-Mont, Siani Pearson, Rule Language 

Requirements for Privacy-Enabled Identity Management, Proceedings of W3C Workshop 

on Rule Languages for Interoperability, W3C, 2005 [128] 

 Lorrie Cranor, Giles Hogben et al, The Platform for Privacy Preferences 1.1 (P3P1.1), 

W3C Specification Draft, W3C public document, 2005 [87] 

 Giles Hogben, Combatting spAMI: Principles of design for privacy in the Ambient 

Intelligence world, Proceedings of conference - Tales of the Disappearing Computer 

Conference, CTI Press, 2003, pp281-291 [14] 

 Giles Hogben, A Technical Analysis of Problems with the Platform for Privacy Preferences 

v1.0 and Possible Solutions, Proceedings of W3C Future of P3P Workshop, W3C, 2002 

[21] 

OBSZARY DALSZEJ PRACY 

W trakcie badań zidentyfikowano wiele obszarów wymagających dalszej pracy, w przypadku 

gdyby zaproponowana struktura ramowa SWIM była dalej rozwijana (i udostępniona 

komercyjnie): 

 W przeciwieństwie do XML, RDF i składnia Semantic Web nie są jak dotąd silnie 

wspierane przez główne komercyjne biblioteki oprogramowania. Przygotowanie takiego 

wsparcie stanowi poważne wyzwanie. 

https://www.prime-project.eu/ont/
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 Niewielu komercyjnych dostawców rozwiązań w obszarze zarządzania tożsamością jest 

wystarczająco obeznanych z koncepcjami Semantic Web. Chociaż koncepcje te nie są 

trudne do zrozumienia, wielu wytwórców oprogramowania nie jest skłonnych do integracji 

standardów bazujących na Semantic Web (np. języki polityk) z braku chęci do 

inwestowania w alternatywę wobec XML. Istnieją też przekonujące argumenty że XML 

ma już wystarczająco precyzyjną semantykę, choć nie zdefiniowaną formalnie przez 

standardy, jak w wypadku RDF [133]. Istnieje możliwość by polityki i reguły wyrażone w 

składni zaproponowanej w tej pracy były również wyrażone w XML, choć spowoduje to 

problemy w uzgadnianiu interpretacji słownictwa. Jednym z rozwiązań tego problemu 

(oraz problemu wspomnianego w poprzednim punkcie) byłoby zdefiniowanie bardziej 

formalnych semantyk i metodologii wnioskowania bazujących na XML. 

 Technologie Semantic Web nie były do tej pory testowane w dużej skali. Trudno 

przewidzieć, jakie byłyby dokładnie implikacje zastosowania struktury ramowej SWIM w 

bardzo dużej skali. Na przykład, „RDF triple stores” nie były do tej pory testowane w skali 

takiej jak „RDBMS stores”. Podobnie silniki wnioskowania nie były testowane na dużych 

instancjach RDF, co mogłoby być niezbędne w przypadku zastosowania struktury ramowej 

SWIM na skalę przemysłową. 

Aby strukturę ramową SWIM doprowadzić do oferty komercyjnej, dalsze prace naukowe powinny 

koncentrować się w następujących obszarach: 

 Integracja z architekturami wykorzystywanymi w przedsiębiorstwach (przechwytywanie 

SQL). 

 Testowanie i uzgodnienie przez użytkowników ontologii informacji identyfikacyjnych i 

ontologii materiału dowodowego.  

 Integracja z systemami reputacyjnymi, „trusted computing”, systemami obligacji. 

 Testowanie i walidacja mechanizmów wnioskowania. 
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